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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

SOCIAL SPACE AND SOCIAL MEDIA:
ANALYZING URBAN SPACE WITH BIG DATA
This dissertation focuses on the key role that big data can play in minimizing the perceived disconnect between social theory and quantitative methods in the discipline of
geography. It takes as its starting point the geographic concept of space, which is conceptualized very differently in social theory versus quantitative methodology. Contrary
to this disparity, an examination of the disciplinary history reveals a number of historic
precedents and potential pathways for a rapprochement, especially when combined with
some of the new possibilities of big data. This dissertation also proposes solutions to two
common barriers to the adoption of big data in the social sciences: accessing and collecting such data and, subsequently, meaningful analysis. These methods and the theoretical
foundation are combined in three case studies that show the successful integration of a
quantitative research methodology with social theories on space. The case studies demonstrate how such an approach can create new and alternative understandings of urban
space. In doing so it answers three specific research questions: (1) How can big data facilitate the integration of social theory on space with quantitative research methodology? (2)
What are the practical challenges and solutions to moving “beyond the geotag” when utilizing big data in geographical research? (3) How can the quantitative analysis of big data
provide new and useful insight in the complex character of social space? More specifically,
what insights does such an analysis of relational social space provide about urban mobility
and cognitive neighborhoods?
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Imagine walking the streets of a city. Any city — it does not matter. As you are
walking the sidewalk, you come across so many different aspects of urban life, both
knowingly and unknowingly. You pass street vendors and restaurants; shoe shops and
drug stores. In the morning, you catch commuters walking to their office. You greet the
homeless veteran and the retired strollers; nannies with children and teenagers with
skateboards. On its sidewalks, you get a small peek into the dizzying number of elements
that together make a city. But what you see is still only a snapshot — like a photograph
frozen in time and place, whose context leaves much to the imagination. Each and every
single person that you see at that very moment is temporally and historically connected
to dozens of different places across the city and beyond. Each person has past, present
and future social relationships that connect them to an even greater set of places. These
social, temporal and spatial connections make up the city: they are the connective
tissue that tie together the different parts of the urban. Furthermore, they have a unique
composition for every individual. Each person might be physically located in the same
city — but they live and perceive that city in very different ways. This is the social fabric
of the urban. It is near-unfathomably complex and is woven together by the millions of
connections between people, places and all the other entities and institutions that play
a role in our cities. It is this rich urban life that is the subject of the arts — from poetry
(think Baudelaire’s description of the flaneur) to painting (for example, the impressionist
depictions of 19tth century modern Paris) and photography (Henri Cartier-Bresson’s
revolutionary street photography a point in case). It is also the arena of many urban
thinkers and theorists: Jane Jacobs’ gazed down on the street below her window in the East
Village and then wrote ‘Death and Life of Great American Cities’ and Henri Lefebvre’s
Parisian balcony provided him with a great vantage point to see urban life pass by on Rue
Rambuteau.
It is the art and social theory built on these initial observations of urban life that
helps us to understand the complex processes that shape its course. But what happens
when we want to represent or study urban life in a more quantitative manner? Is it
possible to count and measure the urban fabric and gain a deeper understanding of it?
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Can we somehow capture the city’s sidewalks in tables and graphs? Or, more specifically
related to the discipline of Geography, can we represent urban space within the confines
of the methodology of Geographic Information Systems (GIS)? A GIS, at its very core, is
a computerized, quantitative representation of spatial reality. The foundational building
blocks of a GIS consist of nothing more than a two-dimensional coordinate system
delineating a Euclidean container. This system can be used to pinpoint the exact location
of objects within it. However, these objects can only be one of three types: points, lines
and polygons. We can assign each object certain characteristics but can only do so with
numerical values. Even more, all of these are frozen in time, a snapshot of the location and
variables of a spatial object for a single point in time. In short, GIS offers a much more
abstract and ultimately reductionist model of urbanity. A model that, like any model, has
its uses, but when somehow faulty might misinform research and policy or even run the
risk of becoming the reality it seeks to explain (Mackenzie, 2006).
How can we do justice to the complex nature of urban life if we need to somehow
translate it to a series of numerical values — to points and lines within a Euclidean
coordinate system? Does a representation in GIS still reflect the urbal life celebrated by the
flaneur? This, of course, is largely a rhetorical question. But it is a question that lies at the
very core of a gap that is often thought to exist in Geography between social theory on one
hand and quantitative methodologies on the other. It is a gap or rift that goes back more
than half a century to the discipline’s first serious foray into quantitative methodology
and is ultimately based on a (perceived) incompatibility between how space is thought
of in social theory versus how space is operationalized in quantitative methodology
(Leszczynski, 2009; Schuurman, 2006), (Crampton, 2009).
The last ten years have seen the emergence of a new phenomenon that might
potentially alter both this gap and, consequently, how we study cities. Often referred to
as Big Data, it is the billions and billions of individual data points that are created every
single day by ‘smart’ sensors in cars and appliances, by cellphones and computers, but first
and foremost by people. It is the trace or shadow of data that people leave behind as they
live their lives, interacting with one another through phone calls, text messages, emails,
tweets and online dating apps; by using a tap card to get on the metro or a toll road to
get to the urban core; by paying with a credit card or rating a restaurant online. Together,
these digital traces make up an enormous digital dataset that the early of quantifiers of the
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1960s could not even dream of (cf. Lee, 1973). On top of that, the data often relates to, or
is directly produced, by many of the social processes that we can see on the city’s sidewalk.
This is very different from more conventional data sources, such as the census, which are
collected at discrete points in time by researchers using resource intensive methods such
as fieldwork and surveys. Furthermore, the data collected from these sources might relate
well to specific socio-economic processes (e.g. income, labor) but is further detached
from the lived experience of day-to-day urban life. So, the question remains: can this new,
vast data help us understand the urban fabric in a way that is closer to the social theory
of space than it is to the essentializing points and lines of GIS? This question forms the
jumping off point for this dissertation.
On the surface, it is easy to argue that big data does the opposite — it is
contributing to a widening of the gap between social theory and quantitative methodology.
With the onset of big data came along a new generation of scientists that see in the
abundance of data an opportunity to ‘let the data speak for itself ’ (Anderson, 2008), or
at least to increase the role of data and computational methods in the social sciences,
seemingly at the expense of more qualitative or theoretically-driven approaches (Lazer
et al., 2009; Torrens, 2010). As such, social theory runs the risk of being pushed aside by
a data-driven approach to studying the urban that emphasizes data and numbers over
theory and text (cf. the new fascination from physicists about the urban in Bettencourt
& West, 2010; see also O’Sullivan & Manson, 2015). In Geography itself, big data is only
reinforcing the same ontological framework of a decades-old GIS. Despite the novelty of
big data, we still rely on the same tools and techniques to analyze spatial processes. Big
data in Geography then, ultimately, is still points and lines with some numerical values
attached — it still consists of independent objects in that Euclidean space. There are
just many more objects, perhaps to the point where there are so many readily-available
data points that they crowd researcher’s vision to the point where analyzing big data
seemingly becomes the only or at least most obvious view on the urban. This is in many
ways the perceived threat of big data: it generates so much data and becomes so pervasive,
ubiquitous and obvious that analyzing big data becomes the most natural way of studying
the urban fabric. Instead of the complex fabric of our city’s streets that so many have
critically engaged with, urban space through this lens is whittled down to a very large
collection of points, lines and polygons.
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1.2 Research Questions and Overview
In this dissertation, I will argue that this is not the only way to view big data.
Indeed, it can also be utilized as a unique opportunity to do exactly the opposite: to
employ big data in the quantitative analysis of urban space, but in a way that is integrated
with and complementary to social theory? To this end, this dissertation asks three specific
questions:
RQ1. How can big data facilitate the integration of social theory on space with
quantitative research methodology?
This first research question closely examines the perceived gap between social
theory on space and quantitative methodology — specifically as it relates to the use of
non-Euclidean spatial analysis. It does so by examining the history of the concept and
ontology of space in quantitative geography and identifying key moments in which
quantitative geography has attempted to move away from purely Euclidean to richer,
multi-dimensional understandings of space. Building on this, I can then look for
and identify key characteristics of big data that can aid or facilitate a further, deeper
integration of social theory and quantitative methods.
RQ2. What are the practical challenges and solutions to moving “beyond the
geotag” when utilizing big data in geographical research?
The second research question identifies a number of practical challenges to
the adoption of big data in geographical research that aims to go ‘beyond the geotag’
(Crampton et al., 2013). Going ‘beyond the geotag’ refers to the challenge of how to take
big data and turn it into relevant data. The potential of big data in the social science does
not lie in its quantity per se, but rather in the potential that some (not all!) of these data
points may provide insight into the social processes of interest. To do so, geographers
need the tools to access, collect and search big data and then, ultimately, extract relevant
data for further analysis.
RQ3. How can the quantitative analysis of big data provide new and useful
insight in the complex character of social space? More specifically, what insights does
such an analysis of relational social space provide about urban mobility and cognitive
neighborhoods?
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The third research question is focused on showing the added value of an approach
that combines social theory and quantitative analysis of big data. Such a combination
is not only an academic or intellectual pursuit, but must have the potential to generate
new or alternative understandings of social space. What is gained through a quantitative
analysis informed by social theory as opposed to a more conventional approach to
quantitative analysis? How can we use such an approach with big data to analyze
otherwise difficult-to-quantify aspects of social space, such as the relational dimension of
space or the cognitive neighborhoods within a city?
To answer these three research questions, this dissertation is divided into three
sections: Theory (Chapter 2), Methods (Chapter 3-4) and Empirical (Chapter 5-7). The
foundation for the first research question will be laid out in the Theory section and will be
implicitly addressed or ‘proven’ in the subsequent sections. The second research question
will be answered in the Methods section and, finally, the Empirical section will address the
third research question.
More specifically, in Chapter 2 I start answering RQ1 by looking at how space
has been conceptualized in social theory, which is fundamentally different from the
Euclidean and abstract spatial ontology that is so common in quantitative methodology.
In the latter, space is a container with a horizontal and vertical axis and a coordinate
system that, together, make it so that we can locate and place objects within that space.
But this container exists independently and a-priori of the objects within it (cf. Harvey,
1969). On the contrary, in social theory space is thought of, not as an abstract container,
but as something that is actively made and remade. People are not independent objects
within space but rather are active participants in the production of (Jessop, Brenner, &
Jones, 2008; cf. Lefebvre, 1991; Massey, 2005). Instead of merely juxtaposing this rich,
complex nature of urban space that social theorists emphasize with the limiting Euclidean
geometry common in GIS, this chapter retraces the history of quantification in Geography
to show that there is both potential and already a significant track record of using nonEuclidean spaces within quantitative methodology. It is this track record, combined with
new affordances provided by big data, that we can build on to reignite non-Euclidean
spatial ontologies in the quantitative analysis of urban space. These affordances of big
data are provided by the way in which big data is fundamentally different from more
conventional census or survey data. For example, big data is generally much more diverse,
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flexible and relational in nature: it does not adhere to a strict tabular format, may be
produced by a wide variety of social processes and big data of different origins can be tied
together in myriad ways (Kitchin, 2013).
In Chapter 3 I start to address the second research question. While big data may
have the theoretical potential to bring new research avenues to the social sciences, there
are also a large number of barriers we need to overcome to adopt big data within the social
sciences specifically. This chapter discusses a system designed to access, collect, search
and extract data from geosocial media. It is designed to allow social scientists access
to a complete, historical archive of Twitter data, consisting of all 10 billion geotagged
tweets sent since July 2012, in a convenient and easy-to-use manner. This allows a social
scientist to focus on the social aspect of science without having to learn computer science
and overcome other related barriers-to-entry. In other words, it turns big data into the
relevant data that is needed to study spatial and social processes. The resulting data, while
still comparatively large, has been developed in a way that researchers can analyze it on a
standard computer in almost all cases.
Chapter 4 takes this extracted, relevant data and addresses some of the analytical
challenges that come with making sense of geosocial media. Still addressing RQ2, there
are a number of challenges associated with these datasets, as is illustrated by many of
the visualizations published in both academic and popular news outlets today. While
often impressive to look at, their methods are relatively simplistic and stand in the
way of gaining any actual insights into the underlying social processes. For example, a
straightforward visualization of such point patterns will often mimic general population
density and the popular ‘heat maps’1 resemble what Kenneth Field has referred to as
‘animated ectoplasm’ (Field & O’Brien, 2010). In other words, while visually appealing,
once the novelty of these ‘analyses’ wears off, there is little substance that can help
geographers answer actual questions about spatial processes. This chapter proposes a
workflow that starts out with point patterns and then aggregates individual points to a
hexagonal grid. The value of each grid is normalized by calculating an odds ratio based
on the point pattern under study and the underlying general ‘social media’ population.
An additional advantage of this approach is the ability to calculate a confidence interval

1

These are most often kernel density estimation rasters.
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for every odds ratio. Because social media data is not evenly distributed in space, having
only a few observations in a single cell can cause large swings in the resulting odds ratio,
further disguising the underlying spatial patterns.
With both the means of collecting and then extracting relevant data from big data,
as well as a method to derive insight from otherwise noisy spatial point patterns, Chapter
5 applies these methods to a case study of the social media ‘data shadows’ of Hurricane
Sandy, integrating social theories of space with quantitative research methods. It is here
that I start addressing the new insights that might be gained through this approach
(RQ3) – taking the theoretical basis of the first research question together with the
practical methods of the second research question. I do so specifically by using a spatial
framework derived from social theory, in this case Jessop et al.’s (2008) meta-framework
of the dimensions of socio-spatiality. They identify four specific dimensions — territory,
place, scale, and networks — and argue that these intertwined, but analytically distinct,
dimensions together constitute space. The chapter operationalizes this framework and
shows that social theory indeed can be a fruitful foundation to study social space with
big data. This chapter is meant to illustrate how each of the four dimensions of space can
individually and in conjunction be analyzed with 140,000 geotagged tweets that reference
Hurricane Sandy in some way. It is a ‘proof-of-concept’ to show that, indeed, social
theory and quantitative methodology are quite compatible and analyzing big data with a
combination of the two yields insight into socio-spatial processes around natural disasters.
Chapter 6 takes the compatibility of big data, social theory and quantitative
methodology shown to work in the previous chapter one step further. This chapter is a
case study of urban spatial imaginaries and mobilities in Louisville, KY. More specifically,
it asks how the methodology outlined so far can be used to create new, or alternative,
understandings of urban space. As a starting point it takes the city’s colloquial ‘Ninth
Street Divide’. Ninth Street, running north-south from the bank of the Ohio River is often
thought to divide the city in a ‘West End’ and an ‘East End’. Crossing Ninth Street from
the East means crossing from fairly affluent, and predominately white, downtown and
(sub)urban neighborhoods into the socio-economically disadvantaged and predominantly
African-American West End. In Louisville’s collective imagination, this divide is seldom
crossed by either side and many of the City’s policy initiatives are couched in a language
that emphasizes taking the West End out of its isolation.
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By extracting two sets of geotagged tweets — one made by people who live in
the West End, and one by people who live in the East End — and looking at the mobility
of each group within the city, we can begin to understand the socio-spatial relations
that exist beyond this popular imaginary. It is an analysis that is rooted in social theory
— emphasizing the relational, connected nature of social space — and one that could
not have been done without big data. After all, conventional travel diary approaches to
understanding urban mobility are extremely resource intensive, cover only one day or one
week of a person’s life and do not have the spatial granularity necessary for this zoomedin view on parts of a city. The analysis in this case study ultimately shows that the popular
binary understanding of the Ninth Street Divide is likely much more complex and fuzzy.
The chapter provides ample evidence that West End inhabitants have a much widerreaching array of connections to many parts of the city beyond their side of the ‘divide’.
However, people from the East End do tend to stay on the eastern side of the city. The
West End as such does not exist in the social and spatial isolation that it is often thought
to do, but is rather fluid and is, by virtue of its residents, connected to the urban fabric
across the entire city.
In the final chapter, Chapter 7, I take a further step to a full non-Euclidean
understanding of space and a more definitive answer to RQ3. Until now, even though
previous chapters chipped away at the constraints of a more conventional Euclidean
spatial ontology, they still operated largely within the confines of traditional quantitative
spatial analysis. In this chapter, I use an explicit relational spatial ontology — building
on methodology from the field of social network analysis — in a empirical case study of
cognitive neighborhoods in New York City. The chapter draws methodological parallels
between regionalization methods in spatial analysis and community detection methods
in social network analysis. What makes a neighborhood a neighborhood and where
to draw its boundaries is one of the classic questions in Geography, while the question
of delineating sub-groups within social networks has long occupied sociologists and
other network analysts. I show that adopting a relational ontology and methods from
social network analysis in the quantitative analysis of spatial big data has tremendous
potential. Letting go of a strictly contiguous approach to ‘building’ neighborhoods, but
instead focusing on the social relations that connect different parts of the city, can help us
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understand the fabric of urban space through the delineation of neighborhoods at various
levels of scale.
It is important to note my own positionality as a researcher here, especially as it
relates to the three case studies in the final chapters of this dissertation. Each empirical
case study is delibarelty chosen to be in a city that I am intimately familiar with (having
lived in and conducted fieldwork in both Louisville and New York City). Although
quantitative analysis may often yield a ‘view from above’, I argue that it is my own onthe-ground familiarity with and knowledge of each city that allows me to both interpret
the results of the analyses as well as evaluate the various methods employed in this
dissertation.
1.3 Conclusion
In answering the three research questions posited earlier through these chapters,
this dissertation makes a significant contribution to the current state-of-the-art in
quantitative methodology in Geography in general, and specifically in the embedding of
big data analysis within and for geographic research. First, it lays a solid foundation for
a closer ontological merger between social theory and quantitative methodology. This
is not an easy or uncontested marriage, as is evidenced by an ongoing debate between
GIScientists, quantitative geographers and social theorists (Cresswell, 2014; Johnston
et al., 2014; Schuurman, 2000). The incompatibilities have been pointed out before
(Schuurman, 2006) and social theorists and GIScientists have both drawn lines in the
sand (Openshaw, 1991; Taylor, 1990) as well as made efforts to straddle the gap (Cope &
Elwood, 2009; e.g. Pickles, 1995). However, as is shown in Chapter 2, there are traces of
compatibility even in the history of the Geography’s Quantitative Revolution. Learning
from these debates, and using the variegated, flexible nature of big data to our advantage,
there is nothing in principle that prohibits the adoption of a non- or more-than-Euclidean
spatial ontology in quantitative geography.
With the theoretical compatibility as a starting point, Chapters 3 and 4 — the
methods section of the dissertation — provide some of the essential tools and techniques
that geographers need to successfully engage with and use big data in their research. This
is a domain and a data source that has a set of challenges and barriers to entry much
more closely related to fields of computer science and engineering. Short of re-orienting
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the entire discipline towards computer science instead of social science — which would
significantly and adversely alter the discipline — this does require a smart use of available
resources, (cross-) disciplinary collaboration and a concerted effort to rethink and adapt
some of our research skills, techniques and methods to accommodate these new forms
and sources of social data. Finally, through three separate case studies (Chapters 5-7),
this dissertation proves that there is more than just academic or intellectual merit in this
approach. The use of a spatial ontology built on social theory in a quantitative big data
approach can challenge existing understandings of social space and create new insights
into the social processes that shape urban space, whether they relate to natural disasters,
urban mobility or cognitive and perceived neighborhoods. While certainly not reflecting
the full range of social theories of space, I argue that it represents an important step in the
interaction between these two fields.
Although this dissertation has clearly underlined the potential of using big data
and quantitative methodology to analyze more-than-Euclidean spaces, the discipline
is only at the start of a much longer itinerary to integrate these otherwise disjointed
academic quarters. The roadmap for future research holds a number of key ingredients.
First, there are still a variety of impediments to the wide adoption of non-Euclidean space
in geographic research. Almost all common GIScience and spatial statistics software is
built on top of Euclidean ontology. Unless every researcher desires to write quantitative
procedures and algorithms from scratch, as a discipline we need to think more of different
ways of encoding and implementing a variety of spatial ontologies in research software.
Although discussion around this issue has been ongoing for well over two decades, there
are still no actual, explicit implementations of such ontologies. In this regard, social
network analysis (SNA) is an extremely useful example as it has created a wide array
of both programmable and GUI software that is based on a relational, not Euclidean,
ontology. A first step towards a non-Euclidean space in quantitative geography can thus
be made by the integration of existing SNA software and algorithms within geographic
software. The discussion of regionalization and community detection algorithms in
Chapter 7 and the subsequent use of community detection algorithms in the spatial
context of cognitive neighborhoods shows both the compatibility as well as the added
value of such an integration. If such procedures were implemented in readily available and
easy to use software, non-Euclidean space would be likely to see a much wider adoption.
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Incorporating social theory — and with it, embracing the multiplicity and
complexity of urban space — brings with it a set of specific challenges too. For example,
if there is no such thing as a single urban space — or even an objective or practically
adequate (Sayer, 2000) representation of such a space, then how do we study, summarize
and abstractly think about space? If we only stress the multiplicity of space, how do we
translate this into insights that can help us understand our cities or form the foundation of
urban policy and governance? The empirical chapters in this dissertation show that, even
with an embracement of the multiplicity and complex character of space, spatial analysis
still can yield insights that both increase our understanding of how our cities work and
can form the basis of urban policy at the same time. While this approach is open to
critique (indeed I welcome it), I argue it is a timely and extremely important way forward
for the discipline of Geography.
Copyright © Ate Poorthuis 2015
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Chapter 2 - Big Data and Social Space: A theoretical opportunity to integrate social
theory and quantitative methodology
2.1 Introduction
In 2008, Chris Anderson published his polemic and now infamous Wired article
on big data and the subsequent “end of theory” (Anderson, 2008). The argument is simple:
the availability of big data derived from sensors, mobile phones, social media and digital
code in general has made theory irrelevant as a way to derive insights about the social
world. While theory was previously employed to help understand the underlying causes
of social processes, Anderson argued that with big data, the size of the datasets allows us
to establish firm correlations that supersede causation. In response to Anderson’s article,
there has been a great deal of activity from the social sciences to help advance a more
nuanced understanding of big data – focusing not only on its power and potential, but
also on its pitfalls and limitations.
Although the understanding of big data has advanced greatly as a result, many
social scientists continue to engage in a computational turn (Lazer et al., 2009; Torrens,
2010) that often relies heavily on inductive reasoning, quantitative methods and a datadriven approach that is not informed by prior (theoretical) insights. For example, Geoff
West, a physicist, turned his attention from theoretical physics to social processes and
discovering universal social laws. Without acknowledging the many decades of both
thinking and empirical work in urban sociology and geography, West has ‘solved the
city’ by finding patterns in large urban data sets (Lehrer, 2010). Similarly, Alex Pentland,
a computer scientist, claims to be reinventing sociology through a data-driven approach
using big data in his most recent book titled ‘Social Physics’ (Pentland, 2014). This general
trend, brought on by the advent of big data, is taking place in geography as well, where it
appears to exacerbate an already existing, perceived gap or tension between social theory
and quantitative methodology (Cresswell, 2014; Johnston, Harris, Jones, Manley, Sabel, &
Wang, 2014a; 2014b; O’Sullivan & Manson, 2015).
In this chapter, I argue that it does not have to be this way. While a tension
between social theory and quantitative methodology can exist, within the discipline of
Geography the actual ‘divide’ or ‘gap’ is much smaller than often perceived. By looking at
the history of earlier confrontations between social theory and quantitative methodology
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— the quantitative revolution and the onset of critical GIScience — we gain a more
nuanced understanding of how social theory and quantitative methods are not necessarily
incompatible. In fact, I argue that big data provides a unique opportunity to bring the two
closer together, which is the impetus behind the first research question. In other words, by
a careful review of the history of this disciplinary debate and by re-evaluating the potential
of big data in that light, a strengthened bridge between quantitative geography and social
theory can be built.
Within Geography, much of the tension between social theory and quantitative
methods is focused around the conceptualization and implementation of some of the
discipline’s core concepts, in particular the concept of space. In this chapter, I review how
social theory and quantitative methodology both used and conceptualized the concept
of space and how they have done so in ways that are sometimes at odds with each other
but, as I argue, also show significant potential for synthesis and symbiosis. Before doing
so, I first briefly discuss the nature of big data and the way in which the term ‘big data’
is used and conceptualized for the purposes of this dissertation. The rest of the chapter
examines how space is conceptualized in social theory and the perceived (in)compatibility
with the spatial ontologies during the quantitative revolution and subsequent emergence
of GIScience. Finally, I re-introduce big data and examine its potential for overcoming
some of the issues that have caused the tension between social theory and quantitative
geography. It is in this ‘bridging’ potential that the answer to research question 1 lays.
2.2 Big Data Three Ways
For all its use in both popular media and academic outlets, the exact definition
of Big Data remains a bit fluid. Often, the definition based on the ‘three-V’s’ is used: big
data is characterized by its volume, variety and velocity (Laney, 2001). More recently,
within academic work, a more expanded, comprehensive definition is provided by Kitchin
(2013) who adds exhaustiveness, resolution, relationally and flexibility to the original
three V’s1. Although the exact definition of big data is not the topic of this chapter or

this dissertation, this expanded definition is much better suited to describe what makes
big data worthy of our attention within Geography. After all, the US census, and many
1
See Kitchin and McArdle (2015) for a thorough attempt to provide a big data taxonomy. They
conclude that volume and variety are much less defining for big data sets than exhaustiveness.
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similar datasets, can be argued to be ‘big’ data based on their sheer size alone. Surely, all
300 million records and the many dozens of variables in the decennial Census do not fit
neatly in an Excel spreadsheet. Now if we think of one of the archetypical examples of big
data — the tweet — it is not the size of this dataset (~400 million tweets being sent every
single day) in and of itself that makes social scientists interested. It is the fact that a single
tweet not only tells us something about what the person sending it was thinking at that
moment in a free-form, unstructured way. It tells us something about what that person
has thought and talked about previously, who their friends are (and what they themselves
talk about and who they are friends with), when they do so and from where they do so.
In other words, it is the temporal and spatial resolution, the relational aspects, and the
unstructured nature of tweets that make them so interesting — not the sheer size of the
total dataset.
In the social sciences, debates about the potential and pitfalls of big data often
are often muddled by the fact that there are three distinct perspectives on thinking about
and using big data: the ontological, epistemological and methods perspective. These are,
of course, interrelated but the distinction is important as these perspectives operate on
a very different wavelength and often speak past each other. The ontological perspective
is concerned with what big data is. What work does it do and how does it reflect
and produce our society? How does big data change the world we live in? This is the
perspective that concerns itself with, for example, whether the digital world exist entirely
separate from the ‘real’ or is instead intricately connected (S. Graham, 1998). Most recent
work in this realm is in agreement that indeed the digital world of big data is intricately
connected with the social world: they are co-constituted. This is reflected in concepts such
as Zook and Graham’s Digiplace (Zook & Graham, 2007) and Kitchen and Dodge’s code/
space (Kitchin & Dodge, 2011). How exactly this co-constitution takes place — and what
the role of code and big data is in this process — is the subject of an ongoing research
agenda (Bucher, 2012; M. Graham & Zook, 2013; Kitchin, 2014; e.g. Wilson, 2012).
This ontological perspective is not the focus of this dissertation but the co-constitution
perspective is implicitly used throughout. After all, only if we accept that big data is
produced by the social world around us (and vice-versa), can we potentially use such data
to study social processes.
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The epistemological perspective on big data focuses on how knowledge is, or
can be, produced through big data (boyd & Crawford, 2012). How do we gain insight
about the world — about social life — through big data. This is the central perspective
in both this chapter as well as the dissertation and is the central premise in Crampton et
al’s agenda-setting paper titled ‘Beyond the Geotag’ (Crampton et al., 2013). Finally, the
methods or technical perspective on big data is mostly concerned with practical (albeit
absolutely fundamental) issues surrounding the use of big data in social science research.
This is where we find concerns around the representativeness of big data or the accuracy
and precision of geotagged big data (Haklay, 2010). This is a research vein very common
in GIScience: how good is big data (Goodchild, 2013)? This last question — whether big
data is a positive addition or not — is one that can be asked and argued on all three of
these dimensions. And this is exactly why the debate around big data gets so muddled.
Although each perspective uses the same vocabulary, the answer and issues surrounding
that question depend largely on one’s perspective.
In many ways, big data is just the most recent installment in a long string of
technologies that have changed society and the way we gain knowledge about the world.
Geography has always critically interrogated these technologies – exactly because of the
potential impact of technology on society (ontological), the potential ways in which we
can employ this technology to study (epistemological) and the many practical possibilities
and limitations that came along with using technology in this way (methods). As an
example of such an older technology, we can take the census. The first US census was
conducted in 1790 and academics have long critically engaged with the census and
associated technology ontologically. What work does the census do? How does it affect
government and the society it governs? (Hannah, 2000; e.g. Scott, 1998). We have also
taken a more epistemological view – for example, interrogating how seemingly ‘technical’
decisions on how to analyze and map same-sex household affect how knowledge is
produced(e.g. Brown & Knopp, 2006); as well specifically technical or methods based, for
example in Openshaw’s quest for finding the best ‘fit’ or most objective way for delineating
spatial census units (Openshaw & Rao, 1995).
Barnes (2013) makes a similar point in arguing that big data itself is not new at all.
Big Data does not exist in a vacuum but is built on technology and techniques that have
their roots in a history that is several decades long. Similarly, the arguments surfacing in
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the current debate around the potential and perils of big data can also be traced back at
least half a century to the quantitative revolution of the 1950s and 1960s. Through a better
grasp of this history, Barnes argues we are also better equipped to understand the present.
In this vein, Barnes and Wilson (2014) discuss how the early work of Zipf and Warntz,
social physicists in the 1950s searching for general laws, is still shaping current practices
in GIScience and big data. I agree here with Barnes and Wilson in that we can and should
use this tracing of the history of big data to better understand its limitations and potential.
However, contrary to Barnes and Wilson, in this chapter I use a slightly different read on
that same history that also shows the potential of big data to build a more holistic spatial
science in tune with social theory. Zipf and Warntz were not the only spatial scientists
of their time and many contemporaries of Warntz did not necessarily prescribe to the
‘monism of data-driven methods’. By taking a different perspective on history of the
quantitative revolution, I will actually discover fertile ground for a reengagement of social
theory and quantitative methods through big data.
2.3 Space in Social Theory
Geography as a discipline has long been concerned with the concept of space.
Traditionally, space was thought of as a container or geometric system that holds the
object under study. Space is then nothing more than an abstracting instrument. It allows
its user to lay an abstract plane (i.e., space) over the Earth’s surface. In most cases this
abstract plane is nothing more than a two-dimensional Euclidean (or, after the 17th
century, Cartesian) plane with an x and a y axis that we know so well from middle school
geometry. It is such a useful instrument because it can be used to describe the exact
location of every object on that plane. We see this for example in Ptolemaios’ (AD 90 –
168) use of a grid of latitudes and longitudes in his Geographia, allowing him to pinpoint
all the places that were known to ‘man’. This common Euclidean view on space traces its
lineage back to Kant (D. Harvey, 1969). It was Kant who, following Newton, thought of
space as an organizing framework that holds objects. Space is then not a thing in itself but
it pre-exists. It is a useful sorting mechanism — a frame of reference to describe the actual
things that fall within this abstract container. The adoption of this framework can be seen
in the regional geography of the pre-war era (e.g. Hartshorne, 1939) that subsequently
tasked itself with describing all objects (be they cities, countries or people) within that
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container. In this conceptualization, space as such is an empty arena. Its sole purpose
is to help describe the location of the objects within it. Quantitatively, this abstract
container can be operationalized as Euclidian space2, which — in its simplest form — is
that convenient two-dimensional system with horizontal and vertical axes. It is used to
describe the position of any object (points, lines, polygons) within that system. Objects
within such a space are completely independent of each other. Their only ‘relation’ is
defined through measuring the distance (using the Pythagorean theorem) to other objects.
In the second half of the 20th century, geographers — and social scientists in
general — started to critique that conceptualization of space as limiting and hampering
the actual understanding social (and spatial) processes. A torrent of critical, creative
thinking on the nature of space emerged. Many different strains of spatial thinking took
hold but all of them share one common trait: they move beyond thinking of space as an
abstract, empty container that is used to describe independent objects within it. In other
words, within social theory space is not Euclidean.
For example, humanistic geography built on earlier work in phenomenology that
was somewhat snowed under by the quantitative revolution. Take Merleau-Ponty’s (1962)
phenomenological analysis of space. Arguing against an abstract, purely intellectual
construction of space, he uses the example of George Stratton. Stratton was a 19th century
psychologist who experimented with the effects of wearing glasses that invert the visual
field. Initially, the subject would experience objects and the world as inverted. On the
second day, he begins to see objects as right side up, but still experiences his body as
upside-down. Finally, over the course of a few more days, both the body and objects
are again experienced as they were before putting on the glasses. If space would be an
intellectual construction, knowing that one is wearing inverting glasses should allow
one to reconstruct space right-side-up straight away. On the other hand, if space is an
objective thing, then the subject should not be able to invert its vision back to ‘normal’.
Merleau-Ponty thus argues that we need a primordial situated space that is neither object
nor subject. The body is bound up in the world and as such they cannot be disentangled.
In simpler terms, space and the people and things within it are no longer independent

2
Although not factually correct, Euclidean space is taken here to be synonymous with its most
common implementation as Cartesian space. Non-cartesian Euclidean spaces exist (e.g. polar coordinate system) but are
not as practical or commonly used within Geography.
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of each other. To make clear the difference with the earlier more abstract concept of
space, humanistic geographers like Tuan (1977) juxtapose space with a concept they
call place. Place is ‘humanized’ space: it is perceived, full of experience, emotions and
thoughts. Space is empty, impersonal and everywhere, while place is personal and always
somewhere: ‘Place is space with an attitude. (…) When space has become thoroughly
familiar to us, it has become place’ (Taylor, 1999, p. 10). Although the distinction between
space and place served a particular purpose, the differentiation between the two is not
productive in this particular project and I see place here as just an evolving moment in
thinking on space. We can also see this reflected in more recent spatial theory, in which
place is one of the constituent dimensions of space (Jessop, Brenner, & Jones, 2008).
Naturally, if space is perceived, one would like to find out how it is perceived.
What is space exactly and how does it look like? Lynch uses the approach of mental
mapping. In the Image of the City (1960) he draws images of certain aspects of the urban
from his mental memory. The image is, quite literally, a result of the interaction between
the observer and the observed and may thus change from person to person. Similarly,
Gould and White (1974) combine mental maps by different observers together into
something that we may call a summary of space.3 Taking it yet another step forward,
Lefebvre was one of the first authors to truly and completely break away from the notion
of space as some kind of abstract, empty container and argues specifically that space
is non-Euclidean. It is not a three-dimensional geometric system that holds ‘things’.
Instead, space is socially produced (Lefebvre, 1991). Moreover, space as a product is
never final. Space is produced, consumed and reproduced in a never-ending and iterative
process (Denis, 2013; Urry, 2002). As such, space can not simply be thought of a static
product – something that is done and finished, and can be studied as such – but rather to
understand space, we should study the process of the production of space. Our attention
should thus shift the focus of our attention away from ‘things in space’ and towards ‘the
actual production of space’ (Lefebvre, 1991) or even space-time (Massey, 2005).
In just a couple of steps I have moved far from abstract, Euclidean space.
Instead, space is now interconnected with its contents, it is experienced or perceived
and furthermore produced and reproduced in a continuous fashion. This process of
3
An example of the porous boundaries between disciplinary shifts, Gould calculated these
‘summaries’ in a way that was firmly rooted in quantitative geography.
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production is messy – consisting of many interconnected layers of social space. Lefebvre
likens social space to the flaky mille-feuille pastry. This French treat has hundreds of
layers of crumbling pastry – so many that it becomes almost impossible to distinguish
individual layers (Brenner, 2009). In her famous walk through Kilburn, Massey (Massey,
1994) argues that places do not just have one singular identity, one sense of place. Even
home, such a small and deceivingly simple place, does not have a singular identity. It is
experienced different by the working male than by the housewife that has to stay home all
day to take care of children and do household chores. Space is heterogeneous and cannot
be contained in the confines of an imposed Euclidian grid.
More recently, geography has seen a renewed interest in the relational aspect of
space, with some even seeing a relational turn within the discipline (Boggs & Rantisi,
2003; M. Jones, 2009). Inspired by Actor Network Theory (Law, 1999), a relational
understanding of space uses the actors within space and their relationships and networks
to understand how space is continuously made and remade . In other words, in addition
to the more traditional locational, or territorial, aspect of space, taking into account the
social relations that take place within space can help furthering our understanding of
space as a social process (Amin, 2002; Brenner, Madden, & Wachsmuth, 2011; Jessop et
al., 2008). More recently, we also see meta-theories on space that combine several of these
strains within one more-or-less unifying framework. For example, the TPSN framework
by Jessop et al. (2008) posits that space consists of four dimensions – territory, place, scale
and networks – and that focusing on just a single dimension is akin to analytical tunnel
vision and inhibits a more holistic understanding of socio-spatial processes.
Although the exact nature of space is still up for debate today (and probably always
will be), it is clear that the Euclidean spatial ontologies so common in quantitative work
is a far cry from the spatial ontology found in social theory4. Without attempting to do

justice to more than fifty years of thinking on space, there are three particularly relevant
aspects of the critique on Euclidean space. It is these three points of critique that are the
foundation under the empirical chapters (5-7) of this dissertation and inform the spatial
ontology employed within them.
4
In fact, the spatial conceptualizations in GIScience and its software might be thought better of as
a concern with ontics not with ontology (Leszczynski, 2009). That is, GIScience is more concerned with defining the
properties of and within this spatial system, rather than with a deeper question of ‘being’. Simply summing or listing all
properties of an object (ontics) does not equate ‘being’ (ontological) (Crampton, 2010).
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1. Space as an absolute container enables a reductionist, totalizing perspective
on society. Objects within Euclidean space are cohesive, integrated, things that can only
be represented in a single, unbiased way. Harvey (1996, p. 284) was very clear about
the consequences of this perspective: ‘to produce one dominant cartographic image out
of all this multiplicity is a power-laded act of domination’. In other words, a Euclidean
perspective on space is just ‘a’, one of many, views on space. Thinking otherwise, ignores
and neglects the heterogeneity of social life. A single true representation of space thus
does not exist.
2. Space as an absolute container enables a static, immutable perspective on
society. The Euclidean container cannot change itself — it is pre-existing after all — and
thus draws our attention to static patterns while society is an ever-changing social process.
As such space is not fixed but fluid and studying space should always take into account the
temporal dimension.
3. Finally, space as an absolute container ignores the relational nature of social
space. Instead of being independent object within space, space is constituted (and reconstituted in an always changing process, see point 2) by the relations between the
people, institutions, groups and all kinds of other actors that together make up social
space. Space can thus not be defined purely as a function of distance or proximity.
With that theoretical basis in the back of our mind, imagine the surprise if an
eager Geography student opens up the quantitative geographer’s software of choice. ESRI’s
GIS software — arguably the most commonly used software by quantitative geographers
in both professional and academic context — always greets its users in the same way. A
blank canvas — a Euclidean container that is patiently waiting for the user to place objects
within it and then analyze those objects using a wide variety of methods that ultimately
are almost exclusively built on Euclidean geometry. The user can change the coordinate
system in use — even use different projections of the three-dimensional earth onto the
two-dimensional surface of the software — but the Euclidean plane is the cornerstone of
the software and cannot be changed.
Why is it that theoretical and qualitative work within Geography has long evolved
from Euclid but that a majority of quantitative analysis is ‘stuck’ on the Cartesian plane?
Why is there not such thing as Lefebvrian GIS? In sum, why are we still actively using
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a quantitative methodology that is inherently and ontologically incompatible with how
we actually think about society? Although there are many historical reasons for this (cf.
N. Schuurman, 2006), in the next section I will discuss how the work by the quantitative
pioneers of the 1950s and 1960s was surprisingly sophisticated in its use of different
(relational) spatial ontologies. These early advances seem mostly forgotten now and
non-Euclidean spatial analysis has turned back into a sort of ontological Dark Age with
the emergence of both the personal computer and readily available desktop GIS software
in the 1980s. It is also this critique on Euclidean space that I will use in Chapter 5-7
to identify and look for alternative spatial ontologies based on these critiques that are
compatible with quantitative methodology.
2.4 Non-Euclidean Space In The Quantitative Revolution
Regional geography — the description of lands, cities and people on the
Earth’s surface — was criticized in the 1950s for being too descriptive and not being a
‘real’ science. Amidst an academic landscape in which the discipline was increasingly

Figure 2.1 The rigid spatial ontology in ESRI’s ArcMAP software
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threatened and departments closed down, the Quantitative Revolution begun. Its
proponents tried hard to re-oriented the discipline of Geography as a Spatial Science —
partly to show that it was indeed a science and should be considered a member of the
‘club’ (Hart, 1982). As a spatial science, no longer was its mission to merely describe things
within space, but rather to find general laws and theories that would explain space. As
such, space was no longer just framework or a container — a handy filing system. Instead,
it effectively became the very nexus of geographic research. Geography was now studying
space itself, and the laws that were supposed to govern it.
It is sometimes thought that this ‘revolution’ re-enforced the use of an absolute
spatial ontology within Geography. That is, the law-seeking generalizers and quantifiers
of the late 1950s and 1960s primarily used Euclidean space as a convenient abstracting
instrument. It is exactly this understanding of space, together with the nomothetic focus
on scientific theory-building that was criticized in the subsequent ‘turns’ within the
discipline that responded to and criticized the outcome of the quantitative revolution.
However, as I argue here, the quantitative revolution, while it may indeed be described as
law-seeking and proliferated the use of Euclidean space, also produced a very considerable
body of work that did not use this absolute notion of space at all. Exactly because
space was so central to the new spatial science, many of its proponents were extremely
concerned with the nature and definition of space. Although Euclidean space was used
undeniably often, it was far from the only conceptualization in use and many of the most
cited works from the 1960s grapple very explicitly with the limitations of Euclidean space.
For example, take this quote from Harvey’s (1969) standard work on spatial
science:
‘Given the philosophy of absolute space, the metric in that space must remain isotropic
and constant. […] Relations between objects on the earth’s surface, the extent
of areal units, and so on, could be measured by the direct extension of Euclidean
concepts of space and distance to the surface of a sphere. […] This view is no longer
generally acceptable. Thus Watson (1955) has pointed out that distance can and
must be measured in terms of cost, time, social interaction and so on, if we were to
gain any deep insight in to the forces moulding geographic patterns. […] Distance
cannot be defined independently of some activity. The metric is determined by activity
and by the influence of objects. Such a concept of distance is purely relative.’.
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Harvey then goes on and argues that Kantian space — the absolute container — is
no longer adequate: ‘Space is no longer something which can encompass our perceptions
of the world. It is, rather, a collection of measures determined by those perceptions’. Here,
Harvey pre-cursors much of the later discussion on the multiplicity and heterogeneity
of space. Of course, Harvey was not isolated in this spatial thinking. Alternative,
relational conceptualizations of space (and the accompanying operationalization through
mathematical topology and graph theory) were very much en vogue well before Harvey
wrote his ‘Explanation in Geography’. I identify two specific strains of this relational
thinking. The first is taking away some of the limitations of Euclidean space by looking at
non-Euclidean measures of distance (e.g. perception, cost etc.) and defining objects not
solely by their location in space but rather by their relations to other objects. The second
strain is much more explicit and forgoes two-dimensional space altogether in favor of
graph theory and network analysis.
The earliest traces of geographers using a non-absolute understanding of space are
the so-called ‘potential maps’ (D. Harvey, 1972) of the 1950s. Here, geographers (and
physicists-turned-geographers, see (Barnes & Wilson, 2014)) were borrowing heavily
from physics and used the borrowed concept of ‘potential’ to explain, study and simulate
spatial phenomena such as population distribution and transportation accessibility
(Stewart & Warntz, 1958). In a potential model, the value of a point is determined by its
connections to all other points. These connections, of course, are not necessarily
determined by a Euclidean distance but can be based on any number of variables
(accessibility or economic pricing being popular forays). For example, Harris (1954)
followed Stewart’s original application of the potential concept to population (Stewart,
1947) and uses it to calculate the market potential in the US. The potential P for each
location I can be calculate as the sum of the total market size (M) in each and every
location within the area under study divided by the cost to transport a ton of goods from
that location to location I (dij):
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As such, the concept of market potential is using an implicit relational — and
not territorial — ontology of space. A natural extension of these early potential models
— calculated mostly by hand! — is the application of map transformation (Hägerstrand,
1953; 1957; Tobler, 1963). Here transformations and projections are not used in the
more conventional application of representing a three-dimensional physical space on a
two-dimensional plane but rather to transform the standard physical Euclidean space to
something more appropriate for the phenomenon under study. Although Hagerstrand
(1957) still employs physical distance, he uses an innovative azimuthal projection centered
on Asby, Sweden that is scaled logarithmically to show physical distance is not the most
important determinant in understanding migration.
Tobler (1963) extends this innovation and argues maps can be transformed
based on other variables as well (a notion close to the concept of a cartogram, in which
the area of the map units is scaled based on some underlying value) and can be used to
(quantitatively) compare and contrast these different spaces. For example, Christaller’s
hexagonal theoretical model of central places (Christaller, 1933) obviously can never
conform neatly to the real world where population and income are not uniformly
distributed. Both Bunge (1966) and Getis (1963) show how the theoretical hexagons can

Figure 2.2a Hagerstrand’s innovative use of an azimuthal, logarithmic projection to understand migration
patterns (1957)
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Figure 2.2b Bunge’s transformation of Christaller’s hexagonal space based on underlying population density
(1966)

be transformed based on, for example, population and income levels, respectively, to
better ‘fit’ the real-world application.
In a methodologically similar way, other spatial scientists are interested in
cognitive spaces instead. Here, we find ourselves not interested in physical distance per
se, or even in economic price distances, but instead are studying how space is actually
perceived. In the same way as Hagerstrand transformed physical distance logarithmically
and Harris did so based on transportation costs, the perception of space and distance
(by individuals or entire groups) can be drawn, compared and analyzed — eventually
kickstarting an entire subdiscipline of behavioral geography (Golledge, 1977; Gould &
White, 1974; Lynch, 1960; Thrift, 1981).
“The proliferation of different concepts of space has placed new demands […] for
techniques to give a tangible expression to such concepts. The realization that a relative,
rather than absolute, view of space may offer a more appropriate context within which to
map geographical object” (Gatrell, 1981, p. 151). One technique to deal with these new
‘relative’ spaces is multidimensional scaling (MDS). In MDS objects are defined by their
relationship to others. Space in MDS does not consist of independent objects but a set of
dyadic relationships (be they distance or some measure of similarity). Objects are then
placed within this space based on (the strength of) their relationships. For example, in
cognitive mapping, this can be used to show cognitive distortion (Golledge, Rivizzigno, &
Spector, 1976) but can be equally useful in mapping a variety of space ranging from timespace (Marchand, 1973) to cost space (Forer, 1978) and even ‘marriage’ space (Kendall,
1971). The same technique can be used to compare and contrast many different spaces
(Tobler, 1978). Gould and Gatrell apply multidimensional scaling to team sport analysis
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(more than 30 years before the advent of data science and sports analytics becomes ‘the
next big thing’). A particularly salient detail here is that they publish their results in both
traditional geography journals as well as in the first volume of Social Networks (Gatrell &
Gould, 1979; Gould & Gatrell, 1979).
Perhaps the most explicit use of the relational space can be found in the adoption
of and fascination with graph theory within Geography. Instead of a (Euclidean)
coordinate system, in which objects can then be placed, in graph theory, space does not
pre-exist at all. Rather it is completely defined by its contents. These contents consist of
nodes (also called vertices) and the edges (or ties or links) between them. Both vertices
and edges can have certain characteristics that indicate, for example, the strength of a tie
or the size of a node. Together, these nodes and their ties form a network, which is why
the term ‘network analysis’ is often used to refer to this type of analysis.
The first explicit use of graph theory in the Quantitative Revolution can be found
in Garrison’s (1960) study of the US Interstate highway system. At the time, the Interstate

Figure 2.3 Nystuen and Dacey’s (1961) use of matrices and network visualization to understand Washington’s
‘nodal’ structure

system was relatively new and represented a shift in thinking from highways that catered
mostly to rural areas to a interconnected highway system that built a network linking
metropolitan systems across the country. Garrison searched for a way to analyze these
new highways as a system and tentatively identified graph theory as a solution. He shows
how the system can be represented as a graph and then uses a number of descriptive
measures for the character of the network and individual nodes — experimenting with the
concept of node centrality that he dubs ‘connectiveness’. Nystuen and Dacey (1961) take
Garrison’s first pass a step further and are the first to apply graph theory to the problem
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of regionalization (see Chapter 7 for a longer discussion). Interested in the concept of the
nodal region — a dominant central place or nodal point with surrounding hinterland —
they argue that graph theory is well suited to express and analyze this hierarchy of cities or
nodes. In their initial overview of graph theory, Nystuen and Dacey discuss a wide variety
of graph theoretic concepts that are still in use today ranging from the difference between
binary and weighted relationships to degree centrality, direction and the ability to express
a graph as an adjacency matrix. In a empirical study that could be labeled ‘innovative’ or
‘big data’ even by today’s standards, they use the number of direct long-distance telephone
messages between cities in and around Washington State to build a weighted network.
In doing so, and without explicitly dressing this, they project a two-mode (person-city)
network to a one-mode (city-city) network and use a weighted degree centrality to detect
the ‘nodal structure’ within this network (40+ years before the oft-cited Barrat et al. (2004)
formalized weighted degree centrality in the same way). In the last section of their paper,
discussing future application, they describe a current working paper in which they recalculate centrality not only based on edge weights but also based on the centrality of the
connected nodes, effectively foreshadowing Bonacich’s formalization of power centrality
(Bonacich, 1972; 2007).5
Pitts (1965), a historical geographer, furthers the work by both Nystuen, Dacey
and Garrison on the concept of network centrality. As a starting point, he takes the
commonly accepted notion that Moscow rose to dominance because of its central position
on a number of trade routes and tries to determine this central position quantitatively
through the analysis of a network of river trade routes in medieval Russia. He shows that
degree centrality itself is not useful in explaining Moscow’s position (Moscow does not
have high degree centrality) but closeness centrality6 does indeed indicate Moscow as the
second-most important city within the trade route network. Interestingly, there seem to
have been considerable cross-pollination between geographers and other social scientists
and all of the aforementioned geographers are cited by non-geographers working in
network analysis (e.g. (Freeman, 1978) and (Freeman, 2004)). Pitts even organized a
number of the first network analysis gatherings in Hawaii during the 1970s (Freeman,
2004).
5
Although the final study never seems to have been published.
6
Pitts does not cite any references for the notion of closeness centrality but the concept had been
developed much earlier (Bavelas, 1950).
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A final note should be made of Hemmens’ 1966 dissertation on ‘the spatial
structure of urban activities’ uses a dataset of trip data in Buffalo, NY (Hemmens,
1966). His work is the most explicit application of graph theory on the problem of
regionalization. Where Nystuen and Dacey were still identifying appropriate nodal
regions, more or less, by hand or gut feeling, Hemmens uses his trip data to determine
‘linkages’ between different zones or locations in Buffalo. The most important
contribution of his work is then to show how zones cluster together in distinct groups that
are — very importantly — not necessary spatially contiguous. A conclusion that would
have been impossible to derive from the common, topographical Cartesian perspective
on spatial clusters. He does not stop there but also shows — far ahead of his time — how
these clusters of zones are not stable at all. Instead, they change size and scale depending
on the trip purpose: work trips split the city in different neighborhoods than shopping
trips or social trips. As such, different trip purposes create different overlapping spaces
within the city. It takes another 20 years for Green et al. (1986) to show that a similar
difference exist in trips depending on gender and that we should thus be careful in
drawing regions based on aggregated trip data. Hemmens early contribution is seemingly
forgotten — his work is cited approximately 40 times, none of which occurred after 1983.7
A few years after the initial wave of interest in graph theory came primarily from
American geographers, British geographers started to take note as well with Haggett and
Chorley publishing a comprehensive standard work on ‘Network Analysis in Geography’
(Haggett & Chorley, 1969). It spends over 300 pages to discuss at length topological
structures and graph theory and their application to geographic problems. They cover
social network analysis main-stays such as different forms of centrality, transitivity, and
structural network change. In the latter half of the book a variety of spatial problems are
discussed in relation to network analysis that range from predicting flows in a network
(e.g. traffic, rivers) to optimizing networks by building new nodes (transportation) and,
related to the field of regionalization, the redistricting of electoral and school districts. In
the 1970s, network analysis still forms an important part of British geography (although
American geographers largely seem to have stopped paying attention by then). Peter
Taylor’s (1977) Quantitative Methods in Geography — an introduction to spatial analysis

7

Based on a Google Scholar search.
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Figure 2.4 Hemmen’s non-contiguous urban neighborhood based on graph theoretic approach to trip data

for undergraduate students — discusses graph theory in its very first pages but soon after
the use of graph theory in the entire discipline starts to wane.
2.5 Non-Euclidean Space in GIScience
Reviewing this history of relational conceptualizations of space within quantitative
geography is not just an academic exercise or a collection of trivia. Some of the early
relational work discussed here can be considered both theoretically and methodologically
innovative for its time or even by today’s standards. It also shows there is both clear
potential and significant precedent for a non- or more-than-Euclidean spatial ontology
within quantitative geography.
Some of the more recent work that applies big data to spatial questions is —
independently — coming up with many of the same approaches that we already find in the
quantitative geography of the 1960s and 1970s. This new work often seem unaware of their
predecessors and their ‘novel’ and ‘innovative’ approaches might not be as novel as often
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thought (Calabrese et al., 2011; cf. Ratti et al., 2010; Sobolevsky et al., 2013). Admittedly,
the wider adoption and application of some earlier work to real-world problems was
limited by both the availability of data as well as computing power. The computations
needed to analyze relational spaces are often much more involved than those in purely
Euclidean space. The reason is simple: in Euclidean space, to describe the location of a
100 objects we simply need to store one x/y coordinate pair for each object. However,
in relational space — with the same 100 objects — there could potentially be 100*100
dyadic relationships to describe and store. As such, most applications discussed (except
for perhaps (Hemmens, 1966)) above are based small or ‘toy’ datasets that showcase the
potential application of methodology but cannot be practically applied to larger real-world
datasets and social science questions.
We do see some recent examples of GIScientists that have turned their attention
again to graph theory and are adopting a number of concepts from social network analysis
back into geography (Curtin, 2013). However, most of the work in this area is focused on
studying road networks and their characteristics and (in-)efficiencies (Jiang & Claramunt,
2002; H. Kim, Kim, & Chun, 2015; Schintler, Kulkarni, Gorman, & Stough, 2007; Xie &
Levinson, 2007) or the relation between road networks and urban morphology (Porta,
Crucitti, & Latora, 2006b; 2006a) and is still mostly using existing GIS software. More
reminiscent of the 1960s graph theoretic approaches, is the work of the GaWC group
around the World City Network. Taylor (2001) defines a network of world cities by
taking a two-mode network data set on international firms and the cities in which they
locate. By projecting this two-mode network to a one-mode network he derives a cityto-city network that sheds light on the ‘backbone’ of this global city network. Building
on this, is a world-city approach that more directly uses primary data on global intercity connections such as communication infrastructure or international air traffic that is
rooted in quantitative geography but can perhaps not be characterized as conventional
GIS per se (Grubesic, Matisziw, & Zook, 2008; 2009; Hennemann & Derudder, 2014;
NEAL, 2008; Zook & Brunn, 2006; Zook, Devriendt, & Dodge, 2011)
However, by and large, graph theory and topological space seems to drop off the
quantitative geography radar, not to re-appear with any strength until the 21st century.
Ironically, this happened just as the personal computer became commonplace in academic
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research and ESRI launched ARC/INFO8 in the early 1980s. The PC and readily-available
software for statistical and spatial analysis allows geographers to conduct quantitative
analysis with much greater speed and ease. But there is a flip-side to this. Any quantitative
work that uses off-the-shelf software can only be done using techniques, methods and
ontologies that are pre-programmed in those software packages. For example, ESRI
native spatial data format — the Shape file — has no awareness of topology. It has a
topographical ontology instead where each object is defined by its exact location in a
Euclidean container. Even something relatively simple as calculating contiguous neighbors
can only be done by comparing Euclidean locations, which is computationally expensive
and impractical. Our very own research methods and outcomes are influenced by the
very code and algorithms implemented in our research tools — quantitative research
within Geography is, in many ways, also an outcome of software-sorting (cf. S. Graham,
2005). Just as we study how the digital in general, and code specifically, make and remake
the social world we live in (Kitchin & Dodge, 2011; Zook & Graham, 2007), so too does
code make and remake our research and the results it produces. This is why we should be
extremely conscientious about the coded procedures and software implementation (cf.
Kitchin & Dodge, 2011 and their call for a ‘software studies’) of our go-to research tools.
However, just as computers started to enable much of the quantitative promise
of the early 1960s quantifiers (Dobson, 1983) and Geographic Information Systems
came to the forefront of the discipline in the 1980s, the topological and innovative work
of the years prior largely disappears from the avant-garde of the discipline. Perhaps it
is no surprise then that Peter Taylor, a quantitative geographer himself and certainly
not opposed to quantification per se, took position and pushed back against the hype
and ‘naive empiricism’ around GIS in the somewhat infamous Taylor-Openshaw debate
(Openshaw, 1991; Taylor, 1990; Taylor & Overton, 1991) and a broader clash between GIS
and some of its detractors.
One of the most pressing critiques against GIS was, and still is, its limiting,
absolute spatial ontology. As the previous section made clear, the discipline had spent a
great deal of time and effort on thinking and studying what exactly space is. Although
there is certainly no consensus and many authors disagree on the exact nature of space, it

8

Until then, most quantitative geographers worked with custom written FORTRAN code instead.
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did become abundantly clear that the absolute, Euclidean ontology present in most GIS
does not adequately reflect the complexity of the underlying space — something that even
GIScientists would readily admit (Goodchild, 1991). It is also in the critique on GIS —
often summarized as ‘GIS & Society’ — that the tension between social theory (or even
‘critical human geography’ in general) and quantitative spatial analysis is laid bare again as
is evidenced from Goodchild and Schuurman’s discussion on how to ‘straddle the fence’
between geography and GIS (I. N. Schuurman, 1999). In straddling that fence, new and
different forms of GIS are envisioned and implemented and many try to allow for different
spatial ontologies. From public participation GIS that tries to change the way knowledge is
produced (Elwood, 2006) or the type of knowledge included (e.g. Talen, 1999 on residentgenerated neighborhood boundaries) to feminist GIS (Kwan, 2002) and non-quantitative
GIS (Knigge & Cope, 2006; Pavlovskaya, 2006). However, these efforts remain largely
constrained and try to somehow fit a non-Euclidean spatial ontology within the Euclidean
framework of existing GIS software. While some potential flexibility exists here, ultimately
this is pushing a boundary that cannot give. For a truly non-Euclidean perspective, this
would need to be ontologically encoded in a new framework or software.
2.6 The Potential of Big Data
As discussed earlier, big data is somewhat of an umbrella term that represents a
multitude of digital technologies and datasets that emerged in the last ten years. Central
to many of these new technologies is the changing Internet. The Internet changed from
a web that was largely a static collection of hyperlinked pages – a place of consumption
– to ‘Web 2.0’, a place where ordinary people also produce information. This production
can take the form of social media messages, product reviews, blog comments or Youtube
videos, or countless other services and platforms that are continuously being created and
invented. This Web 2.0 also made possible a change in how maps and other geospatial
technologies are used and constructed. In the 20th century, map making or even the
creation of spatial content or data was squarely in the domain of ‘professionals’. They used
software that was written by and for professionals, such as ESRI’s ArcGIS, and priced
accordingly – effectively putting it out of reach for ordinary users. But now, with GPSenabled smartphones and services like Google Maps, it has all of the sudden become
possible for anybody with access to a computer and the internet to do something very
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similar: to create map content with a set of simple, freely available tools (Crampton,
2009). OpenStreetMap, started in the United Kingdom in 2004, is a perfect example of
this change: it is a global map platform, entirely collected and built by volunteers. It is
essentially a Wikipedia of maps that, in many cases, provides better and more up-to-date
data than other professional, commercial map data sources.
To reflect this change, Andrew Turner coined this phenomenon ‘neogeography’
and wrote one of the first do-it-yourself (DIY) manuals that outlined how internet users
could produce maps and associated map data (Turner, 2006; Wilson & Graham, 2013).
This kind of DIY process of data collection and spatial representation was something
different entirely. Before, making maps was squarely within the realm of the academic
disciplines of cartography and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Now, producing
maps and creating geographic information was no longer the exclusive domain of
professionals but could be performed by almost anyone. It is unsurprising that this new
phenomenon quickly caught the attention of academic geographers as well (Gorman,
2007; Maguire & Longley, 2005; Zook & Graham, 2007), (F. Harvey, 2007; Miller, 2006).
Goodchild (2007) coined the term Volunteered Geographic Information, referring to the
large numbers of ordinary citizens who provide vast amounts of geographic information
on a largely voluntary basis. Others referred to it as the wikification of GIS (Sui, 2008) or
simply the geospatial web or Geoweb (Elwood, 2008b).
This emergence of the Geoweb went hand-in-hand with an increasing number of
spatial and GIS software packages that were not always made by GIS professionals and
were often released under a non-commercial open-source license. This open licensing
means that anyone who chooses to do so can read, adapt and update the source code
of these programs. Furthermore, ensuring interoperability between various tools is a
common design philosophy shared by the creators of such programs. A community or
ecosystem around several of these software packages grew quickly, with users working
together to improve the software. As a result, in today’s GIS landscape, ESRI is no longer
the only option. Within academia too, we see an increasing amount of attention and use
of alternatives, both in desktop GIS (e.g. Quantum GIS) and as well as command-line and
statistical software (e.g. R and its suite of spatial libraries). Although most of these are
still based on a Euclidean spatial framework, the open-source and modular character of
today’s spatial software landscape, with its open and integrated licenses, source code and
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development communities, holds much more potential for the integration of different
spatial ontologies compared with the technology landscape in the 1990s. If Geography
were to embark on a concerted effort to build a non-Euclidean GIS, this would be far
easier to achieve now than in the past, given the prevalence of the open-source GIS
software and the community that surrounds it.
Furthermore, the spatial component of big data, and geosocial data in particular,
has already played a significant role in geographic research that takes a more critical
approach to GIS (Elwood, 2008a; Elwood, Goodchild, & Sui, 2012) and in the quantitative
analysis of social processes that are difficult to study with many conventional data sources.
Examples of these social processes range from geographies of language (M. Graham,
Hale, & Gaffney, 2014) and religion (Shelton, Zook, & Graham, 2012) to public health
(Widener & Li, 2014) and cognitive geography (Han, Tsou, & Clarke, 2015; Xu, Wong,
& Yang, 2013). Big data has also been used to analyze the spatial component of digital
and information inequalities (M. Graham & Zook, 2013; M. Graham, Zook, & Boulton,
2012) and urban neighborhoods and identities (Justin Cranshaw, 2012; Stefanidis et al.,
2013). Many of these engagements with geosocial data show that such work can be in
line with critical GIScience, engaging with both social theory and quantitative methods.
That is, GIS and its surrounding technologies can be used while still questioning both the
ontological and epistemological implications of doing so.
Big data now has the potential to continue further on this path. Not only does the
open-source software that came along with big data provide more opportunities to encode
new spatial ontologies in our software, the sheer number of data points enables a number
of affordances that allow us to go ‘beyond the geotag’ (Crampton et al., 2013) and break
out of the Euclidean constraints. For example, geosocial media data has an extremely
finely grained temporal scale allowing us to study space as a process – as an integrated
space-time. It has a finely grained spatial precision, which allows researchers to analyze
such data at various (dynamic) spatial scales, either because of an ontological interest
in the scalar dimension of space (cf. Wood, 2006) or a more technical, epistemological
concern with the effect of scale on quantitative research results (i.e. MAUP - see
Openshaw, 1984). Big data also explicitly consists of relations and connections, between
people and other people, between people and businesses, or between people and locations.
As such, geosocial media encode a myriad of different social relations that potentially
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give us insight in the relational dimension of space. Its data is not neatly structured
into numerical variables. It is messy, multi-layered and different slices of big data might
even be contradicting each other. It is often (con)textual and potentially reflects people’s
perceptions, emotions and cultures. It is not intentionally produced for research purposes
and is thus sometimes referred to as the data exhaust (Thatcher, 2014). While this
certainly comes with a host of ethical issues that should not be underestimated (boyd
& Crawford, 2012; Zwitter, 2014), it also means that big data allows us a much more
vernacular perspective (Gerlach, 2010) on society than surveys and census can provide.
This is the pivotal point referenced in RQ1: it is these affordances that construct
the moment in which big data can facilitate a deeper integration between social theory
on space and quantitative methodologies. Although we can find earlier examples buried
in the history of quantitative geography, it is these characteristics of big data that allow us
to potentially create a more explicit non-Euclidean GIS and capture the rich and intricate
fabric of the urban in quantitative but not absolute or totalizing ways. In this way, such
a rejoinder is in line with the recent resurgence of a more critical quantitative geography
(Kwan & Schwanen, 2009; Wyly, 2009; 2011). Not a quantitative geography in which,
powered by big data, algorithms and code completely do away with the need for human
input in geography (as feared by Wyly, 2014) but a quantitative geography in which social
theory and the human intellect play a key role in analyzing the largest, most versatile
and possibly relevant data set on social space that we have ever had at our disposal. We
should not analyze big data simply because it is there – not analysis for analysis’ sake – but
because it has the potential for unprecedented insight in the socio-spatial processes that
shape our world.
Copyright © Ate Poorthuis 2015
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Chapter 3 - Making Big Data Small: Accessing, Collecting, Searching and Extracting
Relevant Big Data
3.1 Introduction
From a social scientist’s perspective, big data is almost always secondary data.
In other words, it already exists out in the world and is not primarily collected for the
particular research project at hand. This secondary use of big data is not intended or
anticipated when people originally ‘produce’ such data and is thus more of a by-product
than anything else. This also means that, instead of the researcher having full control over
the collection and ownership of research data, big data is actually owned and collected by
a third party — often a company whose goals are not necessarily aligned with academic
research.
Many big data companies make data available to the larger public through an
Application Programming Interface (API) — a defined set of rules and protocols that
state how specific data can be accessed or changed. APIs are often constructed because
they enhance or bolster a platform’s ecosystem and raises visibility, potentially increasing
its usage by consumers. Researchers can use the same API to access and collect data from
these platforms but, as the name suggests, it requires some programming experience to
use and interface with such an API. Furthermore, larger data sources (e.g. Twitter) are
often only available as a stream. That means data is ephemeral: it comes by and can only
be ‘caught’ at the moment in which it is produced and then becomes increasingly hard to
access as time progresses. For academic use, this ‘store it or lose it’ principle is tricky, as
researchers often do not know in advance what data exactly to store. Even if a researcher
succeeds in accessing and storing relevant research data, one important issue remains:
how to make sense out of these new data sets, considering the regular ways of analyzing
data in the social sciences (particularly the computational requirements) often do not
necessarily translate well to big data. In sum, despite the attention big data has seen in
recent years, its adoption in social science research faces a number of hurdles. That is
doubly the case for research questions and research teams not primarily interested in
solving technical issues around big data itself or using big data in a ‘l’art pour l’art’ fashion.
Thus in order for big data to be successfully adopted by mainstream social sciences,
these technical barriers to entry need to be overcome in a way that does not require each
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researcher to invest time and skills in a technical domain more akin to computer science
than social science.
This chapter will discuss one particular solution to that problem and will thus
start to provide an answer to RQ2. Data on Local Life and You (contrivedly named for
its acronym DOLLY) is a system designed to collect, store and analyze geosocial media
in way that minimizes barriers to entry for geographers and social scientists interested
in making use of big data in their research. It has been employed to collect all geotagged
tweets, in a historical archive that goes back to December 2011, and enables researchers to
search and extract from a database of 11 billion tweets quickly, in real-time. It is important
to note here that DOLLY is designed to ingest a variety of geosocial media. Twitter is
used here specifically because it is the most prolific social media platform with a publicly
accessible API and thus forms an extreme test case: if a system can handle billions of
tweets successfully, smaller geosocial media can be added without a problem.
Thus, somewhat paradoxically, the DOLLY system is specifically designed to
make big data small. In other words, it takes the complicated, resource-intensive task of
collecting and storing large sets of geosocial data out of the hands of the researcher and
enables the fast extracting of only relevant data. This is completely contrary to many
existing big data approaches that take an everything-but-the-kitchen-sink approach. In
these kinds of approaches, analysis is always done on the entire dataset, which can span
many terabytes. In practice, most social science work that employs Twitter as a data source
uses relatively small datasets that are around the same size as other more conventional
data sources such as census or survey data. After data is taken from a big data source,
these research applications simply have no use for such a big data methodology. For
example, a researcher interested in misogyny within the United States has little use for
a dataset that contains the 2.5 billion tweets that are produced around the world every
single week. Instead, they are interested in data from a specific geographic area that
relates to the issue under study. DOLLY is designed to help researchers narrow down
the universe of tweets quickly to a relevant dataset that will most often be measured
in hundreds or thousands, not millions or billions. Moreover, it does not require the
researcher to know the ins-and-outs of APIs, horizontal scalability or any other computer
science terms and challenges involved with collecting and storing big data. In the same
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way as Microsoft Word allows the user to focus on writing text, DOLLY abstracts away the
computer science and allows a social scientist to do social science.
This chapter begins with an overview of existing approaches in collecting geosocial
media within Geography and GIScience. The specific design and implementation of
DOLLY is then discussed in three sections: first, there is the initial API interaction
(access); second, the storage of data that is collected through those APIs (storage); and,
most essential, the subsequent searching, filtering, exploring and mapping the resulting
data (extraction). Where it uses components from existing software, care is taken to
only use open-source implementations to ensure the framework can be copied and used
by others in its entirety. Implementation details in this chapter are provided to serve
as a convenient set of practical ‘best practices’ for what does and does not work when
collecting big data in a social science context.
3.2 Existing Approaches
Although Anderson’s sentiment (C. Anderson, 2008) about big data heralding
the end of theory is often used as a straw man in academic writing, I have not met or
read a social scientist who would actually agree with his proposition. However, that does
not mean academics do not see some revolutionary potential in big data. For example,
Arribas-Bel (2014), in discussing the potential of big data for urban researchers, states:
“all of these sources are available to researchers without the need to pay any fee or
reach exclusive deals with the company/institution providing them. […] new datasets
relating to virtually any quantifiable aspect of human life are appearing” (p.45)

As I will argue, this is quite the opposite. Yes, we do experience an ever-greater
variety of datasets with ever-increasing size, but these are certainly not easily or freely
available. On the contrary, it is the traditional data sources (e.g. census, local government
data) that are most often freely and widely accessible and can also be analyzed with
standard software and methods. Gaining access to big data, on the other hand, often does
involve paying fees or reaching a licensing agreement or is not even possible for ‘outsiders’
(e.g. Facebook does not provide an API for public or research use). Even when formal or
legal access is acquired, actually collecting and storing such data sets requires significant
resources and skills that go beyond what is traditionally housed within Geography. This
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is reflected in the amount of work that uses big data to study ‘conventional’ geographic
phenomena, which is dwarfed by the quantity of papers and conference proceedings by
GIScientists that study Twitter and its many (technical) facets in and of itself.
In other words, the majority of work that utilizes big data actually focuses on
methods and techniques to analyze such data itself and is fairly technical in nature
(Croitoru, Crooks, Radzikowski, & Stefanidis, 2013; Kumar, Morstatter, & Liu, 2014;
L. Smith, Liang, James, & Lin, 2015) as compared to more traditional research that just
happens to be using big data as a data source to study society (Baginski, Sui, & Malecki,
2014; Korson, 2014; Shelton, Zook, & Graham, 2012). Even the Library of Congress,
tasked with archiving every tweet ever produced, has not yet figured out how to make
this immense Twitter archive accessible and usable for academics, in order to extract
and analyze relevant data sets in the same way as other archives in the Library can be
accessed — despite significant consulting from the private sector (Leetaru, Wang, Cao,
Padmanabhan, & Shook, 2013).
This might be reflective of an emerging divide between those who are Big Data
‘rich’ and those who are Big Data ‘poor’ (boyd & Crawford, 2012). The former have the
means — the resources, computing power and technical skills — to collect and analyze
these new data sets. The latter simply do not. Unfortunately, the data ‘rich’ tend to focus on
the more technical aspects of big data analysis, which might further our methodological
acumen and skill level but does not necessarily increase our understanding of the world.
To do that, I argue that it is crucial that social science enables anyone with interesting
questions to utilize big data as a potential data source — many of whom might currently
be Big Data ‘poor’.
Within the current literature, there are two distinct approaches to the collection
and analysis of Twitter data that can be roughly summarized as more elaborate collection
or ‘mining’ frameworks and systems versus data collection on an ‘ad hoc’ or as needed
basis. In relation to the former, the engagement of GIScience with how to collect, store and
analyze large amounts of data in a systematic way pre-dates the onset of big data by at least
a decade (Devogele, Parent, & Spaccapietra, 1998; Han et al., 1997). This earlier work is
now extended to geosocial and big data in systems or ‘cyber-infrastructure’ that allow for
the storage and analysis of spatial data in a high-performance and distributed computing
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setting (Wang, 2010). These larger systems can suffer from trying to incorporate too many
use cases at once so other, more widely cited and adopted, approaches tend to take a more
targeted strategy and developed specific systems for the collection and visualization of
geosocial media, which often run on one or more dedicated servers.
Although minor implementation details differ, these systems are largely designed
along the same lines. For example, TweetTracker (Kumar et al., 2014) and GeoSocial
Gauge (Croitoru et al., 2013) both use the NoSQL database MongoDB, while SensePlace2
uses a Lucene full-text engine (MacEachren, Robinson, & Jaiswal, 2011).1 All are designed
to collect a stream of Twitter data that matches a pre-defined set of keys as opposed to the
entire stream of data. It is up to the researcher to decide — up front — what is and what is
not relevant to collect. TweetTracker and Senseplace2 were specifically designed as tools
for use in disaster response and receive a moderate amount of attention from researchers
beyond the initial authors (as judged through citations and adoption in published work).
Many other systems do not fare as well and seem to be primarily a proof of concept or
prototype that illustrates that such data can indeed be captured and analyzed. However,
many of these prototypes suffer from issues where the actual implementation is very short
on details (Kumar, Barbier, Abbasi, & Liu, 2011), not very feasible in practical research
cases (Huang & Xu, 2014) or not very extensible to application beyond the limited scope
of a test case (Fujita, 2013).
There are also a few desktop applications designed for similar tasks. Within
Geography, TwitterHitter (J. White & Roth, 2010) was developed by two cartographers
and allows the researcher to both collect and visualize data in a cartographically-sound
manner. Outside of Geography, the Excel plugin NodeXL (M. A. Smith et al., 2009) is very
popular.2 Desktop applications, despite being perhaps less robust than server systems,
are so popular because they are immediately useful to researchers, without any specific
requirements for server resources and system administration skills. Perhaps this is the
reason why most research that actually uses Twitter data does not employ the larger
frameworks discussed above. Although some use a (commercial) third-party service
(Kounadi, Lampoltshammer, Groff, Sitko, & Leitner, 2015) or an existing collection system

1
2

More on these databases in the next two sections.
Cited over 700 times in the last 5 years according to Google Scholar
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(Crampton et al., 2013; Stefanidis et al., 2013), most simply collect data in a, what I call, ad
hoc fashion3. These collections are aided by the Twitter API libraries and plugins that exist
for virtually every programming language and make interacting with the API relatively
easy from the comforts of the language the researcher happens to be familiar with. While
some of this work is very explicit about its collection strategy and implementation (L. Li,
Goodchild, & Xu, 2013; J. Lin & Cromley, 2015), others are rather opaque (Kay, Zhao,
& Sui, 2014; Widener & Li, 2014; C. Xu, Wong, & Yang, 2013). However, the specific
collection strategy can have a large impact on the resulting data and thus the research
outcomes so any opaqueness may bring along with it uncertainty about outcomes. As just
one example, Morstatter et al. (2013) conducted an in-depth comparison of data acquired
from the freely accessible 1% sample of Twitter data versus the very expensive ‘firehose’
that includes 100% of all tweets and find several sources of bias within the sampled data.
Relevant for geographers is that, for the subset of geotagged tweets the difference between
the sample and the firehose is neglectable.
The results of the initial ad hoc data collection are often stored in a simple
database, flat text files or spreadsheets. This is a feasible strategy because in most cases,
paradoxically, the resulting datasets are rather small. Over 80% of Twitter studies use
datasets that are smaller than 10 million records (Weller, 2014; Zimmer & Proferes,
2014), which is not at all ‘bigger’ than more conventional data sets in quantitative social
science. These datasets easily fit within the memory of even a modest laptop without the
need for special big data tools or software. Some datasets are even smaller, for example
Yang’s (2015) study of depression in Twitter users uses a randomly sampled 402 tweets
— only around 50,000 characters of total data. Although size-wise this seems very small
compared to the vast pool of billions of records available, just because data exists does not
mean it needs to be included in an analysis. Korson’s (2014) qualitative analysis of 407
tweets around UN peacekeeping missions shows clearly that there is value in Twitter data
regardless of the total number of records.
As such, DOLLY is designed to bring together the advantages of all these different
approaches. It leverages the robustness and scalability of a server-based system on the

3
Of course most researchers plan the collection of data carefully. What I refer to here is the
purposeful and deliberate collection of relevant Twitter data after a research project has been developed.
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back-end, with the usability advantages of desktop applications and the convenience of
small, relevant datasets that is so common in ad-hoc collection.
DOLLY collects and stores all geotagged tweets as they are produced and are delivered
in Twitter’s data stream and it specifically does so in a way that is consistent, reliable and
minimizes collection bias by making sure that all data is collected indeed. This is the big
part of the data collection. However, and most importantly, after initial collection and
storage, where DOLLY is different from existing systems is in its ability to make it easy for
any researcher to search through and extract from all those billions of data points only the
data that is germane to the research question — effectively giving researchers quick access
to the small and relevant datasets that are needed in the vast majority of social science
applications, without any of the barriers to access or reliability issues surrounding ad-hoc
data collection.
3.3 Access
Until 2009 Twitter only provided a so-called REST API. This API allows
developers to build third-party applications that interface with Twitter using HTTP verbs
(GET, POST, DELETE etc.) to specific ‘endpoints’. For example a GET request to /friends/
ids would get all the friends of a specific user, while a POST request to /statuses/update
would send a new tweet. This allows a developer to build an application on top of Twitter,
or even to build a Twitter client that mimics or improves on Twitter’ own web interface
and smartphone apps. Relevant to researchers, the /search/tweets endpoint allows a search
of Twitter’s database for tweets that match certain criteria. However, the search only goes
back about 7 days in history and returns a maximum of ~3500 tweets. Excessive use and
polling of this endpoint often overloaded Twitter’s servers (which during 2008-2010 was
experiencing several growth pains) so Twitter instituted a ‘rate limit’ on the number of
times a person can query an endpoint within a certain timeframe — making it less feasible
to use in the collection of larger datasets.
Twitter was originally very welcoming to researchers and allowed them to be white
listed to get a higher rate limit4 for academic research but soon discontinued this once it
4
I received academic white listing in May 2009 for a different project (Dugundji, Poorthuis, & van
Meeteren, 2011; van Meeteren, Poorthuis, & Dugundji, 2009). This original white listing allowed us to be grandfathered
in for elevated garden hose (10%) streaming access without going to a third-party commercial vendor in 2011.
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started to see the monetary value of its data. In 2009, Twitter released a Streaming API to
make collecting some data a bit easier. Unlike the REST API, which actively needs to be
polled at specific intervals to get new data, with the Streaming API one opens a long-lived
connection (a stream) to Twitter’s servers that receives updates whenever they are being
created. This is analogous to a mail client checking mail at specific intervals (a REST API
request) versus the push notifications on modern platforms that are sent as the new mail
arrives (a Streaming API always-on connection). There are three different streaming levels
available. The standard streaming level contains roughly a 1% sample of all tweets and
can be filtered by specific keywords, user ids or geographic bounding boxes. If filtering is
enabled, only those tweets matching the filter will be returned. Importantly, if the tweets
matching the filter amount to less than 1% of all tweets, all tweets matching the filter
will be returned instead of a random sample. An elevated access called the gardenhose
contains 10% of all tweets and was offered to academics free of charge in the early years of
Twitter’s operations. DOLLY was grandfathered into gardenhose access level in 2011 but
new applications are now referred to Gnip, where such access can only be bought. Finally,
there is a firehose level of access that contains all publicly available tweets but this level is
seldom given out and is inhibitively expensive for most research projects (Morstatter et al.,
2013).
The downside of streaming for research purposes is, of course, the nature of
streaming itself. The ‘use it or lose it’ approach means that a stream needs to be set up
before an event of interest occurs and when, for example, a researcher later realizes a
certain keyword is pertinent to the research at hand it cannot be retroactively added to the
dataset. As such, with the Streaming API it is especially important to cast a wide net and
collect as much data as might be possibly needed in the future. In addition, many topics
of interests are tweeted about infrequently and it can take many months or years before a
‘large enough’ dataset is collected for specific topics or areas under study.
The other issue surrounding the use of Twitter data is the restrictive Terms of
Service (ToS) that every API user has to agree to. Even more, the terms are continuously
being updated and changed by Twitter. For example, it used to be against the ToS to
share data collected through the streaming API but under the current ToS (Twitter,
2015) it is possible to share collected data up to 50,000 records per user per day as long
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as that process is not automated. Another issue for researchers is that the ToS require
you to look out for deletion events in the stream as well. If a user deletes a certain tweet,
it is required to delete that tweet from our records as well. Of course, whether or not a
researcher follows that requirement is not only a legal issue but also an ethical as well
as a methodological one. Although Twitter has cracked down hard on public websites
and commercial services that share data (“Export Twitter Followers and Friends using a
Google Spreadsheet,” 2011; “Removal of Export and Download / API Capabilities,” 2011;
“The story of getting Twitter data and its ‘missing middle’ | ScraperWiki,” 2014), many
academics have shared Twitter data for replication and further research (e.g. Dooms &
De Pessemier, 2013) and Twitter has so far been quiet on the matter — making the Terms
of Service and whether or not to follow them to the letter somewhat of a gray area for
academics. It seems that in some cases – particularly for non-commercial applications –
the “hacker ethics” mentality (Levy, 1984) is applicable, although there is always potential
for it to be trumped by a more hard-line and legalistic stance by Twitter
As said before, DOLLY specifically sets out to collect every single geotagged
tweets. To do so, it uses both the 1% as well as the 10% Streaming API. As said before, the
1% access level effectively returns all tweets as long as the filter on that stream matches less
than 1% of all tweets. To exploit this, a number of separate streams are opened in parallel
with each one containing one single filter with a bounding box that covers a continent and
for which the total stream (almost) always stays below 1% of all tweets. Together, these
seven parallel streams collect all geotagged tweets sent globally.
The 10% access level is used to set up a separate stream that collects 10% of all
tweets, not just the subset of geotagged tweets. This is done in order to monitor the total
amount of tweets sent everyday, as well as what percentage of those tweets is geotagged.
As is shown in Figure 3.1, the total amount of tweets sent each day is a little below 400
million. Although Twitter, around their IPO in 2013, enthusiastically reported that 500
million tweets a day were sent (Twitter, 2013), they have grown increasingly silent on the
exact number and it seems likely that the number of tweets per day has indeed stabilized
around 400 million (Leetaru et al., 2013; Oreskovic, 2015). Despite the increasing number
of GPS-enabled smartphones, the total share of geotagged tweets is relatively stable
around 2.5% of the total. As such, DOLLY captures around 10 million world-wide tweets
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every day. Of course, although the number of tweets per day itself is relatively stable,
there are other variables within the data that are changing. For example, since 2012 some
countries in the Global South have gotten increasingly involved on Twitter and in 2015
Twitter is definitely not a platform used solely in rich, English-speaking countries (see
figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.1 Tweets per day in the 10% sample and the relative share of geotagged tweets
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To set up these streams, worker scripts (‘streaming workers’) were written in
the Ruby programming language using the well-supported open source Tweetstream
library (tweetstream, 2015). Each streaming worker connects to Twitter and listens for
incoming tweets. Tweets come in the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and are kept in
that format throughout the collection processes. After a tweet arrives it is submitted to a
queue for further processing. Each worker runs on a separate virtual machine, minimizing
the impact a potential outage in one machine can have on the collection as a whole.
Furthermore, each streaming worker is monitored by a separate monitoring service that
continuously checks if the stream is still open and collecting data and, if not, attempts to
restart the process (“Easy, proactive monitoring of processes, programs, files, directories,
filesystems and hosts | Monit,” n.d.). Finally, if one or more processes keep repeatedly
failing or are not running for several minutes, email warnings are send to the researcher
to enable quick human intervention. Apart from a few inevitable power outages, this has
enabled a continuous and uninterrupted consistent collection of all geotagged data since
June 2012, which is especially important in (spatio-)temporal analysis.
After tweets are collected, they are pre-processed and stored for later use.
Although with smaller amounts of data, it would be sensible to store data in text files or a
simple relational database, this does not scale well to a continuous multi-year collection of
data. Each day, 10 million tweets of raw data means about 8 GB of data needs to be stored,
after compression. Day-after-day, this adds up to about 9TB of data currently, which is
not taking into account backup and redundancy. As such, storage of such datasets is not a
trivial matter and needs to be carefully designed to match both current and future needs.
3.4 Storage
After data is initially collected, it is temporarily stored in a messaging queue.5
These are used in many applications, including finance and high frequency trading to
track and process transactions in which speed and performance of message sending
and delivery is of the essence. Here, I use a messaging queue specifically to decouple the
initial collection and the subsequent filing away of tweets. As Twitter activity is spiky, for
example during a Superbowl event, tweets can sometimes stream in faster than they can

5

The open source RabbitMQ that utitilized the open AMQP standard is used here (Vinoski, 2006)
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Figure 3.2 Change in relative numebr of geotagged tweets per country between 2012-2015

be filed away. The queue functions as a buffer and can smooth out peaks without the risk
of losing tweets because the storage process cannot keep up.
In the initial implementation phase of DOLLY, Amazon’s cloud service was used
to host both database servers as well as storage and backup of data. However, in 2011
Amazon’s virtual machines had notoriously slow IO operations compared to dedicated
servers and the database had trouble writing the amount of data to disk fast enough (Hill
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& Humphrey, 2009; Juve, Deelman, Berriman, Berman, & Maechling, 2012; Juve et al.,
2009; Ostermann et al., 2010). Furthermore, running multiple virtual machines as well
as storing large amounts of data can get expensive quickly, especially since these are all
recurring monthly costs. With the help of the University of Kentucky’s VP for Research,
the College of Arts and Sciences (particularly HIVE) and the Geography Department
at UK, in collaboration with Dr. Zook, I able to acquire both computing servers as well
as storage space to add to the University of Kentucky Arts & Science private cloud. For
larger, long-running projects this turns out to be much more economical then a recurring
payment to a cloud service provider. It also ensures the availability of the system after the
collection effort or the entire project ends as the majority of costs are not incurred on a
monthly recurring basis but are paid upfront when hardware is bought.
Once the exact hardware platform is selected, the remaining crucial decision is
how exactly to store the data. During initial implementation in the fall of 2011, all tweets
were stored as compressed JSON6 text files. Once JSON is compressed, it is remarkably
space-efficient, convenient and robust: data corruption is less of an issue with text files;
they can be read by any software program; and tweets can be bundled per day and
archived away in off-site storage if and when local storage space becomes an issue. This is
exactly the way the Library of Congress is storing their Twitter archive (Congress, 2013)
and is also how Mapbox is storing a similar archive (Fisher, 2014).
However, when it comes time to actually analyze data, this becomes a major
inconvenience. Even to extract a small, relevant dataset of 1,000 tweets that match, say,
a certain keyword, the entirety of the data needs to be read and combed through. On a
single server, this can take many days — which is exactly why many big data companies
use distributed systems like Hadoop (T. White, 2012) or other map-reduce frameworks
(Gates et al., 2009) that fan out chunks of the data to be individually processed by a large
set of machines (the map stage) and, when done, the results are combined back on to one
single machine (the reduce stage). Even so, depending on the size of the cluster such jobs
may still take minutes or hours and, most importantly, require a significant amount of
skill on the side of the researcher.

6

Tweets come as JSON in their native format.
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So while robust, storing the data as compressed text files is not very practical for
the goal of increasing access for non-technical social scientists as repeated queries of the
data would become extremely cumbersome and time-intensive. Although conventional
relational databases such as MySQL and Postgresql are often employed to store large
amounts of data, their use for big data research is not optimal for two specific reasons.
First and foremost, they require the researcher to design a specific schema to which the
data adheres in advance. The schema specifies which fields the data consists of, and what
type of fields (integers, text etc.) these are. This makes inserting and querying the data
much more efficient but, as is the case with Twitter, the incoming data stream can often
change its format, add or remove fields or change data types without any notice, at which
point data could no longer be inserted in the database unless the researcher engages
in an ongoing cat-and-mouse game of restating the schema and converting old data to
the new format to keep things consistent. Second, relational databases, being a much
older technology, are built with a single-server architecture in mind. Although they can
potentially be set up in a distributed way (which is necessary to keep up with the growth
of data), this is often fragile or requires significant planning and administering on the side
of the researcher as they are not designed from the ground-up to be scaled as needed.
For these reasons, DOLLY used CouchDB (J. C. Anderson, Lehnardt, & Slater,
2010) for the underlying data storage initially and then switched to MongoDB (Chodorow,
2013) — the latter being a popular database for other big data collection systems (Croitoru
et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2014). These databases are so called NoSQL databases that
have become more popular in recent years. Instead of a relational database approach,
where each observation is a row in table with a set number of fields, these databases use
a document model. Each observation is one ‘document’ and the fields in one document
can be completely different from the fields in the next one. Furthermore, fields themselves
can be nested, containing additional fields as children. This fits neatly with the way tweets
are natively stored (JSON) and some NoSQL databases even use JSON in their underlying
model. Furthermore, as modern databases are designed with big data in mind, scalability
is a key concern, and should theoretically work with many terabytes of data in a distributed
cluster (Abramova & Bernardino, 2013; Cattell, 2011; Pokorny, 2013). However, in
practice MongoDB suffered from reliability issues, data corruption and scalability that
require constant and vigilant system administration. Furthermore, as the historical data
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kept growing, MongoDB had more and more trouble keeping up with the ingestion
rate as well as querying for data. In 2011, MongoDB also had no compression support
(necessitating more disk space) and limited capabilities for doing spatial and full-text
searches, which are crucial for social science research. Finally, although MongoDB is built
with scalability in mind, adding additional nodes to the cluster is cumbersome, errorprone and again requires a significant time investment as well as system-administratortype skills, which are in short supply within the social sciences generally. For smaller
implementations that collect millions or perhaps hundreds of millions of data points,
MongoDB can be a good alternative but for larger frameworks other alternatives exist.
In the Spring of 2012 DOLLY converted to use ElasticSearch (Gormley & Tong,
2015) as its primary database store and querying layer. Elasticsearch is a completely
scalable, distributed database that is build on top of Lucene and thus supports full-text
search (see next section), has very solid geo-spatial support, and can handle changes
in the structure of inserted data on-the-fly (cf. schema design in relational databases).
Furthermore, it can compress data efficiently (requiring less storage space) and scaling
up by adding additional nodes is turn-key: when a new node is added, all data will be
automatically distributed evenly over the cluster again. Furthermore, it has built-in
support for redundancy. That is, data can be duplicated one or many times across the
database, which increases the speed with which data can be retrieved but also makes the
entire cluster more resilient. For example, if a single node fails, a copy of the data still
exists on other nodes and data ingestion and querying can keep running as if nothing
happened.
Initially, DOLLY ran on two Elasticsearch virtual machines with only 500GB
storage space and 4GB of RAM each. Whenever the system is close to running out of
storage space, or when new funding is granted, additional nodes can be added in a
manner of minutes. Currently, the storage layer for DOLLY has grown to a total of 33
nodes with 1.1TB of storage and 10GB of RAM each. Data for the most recent 12 months,
which is queried and analyzed more often, is replicated twice (thus stored three times in
total) and older data is replicated once. To ensure longevity of the dataset, a back-up of the
entire dataset is run on a daily basis to a storage facility in the same building as the private
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cluster. Once a week, a back-up is made to an offsite facility lest the building that houses
the cluster is destroyed by fire, rampaging sheep herd or a similar catastrophe.
3.5 Searching and Extracting
Once data is collected and stored, the real challenge is storing data in such a way
that relevant data can be searched for, found and extracted for further analysis quickly.
Many databases (from the commonplace MySQL to NOSQL databases such as MongoDB)
rely upon an indexed key for speedy searching. Often only one field (hence the name
key) is indexed because indexing is an expensive operation. An index works just like
one in a regular textbook: instead of going page by page and looking for the occurrence
of a specific word, we can go to the back of the book and immediately see the number
of the page on which that word is used. However, when a user wants to do a search on
a non-indexed field, search becomes very ‘expensive’ as the entire data set needs to be
looked through. Thus, in a conventional database set-up, one tries to insert index data
as quickly as possible as well as keeping creating indices to a bare minimum (as this
index construction is expensive as well). The trade-off is that extraction of data in nonanticipated ways – using an non-indexed field – can be slow.
In DOLLY’s design, I specifically turn that around 180 degrees. As computing
power is relatively cheap, I index as much data as possible and I do so immediately when
tweets come in. By the time a search is actually conducted, all data is already indexed and
hence can be searched through very fast. Furthermore, I index virtually every field so
that searches can be done on any field. In other words, a set of servers are continuously
employed to pre-index data for fast extraction via search later. That means that if a
researcher today needs to extract some specific data from 2013, the computing cycles to
go through that data and make it quickly searchable have already been completed years
before in 2013, completely invisible to the researcher, a shifting of time-space of sorts.
Before data is actually inserted in the Elasticsearch datastore, a number of
operations are performed by a set of worker programs (each running on a separate
node) that read from the messaging queue where tweets were originally deposited
by the streaming workers. Most importantly, the geotag of each tweet is evaluated.
Roughly speaking, there are three types of geotags attached to tweets: one that is a lat/
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lon coordinate pair generated by a smartphone (either through GPS or cell tower and wifi
location), which is relatively accurate; one that is a ‘place’, which can be something like
‘Brooklyn, NY’ or ‘USA’; and one that has both a place and a coordinate pair.
Although the ‘place’ geotags sound somewhat ambiguous, Twitter structures place
information on their platform. Each place has a unique identifier. Using the identifier,
each worker can look up the exact boundaries of the place, and then it uses those
boundaries to calculate the size of the polygon (indicating the level of ‘precision’ that place
indicates) as well as the centroid. Twitter also keep track of the administrative level (can
be ‘poi’7, ‘neighborhood’, ‘city’, ‘region’, or ‘country’) of each place. All this data is added
to the metadata of each tweet. Furthermore, the lat/lon coordinate is used to perform

a spatial join to both the country-level as well as provinces and states within countries8
around the world. In addition, for the US points are spatially joined to both county and
census tract geographies. This makes the extraction of data for, say, an entire country or
a specific census tract much faster. Instead of doing an ad-hoc spatial join when a query
is made, which then has to evaluate billions of spatial points against the boundary of a
country, now the researcher can just search for country == ‘USA’ and match relevant
tweets in seconds.
Finally, I add one more piece of metadata before inserting the entire tweet
document in the database. A random number between 0 and 100 million is added to
each tweet. This is a seemingly minor addition but has a large impact. Once the random
number is indexed in the database, it allows the researcher to take fast random samples.
This is particularly helpful for big data analysis as often we only need to analyze a small
random sample of the data instead of the entire dataset. Taking the sample already at the
database level decreases resources needed for extraction and analysis. However, databases
are often not designed to allow for fast random sampling at query time and thus doing
so post-hoc can be expensive (Olken & Rotem, 1990). The addition of a random number
before inserting in the database allows the researcher to simply do a cheap range query
on that field: a query matching all numbers smaller than 10 million will then result in a
random 10% sample of all data.

7
8

Point of Interest.
Using Natural Earth Data (“Natural Earth,” n.d.) and the PostGIS spatial database (Ramsey, 2005)
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Now that the metadata for each tweet is complete, it is finally time to insert the
tweet into Elasticsearch and start the indexing process. Instead of tables, Elasticsearch uses
the concept of indices. One index is made per continent, per month of data. This allows
data to be managed on a month-by-month basis (for example, decreasing replication for
indices older than 12 months) but it also allows for further optimization of querying.
After all, if a researcher is interested in an event that took place in a specific month of the
year, we only need to access that month’s index. Furthermore, smart use of wildcards can
be employed so that, for example, searching in ‘twitter_na_2013*’ searches all indices for
North America created in 2013.
Within each index, every single field is individually indexed and for fields that
contain text (such as the actual tweet and the user bio) a full-text index is constructed
by splitting the text field into terms and creating n-grams for each term. An n-gram
is nothing more than splitting each word up in sequences of length n. So a 1-gram or
unigram of the word ‘Dolly’ would yield [‘D’, ‘o’, ‘l’, ‘l’, ‘y’], a 2-gram or bigram would yield
[‘Do’, ‘ol’, ‘ll’, ‘ly’], and so on. This allows the researcher to match partial words and to
search using wildcards (p?zza*) and even do fuzzy string matching using Levenshtein’s
string distance (Levenshtein, 1966) to account for spelling variations, singular-plural,
shortened words and general typos.
The coordinates of each tweet are spatially indexed as well so that, if needed,
spatial queries can be done based on bounding boxes, polygons or even a distance from
a certain point. What’s more, Elasticsearch calculates a geohash at multiple scale levels
(“Geohashes,” n.d.). A geohash was originally designed to express a location in URLfriendly format but turns out to be a very performant way of aggregating locations up to
multiple scale levels. At the coarsest level, geohashes divide the world into 32 cells (each
about 5000 by 5000 km), each expressed by one letter or number (e.g. ‘g’). The second level
divides each cell in 32 sub-cells, which can be expressed by a two-position hash, e.g. ‘gq’.
The final level 12, where the hash has a length of 12, e.g. ‘gq5h9z2ng91a’, has a precision
of just a few centimeters. Having each point pre-indexed in this way, also allows DOLLY
to quickly aggregate individual tweets up to grids of varying scale and compare spatial
distributions of different queries at different scales in a fast manner.9
9
An ad-hoc spatial join of even thousands or millions of points to a finely-grained grid can take
hours to complete in a desktop GIS such as ArcMAP.
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Figure 3.3 Visual front-end to DOLLY (Kibana) showing geohash functionality

In sum, the entire system allows researchers to search through a comprehensive
archive of all geotagged tweets sent since June 2012 in fast and easy manner. Researchers
comfortable with such methods can interface with Dolly’s back-end directly through http
requests sent from their programming language of choice or from within the statistical
language R. For those more comfortable with a browser, a light front-end website has been
developed that allows full access to a boolean search logic, a look at matching tweets and
an export of the resulting data to CSV. Queries can range from ‘give me a random sample
of 1 million tweets sent from New York City in the last 12 months’ to more complex ones
that use fuzzy matching and wildcards on words in either the tweet itself or the user
biography.
3.6 Current use and future direction
DOLLY is not just a prototype of a big data collection and analysis system (cf.
Fujita, 2013; Huang & Xu, 2014). It is a fully implemented platform that has been used
extensively beyond the scope of this dissertation. Although some of the technical details
of its implementation might be considered somewhat dry, the social science research
that it enables is most certainly not. DOLLY is successful in its strategy to quickly allow
researchers to extract small and relevant datasets as is evidenced from the work it has
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Figure 3.4 Schematic overview of DOLLY system

been used in. It has been used to search and extract for relevant data in published articles
in which the author played a direct role (Crampton et al., 2013; Poorthuis & Zook, 2014;
2015; Poorthuis, Zook, Shelton, Graham, & Stephens, 2015; Shelton, Poorthuis, & Zook,
2015; Shelton, Poorthuis, Graham, & Zook, 2014; Zook & Poorthuis, 2014). It has also
been used by researchers at other universities in peer-reviewed work (Jung, 2015), master’s
theses (Klein, 2014; Schaefer, 2014), doctoral dissertations (Shelton, 2015; Stephens, 2012)
and in several ongoing research projects at universities that range from Clark University
and UC Santa Barbara to the University of Amsterdam and the University of Twente
in the Netherlands. The system has also been used in undergraduate GIS education at
both the University of Kentucky as well as Humboldt State University. In doing so, it has
provided an answer to RQ2 by not only defining one of the major practical challenges
of using big data in geographic research, but by also providing a successful and proven
solution to that challenge.
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The future goal for DOLLY is to keep collecting geotagged tweets for as long as
Twitter allows access to researchers in some way. As Twitter is by far the most prolific
social media platform, it has served as an ideal test case for the techniques described
in this chapter. The exact same architecture and resources can now also be used to add
additional social media platforms (e.g. Flickr, Instagram, Foursquare) to the system. To
do so would only require development of a small script that ingests a stream from these
respective platforms and then adds the data to the same processing pipeline as is now
done with tweets.
One fruitful area for future development is the expansion of the system’s frontend to allow for a more user-friendly experience when searching and interacting with
the data. Currently, further analysis of the data beyond a first cursory look requires that
data to be imported into a desktop GIS or statistical environment such as R. It would be
extremely helpful if the first steps of (exploratory) analysis and visualization could be
done completely and reliably within the browser application instead of having to rely on
external software and the particular skills of the researcher. As an example, the methods
outlined in the next chapter could be implemented in the front-end to give researchers
an immediate insight into the underlying spatial pattern at hand, allowing for a quicker
iteration in the research cycle. This would be especially fruitful in the early stages of
research projects where ideas and hypotheses are being evaluated and the right queries
and keywords have not yet been completely operationalized.
Copyright © Ate Poorthuis 2015
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Chapter 4 - Making Big Data Small: Gaining Insight from Large Spatial Point Pattern
Datasets
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter outlined a system to collect, search and extract relevant
data from such a ‘big data’ source without requiring a long list of prerequisite computer
science skills. However, relevant data do not translate automatically into insights in
spatial processes. To do so requires cautious, geographical analysis of the relevant,
but still very large, spatial point data sets. This chapter outlines how one might use
these massive amounts of web-based, geographically-referenced digital social data for
geographical research and thus forms the second part of answering RQ2. This approach
is juxtaposed with the common but simplistic, straightforward ‘plotting points on the
map’ that is critiqued in detail by Crampton et al. (2013). Because much of these data are
user-generated and produced through social media platforms, I also focus on the pitfalls
associated with such sources and the benefits of a mixed methods approach to these data.
In addition, closer, systematic readings via qualitative methods of social data may provide
additional insight of particular people’s perceptions and experiences of the world around
them. Thus, while making maps is often the starting point for geographers working with
this kind of research, it is rarely the end point — and a wide variety of methods and
techniques need to be brought together in geographic research methodology focused
on big data. This chapter has been adapted and expanded based on a co-authored1 book
chapter in Key Methods in Geography (Poorthuis, Zook, Shelton, Graham, & Stephens,
2015) as well as a more practical article in Cityscape that includes the R code to reproduce
some of the techniques in this chapter (Poorthuis & Zook, 2015).
Information always has a geography. It is created in places, it used in places, it
is changed and repurposed in places. Crucially, it also helps define how we understand
and create places, making the study of the geographies of information – where it is,
what it is and defines, who produces it and who is produced by it – fundamental to the
study of human geography. As the internet and associated information technologies
have proliferated, online, geotagged digital social data have emerged as a key product of
our social interactions, resulting in what some have called a ‘data revolution’ (Kitchin
1

For the relevant methodology sections of this chapter, I was the primary author.
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2014). Not only are governments, corporations, and other large organizations producing,
capturing and analyzing massive amounts of data, so too are individuals, whether through
open datasets released by governmental agencies or through the direct scraping of social
media sites. This digital documentation of everyday life creates ever more complex
informational environments and entanglements, including the possibility to map and
measure spatial activities, patterns, and processes via new data sources.
The proliferation of big and user-generated data makes a range of everyday social,
economic, and political activities more visible than was previously possible. For instance,
topics that have hitherto been studied through more qualitative, resource-intensive
approaches, such as regionally-specific expressions of religion (Shelton, Zook, & Graham,
2012; Wall & Kirdnark, 2012; Zook, Graham, Shelton, & Gorman, 2010), language
(Graham & Zook, 2013; Graham, Hale, & Gaffney, 2014a) and consumption habits (Zook
& Poorthuis, 2014), as well as the more general questions of how and where events are
discussed online (Crampton et al., 2013) and how places are represented and understood
differently by different people (Graham & Zook, 2013; Power, Neville, Devereux, Haynes,
& Barnes, 2013). Moreover digital social data has proven crucial to pressing problems,
such as responses to natural disasters (Crutcher & Zook, 2009; Goodchild & Glennon,
2010; Shelton, Poorthuis, Graham, & Zook, 2014; Zook et al., 2010). The ephemerality and
mundane nature of digital social data also means that it can be used for less-traditional
academic research, such as mapping the spatial distribution of references to zombies
(Graham, Shelton, Zook, & Stephens, 2013), consumption of adult content, or identifying
the places that drink the most alcohol (Zook & Poorthuis, 2014).
While one can use these data to understand a variety of social processes, so
too can digital social media be an object of study in and of itself, offering a key way to
guard against the uncritical use of this new resource. For instance, studies of the biases
built into these datasets, such as the over-representation of the perspectives of wealthy
places (Graham & Zook, 2011; Graham, Hogan, Straumann, & Medhat, 2014b), urban
dwellers (Hecht & Stephens, 2014) and men (Stephens, 2013), have proven fertile ground
for identifying the gaps within such data. These issues are essential to keep in mind
when using digital social data because these data are always selective representations
of the world around us; and thus what is measured and mapped by digital social data
are selective accounts of selective stories. As such, we should always be cautious in
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interpreting findings, and critical of any positivist claims regarding the neutrality of data,
always grounding our work in broader concepts and methods, and most importantly an
awareness of geographic context (for a wider discussion see (Graham & Shelton, 2013))
The use of digital social data has become increasingly prevalent within geography
research for a number of reasons: first, it is now relatively easy to gather and process this
kind of data, especially from social media platforms. I have demonstrated one particular
approach and platform to gather and extract data like this in Chapter 3. Second, much
of what is captured by such data – particularly cultural and political markers – are not
readily available in more conventional datasets, such as demographic statistics tracked
by national censuses. Third, such data tend to be ‘big’, allowing both macro-level
understandings, as well as the potential to analyze smaller subsets of the data to better
understand more specific processes. Fourth, the data tend to be produced and collected
in real-time, allowing the inclusion of temporality in one’s analysis, rather than relying
on a static snapshot of social activity. Finally, these data allow us to understand some of
the relational dimensions of social life, from whom we associate with to how we move
through space, and how these and many other things are networked and connected.
4.2 Many forms of big data
In this chapter, I focus on a particular kind of big data: digital social data. One
of the fundamental characteristics of digital social data is its variety. For the purposes of
this chapter, I have chosen a particularly expansive definition, which I outline by defining
each term in turn. First, digital refers to the way these data are collected and stored, as
low cost sensors, widely prevalent computing capacity and hard disk storage have created
a situation where it is easy to collect and store many of the mundane happenings of
everyday life. This collection is greatly aided by the by the ways that an increasing larger
amount of daily life is mediated by digital technologies.
Second, social highlights that many of the collected data represent aspects of
human life – the habitual and relational interactions between family and friends –
that hitherto were not extensively documented in ways that could be easily used by
researchers. This stands in contrast to other kinds of transactions, most notably economic
transactions, for which data was already likely to be produced, from retail purchases
recorded by cash registers, the suppliers and customers of firms, and so on. In short, the
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nature of the data being collected has expanded into new realms of human geography and
sociability. Together, digital and social are key defining characteristics of the data on which
this chapter and the rest of the dissertation focus.
It is also worth noting that two other terms – online and geotagged – often go
hand in hand with digital social data, though I use these with some caveats. While much
digital social data is “online”, the meaning of online can be quite complicated, ranging
from fully accessible data on the internet (a membership list or search result on the
web that can be copied) to controlled access on the internet (access via an application
programming interface, or API, to selected parts of a social database, e.g., Twitter’s API),
to controlled access via social means (asking a provider for a copy of data) to datasets that
are simply not, or at least very rarely, shared (e.g., Facebook transactions, mobile phone
records). Although many researchers use the more accessible types of digital social data
– as I do here for this case study – it is important to note that researchers are not limited
only to these sources. Indeed, researchers selecting data not for their potential insight into
pre-existing questions or concerns, but simply because they are available is concerning
and problematic.
The second ancillary term I highlight, “geotagged”, is used to make two key
observations. The first is that geotagging – or the act of associating a given piece of digital
social data with a particular location on the earth’s surface – comes with an array of
technical issues, such as the precision of measurement and accuracy of location. Much
geotagged data comes with digital latitude and longitude coordinates, but these points
are collected with a variety of GPS receivers and/or WiFi and cell locative technologies
with different levels of accuracy. Moreover, some of the geotagged information comes
in less precise forms, such as an unstructured text reference to an often incomplete city
name. Thus, all geotagged data is not created equal. The second reason to make geotagged
ancillary rather than primary is highlight the differences between data where geography
is explicitly the subject of the socialization (e.g. a geotagged Wikipedia article or an
OpenStreetMap entry) and where geography is the references the location of a social
event (e.g. a geotagged tweet or Foursquare check-in). The third and final motivation is to
emphasize the wealth of non-geographic information – relational connections, contextual
information, user characteristics, etc. – contained within digital social data, in order to
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encourage geographic researchers to think beyond the geotag and the overly simplistic
approaches that are often taken with this kind of data (Crampton et al., 2013).
With these basic characteristics of digital social data in mind, it is useful to
review the range of these digital social data sources that have been utilized in geographic
research. Goodchild (2007) uses the concept of volunteered geographic information (VGI)
to capture the novelty, at least at the time, of individuals posting geotagged information
to the web on a range of topics. I wish to expand upon this idea of user-generated data
by complicating the straightforward notion of ‘volunteered’ data, seeing as much of the
digital social data that is created on a daily basis runs the gamut from purposefully shared
to reflexively distributed to data collection that is derived from users’ actions, but not their
conscious control. In the first category of purposefully shared, we might place a number
of crowdsourcing projects – e.g., OpenStreetMap, Wikipedia, crisis mapping – in which
the participants are actively creating data about a topic and/or place as part of a larger
group. Also included in this category of consciously created data are many forms of social
media – e.g., Twitter, Facebook, Foursquare, Weibo – in which users create and share
information with others. This type of data, however, also transitions into the reflexively
distributed category, as the ways in, and extent to, which contributions are distributed
to others, and made available for research purposes, are often opaque to the user. Social
data primarily meant for a network of friends is shared reflexively as a matter of daily
practice, even though the data can easily be repurposed by others in ways the creator may
not have contemplated. The final category of user-generated data is that data which can
be derived from user’s actions, but is not the result of any conscious choice – either with
purpose or habit – to share such data. This includes mobile phone logs commonly held,
but rarely distributed, by telecom operators for billing and system design uses, as well as
a range of location based services (LBS) deployed via smart phone apps that track the use
and location of a mobile devices. While this kind of tracking is “authorized” by terms of
service agreed to by the end user, these are rarely read and in any case soon forgotten.
Each type of user-generated data is accessed in specific ways, e.g., many social
media services make part of their data accessible via an API, while mobile phone or LBS
data is only available to researchers within or working closely with a service provider,
and lend themselves to particular types of research questions.. This is tied to the specific
variables, bias and other factors within each of these datasets that together inform a key
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decision for any researcher. Far from letting the data speak for itself, good geographic
research with digital social data requires a careful assessment of what any particular
dataset contains, as well as the selection of substantive research questions that such data
is capable of addressing. In this vein, I wish to also emphasize the value of ‘small data’,
which need not be seen as opposed to the big data phenomenon. For example, a key way
to leverage a large amount of data, such as billions of tweets, is to extract much smaller,
but highly relevant, datasets – even with a few dozen or hundred observations – that
look more closely at localized events or outliers to the norm, that can provide insight
otherwise not available. It is this smaller, relevant data that is the most common output
of the process and system of collecting and extracting digital social data described in the
previous chapter. In the next section, I will engage with the challenge of analyzing and
using such data in a meaningful way.
4.3 Making meaning from big data
The process of working towards understanding the world does not change
fundamentally when using digital social data instead of more conventional data sources,
i.e., data derived from surveys, interviews or a census. There are, however, some key
differences and specific challenges associated with digital social data, such as the fact that
available datasets are often much larger as well as much less structured than, for example,
data published by the US Census Bureau. Often, just opening a data set derived from these
sources can be a challenge, let alone conducting meaningful research. In the next sections
I outline a series of steps that can help a geographer go from a raw data set to meaningful
insights. Following specific procedures along the research process is especially important
when using digital social data, because such data are often not scrutinized or cleaned in
the same way as more conventional data sources. Digital social data is rarely purposefully
designed to answer a specific set of scholarly or applied research questions – on the
contrary, research use of such data is almost never intended by its original producers.
Biases and quirks within the data are rarely examined or thoroughly documented. In other
words, if we are not careful with our approaches to this data, we are likely to fall into the
trap of ‘garbage in, garbage out’, and end up producing research that never succeeds in
answering the questions it set out to, or even answering any questions at all.
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4.3.1 Anatomy of data and avoiding overload
The first step towards producing meaningful analysis is identifying and
understanding the dataset used to answer a research question. Each of these kinds of data
can come with a particular set of advantages and disadvantages, as well as specific ways
that the data can be accessed. In this chapter, I will focus specifically on the use of data
from the social media platform Twitter as it is extracted from DOLLY (see chapter 3), but
the approach I lay out can easily be repurposed for other data sources.
In order to better understand data, it is important to review the different variables
available within a given dataset. Figure 4.1 shows the different elements of a tweet that can
be leveraged for geographical research, ranging from a geotagged location and timestamp
to information about the user, such as their profile image, name and username, to textual
and graphic content, as well as relational connections seen through links to other profiles
or websites in the content, and who a user follows and is followed by (although this is
not shown in Figure 4.1). And while each individual tweet already has a multitude of
dimensions – spatial, temporal, textual, etc. – it is the combination of these individual
data points into collectives that holds much potential for employing digital social data to
answering geographic research questions, such as those in Chapters 5 to 7. It is incumbent
upon the researcher to understand both the range and nuances of these variables
within different digital social data sources by reading documentation, and conducting
background research and experimentation.
The wealth of digital social data sources, however, can also prove a significant
challenge, even in just simply managing all of the data. Despite some unclarity on the
exact number of tweets sent per day (see previous chapter for discussion), Twitter users
send hundreds of millions of tweets every day. This brings forward the issue of how
to make sense of so many data points? Even opening relatively small datasets of this
kind on a standard computer can be difficult; until 2007, Microsoft’s Excel could only
handle 65,000 rows! When confronted with large data sets, it makes quantification and
automation through powerful computers, software programmers and clever algorithms
seem almost necessary. While these approaches can certainly be useful in certain contexts,
especially as it has become easier to set up systems, e.g., a Hadoop cluster, for working
with large datasets, the goal of this chapter is to demonstrate the utility of relatively
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Figure 4.1 The anatomy of a tweet

conventional geographic research methods for analyzing digital social data through
creative, conscious and critical (re-) combination. After all, the relevant data extracted
from a system like DOLLY, while still large, is almost always small enough to process on a
powerful, but standard desktop or laptop computer.
Towards this end, the remainder of this chapter works with a relatively small
dataset containing all geotagged tweets in the U.S. mentioning ‘grits’ (a strange groundcorn porridge-like dish popular in the Southeastern United States) from June 2012 to
September 2014, obtained from the DOLLY archive at the University of Kentucky.2 This
data consists of approximately 64,000 tweets. Considering that geotagged tweets represent
only ~2-3% of all tweets, this figure represents a conversation of several thousand tweets
per day and highlights the ability of digital social data to provide insight on a particular
cultural phenomenon that would be less likely to be the subject of other research
approaches, e.g., official census records or nationwide surveys.

2
Grits is chosen to form a convenient example dataset that reflects a real social and cultural process
but not one that is so complex or political as to distract from the discussion of techniques that is the focus here. For an
actual empirical study, the reader is referred to Chapter 5-7.
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4.3.2 Identifying patterns in space and time
Having thousands of data point at one’s disposal, however, does not necessarily
translate into previously unforeseen insights, despite the claims of some of the biggest
proponents of ‘big data’ (Anderson, 2008). Oftentimes, the simple mapping of the spatial
distribution of these points (see Figure 4.2a) only mimics population distribution, a
phenomenon seen in the now-ubiquitous, albeit poorly thought-out, ‘animated ectoplasm
maps’ of Twitter activity (Field & O’Brien, 2010). Even when not mirroring population
centers, these maps are also problematic in that when points overlap, one loses any sense
of the actual number of points in a given location, obscuring the actual phenomena.
One easy way to address this ‘overplotting’ is to make each point slightly transparent
(Figure 4.2b). While this increases the legibility of the map somewhat, it is still largely a
representation of population centers, as tweets for grits (as well as most things) are more
likely to occur in places where people live.
For certain phenomena, this problem can be partially solved by creating ‘heat
maps’ or density surfaces, widely known from weather maps. Though the results tend
to be aesthetically pleasing and intuitive, the methods involved in creating density
surfaces, such as kriging or kernel density estimation, assume a continuous surface of
the underlying spatial process. However, tweets, and most other human processes, are
discrete: what happens in a city might be completely different from the directly adjacent
countryside (cf. Longley et al 2005; Galton 2004); and even within the city, the density of
tweets related to a certain phenomenon might be completely different from the density
of tweets in the next block over. Hence, one should exercise caution in applying these
techniques to geosocial media data.
Another common approach would be aggregating these individual data points to
larger spatial units. For example, in Figure 4.2c shows the number of tweets per county,
and creates a much clearer spatial pattern without the problems of overplotting seen in
Figure 4.2a. But it also creates a new problem: not all administrative units are the same
size. In the United States, counties in the western portion of the country tend to be much
larger. Not only will larger counties ceteris paribus have more tweets, they also stand
out more visually on the map. For instance, Figure 4.2c over-emphasizes concentrations
of grits-related tweeting in Los Angeles County, California, Clark County, Nevada
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Figure 4.2 Simple but problematic mapping of digital social data

and Maricopa County, Arizona due to these counties’ large spatial footprint. But one
advantage of working with point data like geotagged tweets is that we can define new areal
units for aggregation, rather than relying on the more-or-less arbitrary census definitions.
Figure 4.2d, shows a similar aggregation of tweets to polygons, but now the map uses a
grid of identically-sized hexagonal cells, which diminishes the seemingly strong presence
of large counties in the Southwest seen in Figure 4.2c, while simultaneously highlighting a
more distinct concentration of tweets mentioning “grits” in the Southeast.
The choice for a hexagonal tessellation might seem arbitrary but the shape of
the tessellating unit (be it a square, triangle or hexagon) can have a significant impact
on, for example, the resulting measures of spatial autocorrelation (Boots & Tiefelsdorf,
2000). I use hexagonal cells instead of the common rectangular grid here for two specific
reasons. First and foremost, cartographically, hexagons make it easier to increase the size
of each cell while still allowing the reader to discern contours. This negates the need for
smoothing through, for example, kernel density estimation, which is often applied to
rectangular grids but most often not appropriate as the underlying spatial phenomenon
is not ‘smooth’ or continuous in nature. Tweets are discrete events and smoothing them,
like we would temperature readings, would not be appropriate. The more conventional
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square or rectangular grid cells, as opposed to hexagons, are much more distracting to
map readers and thus make it more difficult to determine the spatial pattern or contours
of a phenomenon (Carr, Olsen, & White, 1992). In other words, using hexagons allows a
researcher to use larger cell sizes relative to squares or rectangles while still maintaining
legibility for the human eye. Second, hexagons also have a higher representational
accuracy (Hillsman & Rhoda, 1978; Overton & Stehman, 1993) than squares. This is
because they are the polygon closest to the circle that still allows for the tesselation of an
area under study. The hexagon is more ‘compact’ than its square or triangular cousins:
points on its boundaries are all proximately the same distance from its center, while in a
square, the corner points are much further from the center. Finally, when used in further
spatial statistical analysis, hexagons share a direct boundary with 6 neighbors, instead
of the 4 direct neighbors of squares, which is helpful in constructing neighbor or spatial
weights matrices when only using contiguity as a parameter.
Despite the fact that moving from the direct mapping of points in Figure 4.2a
to the more informative mapping of density using hexagonal cells represents significant
progress, the overall pattern still reflects population density, with large cities having
more tweets than smaller towns or rural areas. In order to address this issue, which is
again common across any range of phenomena, it is customary to normalize whatever is
being measured by another variable that indicates size or population. Digital social data,
however, can be normalized incorrectly. For example, normalizing the grits data based
on the population of a state, assumes that everybody in the state tweets at the same rate,
leading to an over-representation of rural areas or places that do not tweet frequently. A
better strategy is to normalize by the total amount of digital social data activity (in this
case tweets) in each area, i.e., using a ‘tweeting population’ rather than ‘total population’
to obtain a rate of ‘tweets about grits’ relative to the total amount of tweeting. However,
a straight-forward approach to normalization – dividing tweets about grits by the total
tweeting population – leads leads to the question of what exactly does it mean that 3 out
of every 100,000 tweets in a particular location mention grits and therefore, I use a slightly
more complex measure which is slightly modified version of the odds ratio.
The odds ratio is particularly common in medical statistics but is an easy-tounderstand metric that reflects the probability of a certain event happening (Bland &
Altman, 2000). In medical literature, this is used, for example, to express the odds of a
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certain medicine curing a disease versus it not curing the disease. Here I adapt the odds
ratio to compare the probability of a grits-related tweet being sent from a specific grid
cells, relative to the probability of any tweet happening in that same cell:

Where Pi is the number of tweets in area i related to phenomenon at hand and
P is the total number of tweets related to phenomenon. Ri is the number of ‘population’
tweets in area i and R is the grand total of that population. This measure corrects for
differences in the size of the population or a certain phenomenon, and has the additional
advantage of allowing us to normalize by a sample of the population, rather than by the
total population. In this case, I have used a 0.01% sample of the overall Twitter activity
during the same time period (~180,000 tweets) derived from DOLLY (see Chapter 3 for a
discussion on sampling from DOLLY).
It is worth noting here that the odds ratio is mathematically similar to the location
quotient that is used predominantly in economic geography (Isard, 1960; Isserman,
2007; Miller, Gibson, & Wright, 1991). The only difference is that I am not looking at the
concentration of a specific industry in a certain location but rather the concentration of
certain geosocial media data in a specific grid cell.
Another advantage of this measure is that the odds ratio results in an easy-tounderstand number, where a value of 1 for a particular areal unit indicates that there
are exactly as many data points related to grits as one would expect based on the overall
Twitter activity. Thus, any places with values less than 1 indicates that there are fewer
‘grits’ tweets than we would expect, and vice versa for values greater than 1. The resulting
maps, seen using counties for aggregation in Figure4.3a and the hexagonal cells in Figure
4.3c, that use this odds ratio measure reveal a very clear Southeastern ‘grits’ cluster that
was only faintly distinguishable in Figure 4.2d above, and practically invisible in Figure
4.2a. Odds-ratio maps, because they are standardized, can be compared from one process
or data set to another as long as the same class breaks are employed.
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Figure 4.3 Normalizing and Confidence Intervals

The odds ratio alone, however, confronts us with yet another issue: the problem of
small numbers. If a given area has only a small number of total observations, thus making
the denominator used for normalization small, the variance of the ratio is high, and thus
might not be reliable. For example, one can see a littering of seemingly higher values for
grits in less-populated areas of the Dakotas that are most likely an effect of a small number
of observations and thus large ‘swings’ in the resulting odds ratio caused by only a few
tweets. In order to address this issue, I calculate a confidence interval for each ratio using
the formula below (Galbraith, 1988; Katz, Baptista, Azen, & Pike, 1978; Morris & Gardner,
1988). I then use the lower bound of that interval instead so that we know that, in this
case, if we see a value of over 1 that value is significantly over 1 as well (with 95%
confidence, or whatever confidence level is appropriate). Or in analysis where using the
lower bound is less appropriate, use the range between the lower and upper bound relative
to the actual odds ratio as an indication of the confidence in that cell, which can be
cartographically encoded as transparency or alpha based maps (Roth, Woodruff, &
Johnson, 2013).
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This analysis is visualized in Figures 4.3b and 4.3d for both counties and hexagonal
cells, and again demonstrates an ever clearer picture of ‘grits’ as a geographically specific
cultural phenomena associated with the American South, rather than simply an effect
of population density. In effect, I have controlled for the significant amount of ‘noise’ in
the dataset through the application of more geographically-contextualized quantitative
analysis.
While Figure 4.3d makes it easy to discern a large cluster of grits-related tweets
in the South, not all spatial patterns are this clear. Visual inspection of a map to identify
clustering can be influenced by anything from color choices to classification methods,
making it important to combine this analysis with more statistical measures of spatial
clustering. This differs from the previous analysis, in which I only considered the
significance of the odds ratio for a single spatial unit (i.e. hexagon or county); now I turn
to examining the significance of the odds ratio for that spatial unit in relation to all of its
neighboring areas. Conducted at a global scale, this analysis provides an indication of the
degree of clustering for the entire spatial phenomenon, on a local scale, it tells us which
local clusters are significant. One way to do this is by calculating Moran’s I (Anselin,
1995) and in this case, it comes as no surprise that the global pattern for grits tweets is
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Figure 4.4 Spatial Clustering
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clustered and the southeastern cluster shown visually is indeed a statistically significant
cluster (Moran’s I of 0.567) as well (see Figure 4.4a). One issue with cluster analysis, as
well as with the odds ratio in the previous section, is that the findings or resulting patterns
are very much dependent on the size, shape and placement of the areal units, i.e., the
Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (Openshaw, 1984; Openshaw & Taylor, 1979). Visually this
is evident in Figures 4.4b-4.d, as variation in the size of the hexagons results in changes
in cluster identification, such as the lack of high odds ratio clusters around Florida’s
larger cities in Figure 4.4c despite their presence with smaller hexagons in Figure 4d. The
advantage of the hexagonal tessellation proposed here is not that it ‘solves’ MAUP or find
a single, objective solution to the problem. Rather, it brings MAUP to the forefront and
allows the researcher, by using tessellations of various size, to account for and actively
engage with the effects of MAUP.
This chapter has identified the potential for normalizing phenomena-specific
datasets by overall measures of social media activity. I now turn to demonstrating the
potential for direct comparison of two subsets of this data, allowing for a sidestepping
of the correspondence problem. This approach is especially useful when comparing
regional cultural differences (cf. (Zook & Poorthuis, 2014) for an application to regional
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preferences in beer brands). Building on my earlier analyses, Figure 4.5 compares the
existing dataset of tweets mentioning “grits” with tweets mentioning “oats”. The odds ratio
is employed again, but now, instead of a ‘total’ pattern of tweets, I use oats-related tweets
to normalize values. In this analysis, values less than 1 signify a preference for oats, while
values greater than 1 represent a tendency towards grits. Not only does this comparison
continue to affirm our identification of a ‘grits belt’ in the South, but it also highlights
other areas of the country – an ‘oats oval’ stretching from the Northeast to the Midwest –
that stand in stark contrast to the southeast in terms of digital porridge discourse.
As Figure 4.1 highlighted above, this kind of digital social data represents much
more than is encapsulated in a simple geotag (Crampton et al., 2013). Indeed, variation
over time can provide just as much useful insight into social media activity as variations
over space. Rather than aggregating the original dataset of grits-related tweets to spatial
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Friday

Saturday

Sunday

units, I instead aggregate them to temporal ‘units’ based on which day of the week the
message was sent, then apply the same odds ratio method to these temporal units in order
to look at clustering in time. Figure 4.6 clearly shows that Saturday is by far the most
popular day to talk about grits, with Sunday being significantly over an odds ratio of 1 as
well. Thus, not only have I demonstrated significant clustering in space tied to grits’ role
as regionally-specific cultural practice, but I am also able to identify that clustering in time
suggests that grits – or least the tweeting about grits – is associated with leisure time. Of
course, this opens up avenues for any number of follow-up research questions concerning
the performativity of grits consumption as a marker of Southern culture, though this is
tangential to this chapter.
4.3.3 Understanding the context of digital social data
The final dimension of how digital social data can be leveraged for geographic
research focuses on the social and spatial context in which it was created. Who produced
the data and how do they move through space? To whom was it distributed and what
did the data signify? The ability to contextualize digital social data also represents a key
difference between social media and other kinds of datasets (e.g., mobile phone records)
that track movement and activity through space and time, but provide little information
about what is transpiring in a particular place at a particular moment in time.
Thus a key avenue for analysis of digital social datasets is examining the
relationships individual users or individual messages. For example, on Twitter a user can
have friends (those who s/he follows) and followers (those who follow the user), and this
information can be used to study how certain information travels between individuals (cf.
Stephens & Poorthuis, 2014). It is also possible to identify relationships between places,
based on visits or tweets made by the same person in these different places. Returning to
the case study of ‘grits’ and its strong spatial clustering in the South, I might hypothesize
that even those people tweeting about grits outside of the South are likely to have some
kind of connection to the South. To examine this relationship, I begin by looking for users
that have tweeted about grits more than once – yielding a total of 8,958 users – and then
drew a line from the tweet locations in chronological order. The resulting map (see Figure
4.7) clearly shows that there is a strong relational connection with the South for those who
tweet about grits from other places, even for cities like Los Angeles that are quite distant in
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Figure 4.7 Relational ‘gritspace’ as seen through Twitter

absolute space, as well as in terms of cultural identity. Indeed the gravity of grits appears
quite strong as of the users tweeting about grits from outside the South, approximately
55% of these also sent tweets from inside the cluster identified earlier in Figure 4.3d.
In addition to categorizing tweet content via a simple binary of the presence
or absence of the term ‘grits’ one can examine the actual content of the tweets through
a structured, qualitative analysis of the text much as one might do with interviews or
secondary materials. Many ‘big data’ researchers employ algorithmic sentiment analysis
to examine this kind of content, perhaps influenced by the daunting task of reading so
many tweets. Computers, however, tend to miss out on some of the important contextual
clues that humans are more easily able to detect, especially when limited to 140 characters
and contextualizing the relationship between a users’ tweets over time and in different
places. To provide an example of what might be done, Figure 4.8 highlights the case of
grits tweets sent from Louisville, KY but focuses specifically on a set of five categories that
I constructed from an examination and coding of each tweet. While these groupings are
primarily for illustrative purposes – one can imagine a number of alternative subdivisions
and refinements of this coding structure – they highlight the diversity of ways in which
grits is used in tweets. ‘Fandom’ tweets are referring to tweets in a loving (or hating) way,
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Earlier today I told some cheese grits that I loved them.
Grits should always be optional, not included...
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Polar vortex can kiss my grits
The doctors office can kiss my grits
Also, early mornings can kiss my grits :( #CarpeNoctum

Figure 4.8 Qualitative Coding of Grits Tweets in Louisville, KY

but do not necessarily indicate that a person is eating grits at that very moment. Similarly,
‘craving’ tweets refer to a current craving for eating grits, while ‘restaurant’ tweets are sent
by people currently in restaurants, detailing the specific dishes they are eating. Popular
culture references have little to do with eating: they are lyrics from rap songs by Ty Dolly
such as the phrase ‘U gon make them eggs cheesy with them grits’ used to reference a
particular cultural meme. In a similar way, the expression ‘kiss my grits’ is a popular,
family-friendly way of showing derision that finds its origins in the 1970s TV show Alice.
As this brief review shows, qualitative methods can complement quantitative ones, and
have much to offer in research on digital social data.
4.4 Conclusion
The combined techniques outlined in this chapter form a fruitful framework for
the analysis of geosocial data. More specifically, with the combination of the hexagonal
tessellation and odds ratio proposed here, researchers can take the relevant big data
extracted using the system detailed in the previous chapter and turn that data — most
often in the form of spatial point pattern data — into insights and visual patterns. It is this
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workflow that is underlying the empirical analysis in the subsequent case study chapter.
The starting point is always the extraction of relevant data using DOLLY first: selecting
from billions of data points only the thousands that are relevant to the socio-spatial
process under study. The next step is the aggregation of individual points to a hexagonal
grid and then the calculation of the odds ratio for each grid cell — effectively normalizing
the ‘relevant’ tweet dataset by a (sample of) the total population of tweets. Together, these
techniques and methods provide a starting point for a quantitative analysis of geosocial
data that engages with, and does not abstract away, both the challenges and potential of
such data. In the next chapter, these methods are combined with a theoretical framework
on space derived from social theory in a case study of Hurricane Sandy.
Copyright © Ate Poorthuis 2015
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Chapter 5 - Mapping the Data Shadows of Hurricane Sandy: Uncovering the
Sociospatial Dimensions of Big Data
5.1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters – the Methods section of this dissertation – I
identified and then provided solutions to two key challenges in doing geographic research
with big data. First, in Chapter 3, the collection and extraction of relevant data sets from
big data and then, in Chapter 4, how to analyze such smaller, spatial data sets. In this
chapter1 and the following Chapters 6 and 7 – the Empirical part of the dissertation – I
take social theory on space as a starting point and use the data handling and methods
outlined in the previous two chapters to show how these complex theories of space can be
represented via quantitative methods. Thus, the case study chapters taken together answer
the third research question in this dissertation: how can the quantitative analysis of big
data provide new and useful insight in the complex character of social space. There is no
single, “best” approach to do so and each of the following chapters illustrates a case study
with different research questions and methods.
For example, Chapter 5 uses the meta-theory on socio-spatial processes by
Jessop et al. (Jessop, Brenner, & Jones, 2008) as the theoretical pivot point, which is then
operationalized quantitatively through big data. In this theory, Jessop et al. discuss the
various dimensions of social space and argue specifically against other authors who
emphasize or focus solely on a single dimension (such as Euclidian space). The four
dimensions they distinguish are territory, place, scale and networks (hence the framework
is often referred to as TPSN). Jessop et al. argue that only by taking a more holistic view
that incorporates all four analytical (but interconnected) dimensions of space, can we
appreciate the multiplicity of such spaces and understand the complexity of socio-spatial
processes. I adopt the TPSN framework here not only because of ontological reasons,
but also because of practical reasons. Many other theories on space exist (cf. Chapter 2)
but to apply a meta-theory that incorporates elements from a multitude of individual
theories (translated into four ‘dimensions’ of space), the use of TPSN is an excellent test.
If big data and quantitative methods can be used successfully in combination with all four

1
An earlier version of this chapter has been published as a co-authored article in Geoforum (Shelton,
Poorthuis, Graham, & Zook, 2014).
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dimensions of TPSN, then theoretically, a more narrow focus on an individual dimension
should be possible too.
In this case study I analyze these dimensions both separately as well as in
conjunction to show how such an analysis can help us understand socio-spatial processes.
This integration with the TPSN framework also allows us to begin moving ‘beyond the
geotag’ (Crampton et al., 2013): beyond the conventional Euclidean container but in a way
that is still compatible with quantitative methodology. Thus in some ways this is the initial
proof of concept advanced by this dissertation. More specifically, this chapter analyzes the
digital data ‘shadows’ of Hurricane Sandy through geotagged tweets that were sent during
and in reference to the Hurricane and explores the territorial, placial, scalar and network
dimensions of space reflected and produced through such data. Although often used in
immediate disaster response, this chapter shows that the same data holds potential to
study the effects of natural disasters beyond immediate government response as well.
Digital social data are now practically ubiquitous. This data is nowhere more
visible than on the Internet, as over two and half billion people currently both actively
produce content, and leave behind all manner of transactional records, from comments
and ‘likes’ on Facebook to the different products that one has viewed and purchased on
Amazon. In addition to online traces, people, buildings, roads, machines, plants and
animals alike are increasingly augmented with sensors and software algorithms that
produce electronic records of all manner of social, economic, political and environmental
processes. These sources of digital data combine to create what I call ‘data shadows’
(Graham & Shelton, 2013; Graham & Zook, 2013), or the imperfect representations of
the world derived from the digital mediation of everyday life. As these datasets grow
exponentially, researchers, politicians, and the private sector have begun to focus on how
big data might allow potentially unprecedented insights into our world (Anderson, 2008;
Floridi, 2012; Hey & Trefethen, 2003).
Much of the big data being produced online through social media has a
significant amount of geographic information attached to it, often in the form of latitude
and longitude coordinates known as ‘geotags’, which provide the means for new ways
of creating, making, and enacting geography. This process of attaching geographic
coordinates to user derived digital content – often referred to as the geoweb – means that
big data shadows are intimately connected to the material lived geographies from which
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they were produced. As such, social media has evolved beyond a simple online repository
of conversations, networked interactions, and sites for the consumption of media, and
is instead a dynamic record of when and how we move through and act in space, linked
to other individuals and actions co-existing with us in those spaces. It is this connection
between the geographies of online big data and the material processes they represent
and impact that I interrogate in this chapter. In other words, what can big data from
geographically referenced social media reveal about material processes and practices? And
what can our pre-existing knowledge about such material processes and practices tell us
about the underlying spatialities of big data?
In order to call attention to the interrelations between the material world and its
connections to the virtual practices of what might more accurately be called ‘geosocial
media’, I highlight a case study of Twitter activity in the wake of Hurricane Sandy, which
struck the eastern seaboard of the United States in late October 2012. The second most
costly storm in US history behind only Hurricane Katrina, Sandy wreaked havoc on New
York City’s infrastructural systems, creating iconic images of flooded subway tunnels and
roadways, dangling construction cranes and a blacked-out Lower Manhattan. In spite of
these disruptions, the material effects of Sandy on New York City and the lives of people
living in affected areas were clearly reflected in their online social media activities, as well
as in the online activities of people living thousands of miles away. As such, the hurricane
offers an accessible way to describe the variety of sociospatial relationships embodied in
these big data shadows.
This chapter argues that Hurricane Sandy offers a useful lens for understanding
the digital data shadows produced by intensely material phenomena. Applications of big
geosocial media data are increasingly common throughout a range of activities beyond
just disaster response, from urban planning to market research to political activism, and
this case study provides the basis for a series of broad methodological and theoretical
interventions into research on big data and user-generated geographic information.
Methodologically speaking, rather than simply focusing on how massive databases are
causing necessary and irreversible shifts in social practices or producing unprecedented
insights into the world around us, I instead argue that it is more productive to analyze how
small subsets of big data, especially georeferenced social media information, can reveal a
broader range of social, economic, political, and even environmental geographies. It is not
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the size of the dataset but the relevance of the data points to the phenomenon under study
(cf. Chapter 3). Utilizing a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods detailed in Chapter
4, I uncover both broad spatial patterns within this data, as well as understand how these
data reflect the lived experiences of the people who are creating it.
Conceptually, this chapter inserts itself in the discussion on the compatibility
of social theory and quantitative methods and attempts to fill a gap in previous studies
of the geoweb, which have often avoided explicitly theorizing the nature of sociospatial
relations. Building on Jessop et al’s (2008) Territory-Place-Scale-Network (TPSN)
framework for understanding sociospatial relationships, I analyze the territorial, platial,
scalar and networked dimensions of digital data shadows to highlight the polymorphous
and complex spatialities of user-generated content. This allows for a greater consideration
of the relational geographies of big data and geosocial media, which have largely been
neglected in the literature to this point, while retaining an attention to more conventional
ways of understanding the spatialities of this data.
In the following sections, I first review the relevant literature, focusing on
conceptualizations and problematizations of big data. I then turn to understanding how
big and user-generated data sources have been utilized in disaster response situations,
before discussing the potential for new theorizations of sociospatial relations in studies
of the geoweb. This is followed by a discussion of my data collection and methods, with
attention to the potentials of using geotagged tweets for social and spatial analysis. In the
penultimate section, I turn to the case of Hurricane Sandy and use a series of cartographic
visualizations to highlight the variegated and polymorphous nature of sociospatial
relations represented by Sandy’s data shadows. Finally, I discuss the possibilities for and
limitations of future studies of big data shadows.
5.2 Contextualizing ‘Big Data’ and Geosocial Media
This work is framed within the context of an important shift occurring in the
social sciences: the emergence of ‘big data’, or what has been referred to as the ‘fourth
paradigm’ of scientific research (Hey, Tansley, & Tolle, 2009; Mayer-Schönberger &
Cukier, 2013). Big data’s proliferation throughout the popular press as a buzzword comes
with many different definitions, and it is important to recognize that it refers not just to a
quantitative increase in the size of the datasets being analyzed, but also qualitative shifts in
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the ways we approach the study of society (boyd & Crawford, 2012). These shifts include
an increase in the scope of the data being collected, the speed and timeframe at which it is
collected, and the notion that otherwise unrelated datasets might be cross-referenced and
analyzed to produce some meaningful insight (Kitchin, 2013).
Perhaps the most prominent proponent of this new data-driven science has been
Chris Anderson, the former editor of Wired Magazine, who sees the proliferation and
availability of these new datasets as a way to generate more insightful, useful, accurate,
or true results than more conventional specialists or domain experts who carefully
develop hypotheses and research strategies in order to understand a given phenomena –
heralding ‘the end of theory’ (Anderson, 2008). Anderson’s notion has entered not only
the popular imagination, but also the research practices of corporations, states, journalists
and academics (Issenberg, 2012; Lazer et al., 2009; Leetaru, 2011; Lohr, 2012; see also
Torrens, 2010 for a geographic perspective), driven by the idea that the data shadows of
people, machines, commodities, and even nature, can reveal difficult-to-understand social
processes, simply by applying sufficient computing power to these massive amounts of
data. In other words, researchers no longer need to speculate and hypothesise; they simply
need to possess enough data and allow algorithms to lead them to important patterns and
trends in social, economic, political, and environmental relationships.
This kind of naïve technological determinism echoes a similar argument made a
decade earlier about the so-called ‘death of distance’ (Cairncross, 1997) brought by the
internet, which itself stimulated a range of more nuanced theoretical and empirical works
on the geography of the internet. Anderson’s hyperbole around the end of theory has also
given rise to a range of critical responses from social scientists of all types. This critical
approach to big data has been especially pronounced amongst those scholars studying the
geographic contours of user-generated internet content, as notions of big data frequently
incorporate elements of what have variously been called the geoweb or volunteered
geographic information (Elwood, 2008; Elwood, Goodchild, & Sui, 2012; Goodchild,
2007). Nonetheless, scholars are just now beginning to employ social media data to ask
substantive questions about the geographies of production, use and consumption of big
data (Graham, Zook, & Boulton, 2012; Takhteyev, Gruzd, & Wellman, 2012; Tsou &
Leitner, 2013).
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Two primary criticisms of such big data analyses have been their failure to attend
to persistent methodological issues and their overblown claims to be able to deduce
significant meaning out of data without relying on pre-existing theoretical frameworks. In
arguably the most visible critique of big data so far, danah boyd and Kate Crawford note
that “Big Data and whole data are also not the same” (boyd & Crawford, 2012, p. 669).
Similarly, Muki Haklay (2010) has warned that too often, analysis of big social media
datasets tends to privilege the perspectives of so-called ‘outliers’, rather than incorporating
a representative sample of the population. So while big data can capture a whole host
of social processes that were previously difficult to study because of their transactional
nature,2 it remains partial and biased in important ways that should qualify any findings
from such research (Manovich, 2011; Ruppert, Law, & Savage, 2013).
Meanwhile, proponents of big data have also been critiqued for their relatively
naïve claims to have transcended the need for any domain expertise in the subjects they
analyze (Graham, 2012). For example, the physicist Geoffrey West has supposedly ‘solved
the city’ using mathematical approaches, without having ever read any work in urban
studies (Lehrer, 2010), while others have used similar databases of Twitter activity to
revive the ‘death of distance’ thesis (Leetaru, Wang, Cao, Padmanabhan, & Shook, 2013). It
should be noted, however, that others, especially geographers, have been a good bit more
cautious. For instance, Miller (2010) argues that data-driven approaches have much to
benefit from the inclusion of more conventional domain expertise, while more traditional
approaches to social science can benefit from the improved hypothesis generating
capabilities of data mining.
5.2.1 Social Media and Crowdsourcing Disaster Response
One realm in which the role of big and user-generated data has generated massive
amounts of attention has been disaster response (cf. Goodchild & Glennon, 2010; Li &
Goodchild, 2010; Liu & Palen, 2013; Roche, Propeck-Zimmermann, & Mericskay, 2011).
While key players in this space, such as Ushahidi and the crisis mapping community,
2
Transactional data is used to refer to data describing events, which until recently were not readily
accessible. This could quite literally include data describing a financial transaction or purchase at a store, or more loosely
the kind of social media data I discuss in this chapter. Of course, for this kind of data to become useful when crossreferenced with other databases, these transactions must be digital and automatically registered, which, for instance,
would tend to exclude individuals whose economic activities are predominantly informal or cash-based. It would
similarly exclude anyone who chooses not to participate in social media or other similar services.
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developed in a more-or-less ad-hoc manner in order to respond to disasters such as the
2010 Haitian earthquake, more established institutions, including states and international
NGOs, are similarly promoting the potentials of these new data sources and their analysis
for responding to disaster or crisis situations. For example, The Red Cross has actively
been collecting tweets about disaster situations (The American Red Cross, n.d.), while
the United States Geological Survey has been using its ‘Did You Feel It?’ online reporting
tool to crowdsource reports about the intensity of earthquakes for over a decade (Wald
& Dewey, 2005; Wald, Quitoriano, Dengler, & Dewey, 1999). Other less systematic
examples include the much-publicized efforts of Newark, New Jersey mayor Cory Booker
to personally respond to unfulfilled service requests during a major blizzard in that city,
following attempts by residents to use Twitter to encourage a response (Gregory, 2010).
While there are many such examples of success in harnessing this kind of data
for disaster response, two important contributions to this discussion from a geographic
perspective raise questions about their efficacy. Crutcher and Zook (2009) and Zook
et al (2010), discussing the use of social media in response to Hurricane Katrina and
the Haitian earthquake respectively, argue that patterns of adoption and utilization of
such technologies in disaster response have largely followed long-standing patterns of
sociospatial inequality, producing uneven data shadows that don’t reflect the on-theground realities following disasters. This is driven, or at least exacerbated, by the fact
that such disasters typically represent the failures or inadequacies of state-based disaster
relief, leading to a greater number of citizens taking an active role in the production of
information about such events (cf. Leszczynski, 2012), on the relationship between the
rollback of state functions and the production of geographic information).
In the case of Hurricane Katrina, Crutcher and Zook were able to show that the
production of user-generated, geotagged reports tended to be associated with wealthier,
whiter, more tourist-oriented locations within New Orleans, despite the greatest effects
of the storm being felt in predominantly poor and black areas, such as the Lower Ninth
Ward. As the later case of the Haitian earthquake of 2010 demonstrates, however, such
disasters can serve to stimulate greater attention to the production of user-generated
geographic information in and about such marginalized places. Indeed, some of the
most striking examples of the volunteer effort following the earthquake are those that
demonstrate the lack of codified and widely-accessible geographic information about the
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country prior to the earthquake, and the explosion of information produced following it
in order to aid in the recovery effort (cf. Zook et al., 2010) for visualizations of the growth
in user-generated Google placemarks following the earthquake, or ITO World 2010 for
a time-lapse video of edits to OpenStreetMap). Nonetheless, these findings demonstrate
that while such participatory, citizen-driven and technology-centric efforts have great
potential to aid in disaster situations, these solutions are only ever partial, both in terms of
participation and assistance, and are no replacement for more coordinated ‘on the ground’
relief efforts.
As such, the case study of Hurricane Sandy used in this chapter represents an
important opportunity to revisit these earlier findings in a different context. Apart from
the contextual differences between New York City and New Orleans or Port-au-Prince,
one major difference between Sandy and the earlier cases hinges on technology. While
Google Earth had just been released when Hurricane Katrina struck the Gulf Coast in
2005, and the Haitian earthquake represented something of a test case for technologybased disaster response at a distance, the nearly 20 million tweets about Hurricane Sandy
(Twitter, n.d.) provide a sufficiently robust source of data to map the data shadows of
the storm. This wealth of user-generated data can help us in better understanding the
connections between the material world and its virtual representations. It also allows us
to articulate a more coherent conceptualization of the spatialities of these data shadows
in order to counter the dominant popular discourse that sees big data as an objective and
normatively superior way of understanding the world, and to fill conceptual gaps that
remain in the critical literature on these issues.
But as Kate Crawford (2013) points out, referencing both the case of Hurricane
Sandy and the aforementioned chapter by Crutcher and Zook, one cannot rely solely
on social media content to reveal where the most damage occurred. Just because
there is more data from which to work doesn’t mean the aforementioned problems of
representation and unequal power relations embodied in the data are resolved. The
intimate intermingling of digital and material facets of life means that the production of
geosocial media content is often strongly connected to place-based features and events,
but also that longstanding inequalities and situational or contextual constraints distort the
representativeness of such data sources. While I am sympathetic to such critiques of big
data, I maintain that an explicitly geographical approach might be able to partially resolve
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some problems raised by earlier critiques. For example, while using geotagged tweets as
one’s sole data source might produce a flawed or incredibly partial analysis of an event
like Hurricane Sandy, this data can also be used to answer broader questions around the
geographies of the geoweb and how such spatialities might be conceptualized, as I do in
this chapter.
5.2.2 The Polymorphous Geographies of Social Media
Research into the geographies of social media has largely eschewed any explicit
theorization of space and spatiality. Even where implicit, studies have tended to privilege a
unitary understanding of space. For example, Takhteyev et al (2012) employ a networked
or topological understanding of sociospatial relations by focusing on social connections
between Twitter users, while work by Goodchild and Li (2010) and Haklay (2010)
focused on questions about the quality and locational accuracy of volunteered geographic
information. Other similar work on mapping the user-generated and social media data
from the geoweb has alternatively tended to over-emphasize the groundedness of such
content in particular places, or how particular place-specific attributes, such as religion
and language, are reflected in this data (Graham & Zook, 2011; 2013; Shelton, Zook, &
Graham, 2012).
Yet conceptualizations of space that focus on only a single understanding of it
necessarily belie the complexity of forms that sociospatial relations take. In order to
overcome this issue, Crampton et al (2013) have proposed a loose framework for going
‘beyond the geotag’ in analyzing geosocial media data. They argue that researchers
should explicitly recognize the diversity of spatialities embodied in social media content
in order to avoid over-privileging what amounts to a simplified spatial ontology of
latitude and longitude coordinates. Analyses that fail to go beyond a simplified spatial
ontology – e.g. simply plotting data points in Cartesian space – often overlook the range
of quantitative and qualitative approaches that allow one to better understand the context
and meaning of such big data, and tend to reinforce territorial or place-based dimensions
of data at the expense of thinking space relationally (Amin, 2002; Massey, 1994). It is this
notion, discussed at greater length in Chapter 2, that forms a significant impetus for this
dissertation.
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I use this constructive critique of earlier work on mapping user-generated data
as a foundation for positioning this intervention within a pre-existing framework for
understanding sociospatial relations. Specifically, I adapt Jessop et al’s (Jessop et al.,
2008) TPSN framework in order to construct a more holistic picture of the variegated
landscapes of the geoweb, emphasizing both the territorial and relational dimensions of
this data. Jessop et al. argue that by focusing on the polymorphous nature of sociospatial
relations and their expression through the dimensions of territory, place, scale and
networks, a more open and comprehensive understanding of sociospatial relations is
possible. They note that most sociospatial research is concerned with just one of these
dimensions, committing what they refer to as the fallacy of ‘one-dimensionalism’.
Instead, Jessop et al offer the TPSN framework as a kind of metatheory to
emphasize the complex and variable nature of sociospatial relations as simultaneously
and variably bounded and coherent (territory), as differentiated and embedded in
particular contexts (place), as hierarchically organized (scale) and as interconnected or
interdependent (networks). Each of these dimensions must be understood as always copresent and interconnected with the others; they can only be separated analytically, but
never in practice, as, for example even the most global phenomena are always grounded
in particular experiences of place, and vice versa. This approach avoids privileging any
single dimension of space and instead highlights the ways that the technologies and
knowledges of the geoweb and social media are expressed in a number of different ways
simultaneously. It is for this reason that the empirical analysis, taken up in Section 4, does
not separate out each of these dimensions when considering different ways of looking
at the data. While some dimensions are more prevalent in a given representation than
others, no representation is illustrative of just a single dimension.
As the TPSN theoretical framework is a key part of the analysis, further
explanation of each of the four dimensions of sociospatial relations is warranted. While
some of the specifics of Jessop et al’s explanation of TPSN may not be especially relevant in
the case of Hurricane Sandy (for instance, this chapter does not focus on divisions of labor
or nongovernmental international regimes which are important in the context of politicaleconomic analysis that the framework was originally intended for) their framework offers
a useful heuristic for thinking about the multiple spatialities of social media data, or any
social phenomenon for that matter. Table 1 outlines their original conceptions of each of
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the four dimensions, as well as the adaptations of these ideas to the context of analyzing
Hurricane Sandy’s data shadows.
Table 5.1 Operationalizing the TPSN Framework

Dimension

As articulated by Jessop et al (2008)

Operationalization

Territory

Bordering, bounding, parcelization, enclosure Locality, proximity, materiality

Place

Proximity, spatial embedding, areal differen- Lived experiences, individual perceptiation
tions

Scale

Hierarchization, vertical differentiation

Networks

Interconnectivity, interdependence, rhizomat- Interconnectivity, non-proximate,
ic differentiation
relational space

Hierarchical organization, ‘size’ of
areal lens

I employ the concept of territory to understand how user-generated content is
spatialized in particular localities through the mirroring of offline, material phenomena
occurring there. While resembling a conventional definition of the spatiality of big data
as simply a set of latitude and longitude coordinates, it more importantly provides insight
on the general contours, and occasional discrepancies, between our understandings of the
materiality of a given phenomena and its online reflection. Such a connection to particular
localities is tempered by integrating a focus on scale. While scale is a slippery concept –
varying in meaning depending on whether one is using the concept in the context of an
urban political economy, physical geography or GIScience approach (just to name a few
competing understandings), our attention rests on the ways that using different scalar
constructs, such as the juridical boundaries of neighborhoods, zip codes, census tracts,
cities, states, and so on, can alter perceptions of the sociospatial processes embodied in
these data shadows3.
In addition to territory and scale I also integrate a focus on place, or the lived
dimension expressed in the qualitative information contained within these datasets.
Rather than assuming a simple relationship between a piece of social media content and
the location to which it is tagged, I work to understand the significance of these localities
to the users producing such representations and the social contexts in which such
content is embedded, acknowledging the potential for these experiences to be spatially

3

Chapter 7 engages with the dimension of scale in more detail.
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distanciated from the locations in which a given event occurs. For this reason, I shift the
notion or theme of ‘proximity’ from place, as it is conceived by Jessop et al, to territory,
as mentioned above, to preserve an understanding of place that is more closely aligned
with conventional understandings within geographic thought (Cresswell, 2004). Finally,
I turn to connecting these lived experiences of place to the broader patterns evident in
territorial and scalar frameworks, through a focus on sociospatial networks, or relational
spaces. That is, understanding territories, places and scales as bounded or limited ignores
the connections between localities, and the ways that social processes are increasingly
extensive over long distances. In short, the network dimension reflects that one cannot
fully understand the geographies of place-based phenomena without understanding that
place’s connections to other localities.
Rather than simply gathering such data, aggregating them and then displaying
their location on a map, the TPSN approach provides a richer set of sociospatial
dimensions that can be used to understand the production and consumption of
geographically referenced big data such as that which is derived from social media.
Utilizing the TPSN framework also provides an important connection between research
on the geoweb and big data to the broader field of geography and sociospatial theory. It
allows us to clearly demonstrate that the sociospatial relations of geosocial media are not
divorced from sociospatial relations more generally, and ultimately helps illuminate the
full range of human experiences that are evident in such data shadows.
5.3 Collecting and Analyzing Big Data from Social Media
In order to operationalize the TPSN framework in the context of big data, this
chapter analyzes the data shadows of Hurricane Sandy through a set of tweets collected
through the collection and extraction platform DOLLY (cf. Chapter 3). While websites
and social media platforms often provide APIs to access such data as part of a business
strategy, researchers have begun to take advantage of these tools to access the significant
amounts of data being generated through such platforms. The DOLLY platform used here
was already operating prior to Hurricane Sandy, allowing us to select only tweets sent
from within the United States between October 24 and October 31, 2012 that contain the
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keywords ‘sandy’, ‘frankenstorm’,4 ‘flood’, or variations thereof. This results in a dataset
consisting of 141,909 tweets. While each tweet has a variety of associated metadata,
ranging from the actual tweet text to the number of friends that that Twitter user has, this
study only uses the actual text, the timestamp and the location of the tweet.
It should be noted that these 141,909 geotagged tweets represent only a fairly small
percentage of the total number of Sandy-related tweets during this time period, as only
approximately 1.7 percent of all tweets contain explicit geographic information. While
techniques exist to derive locational information from user-provided location information
in profiles, this introduces its own set of issues surrounding self-reporting, precision,
geocoding accuracy and the difference between a user’s home location and the location
from where a particular tweet is sent.5 It is for this reason that I focus only on the relatively
clean dataset of tweets that contain explicit geographic information. But even within this
dataset, there exists variation in how location is derived. Of this dataset, 82 percent of the
geotagged tweets contain an actual latitude/longitude coordinate pair, derived from the
GPS sensor on a smartphone or through cell tower triangulation. The other 18 percent
only contains a ‘place’ specification, which can vary in precision from the country level
to cities to neighborhoods or points of interest. For obvious reasons, tweets that only
have higher-level place information are filtered out when doing a local level analysis (e.g.,
tweets with only city-level definitions must be discarded when doing a neighborhoodlevel analysis).
Given the relatively large dataset – thousands of points – one must be mindful of
three significant challenges, that if not dealt with correctly can prevent even the relatively
straightforward exercise of mapping points in Cartesian space from yielding useful
insights. First is the issue of overplotting. Plotting thousands of points onto a single map
makes it difficult to distinguish between the intensity or size of different clusters. Second,
regardless of the phenomena under study, places that are already large content producers
will almost certainly produce high amounts (in absolute terms) of social media references
to the phenomenon of interest. The third, and related, challenge is that the uneven spatial
4
The term “Frankenstorm” was widely used to refer to the landfall of Hurricane Sandy in the
northeastern United States in late October 2012. The term was adopted both because of the intensity of the storm and its
timing immediately before Halloween.
5
See Stephens and Poorthuis (2013), who were able to find location data for 25% of all users,
and Graham et al (forthcoming), who show that geocoding accuracy varies substantially based on both location and
language, for more discussion of these issues.
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distributions of tweets means the amount located in any one region varies considerably,
affecting the confidence with which we can infer differences from location to location.
To overcome these three challenges I use an approach that has been previously
discussed in Chapter 4. It overlays the area of study with a grid of hexagonal cells of
varying size. I use hexagonal cells instead of the more common rectangular grid cells for
two specific reasons. First and foremost, cartographically, hexagons make it easier to
increase the size of each cell (thus negating the use of smoothing, which is not always a
good practice when dealing with phenomena that are not necessarily ‘smooth’) while still
allowing the reader to discern contours. Square cells, as opposed to hexagons, are much
more distracting to map readers and thus make it more difficult to determine the spatial
pattern of a phenomenon (Carr, Olsen, & White, 1992). Second, hexagons also have a
higher representational accuracy (Overton & Stehman, 1993) and, when used in statistical
analysis share a direct boundary with 6 neighbors, instead of the 4 direct neighbors of
squares. Being able to vary the size of the cells allows us to use ‘appropriate’ cell sizes for
different scale levels as well as address the potential effect of the Modifiable Areal Unit
Problem (see chapter 4 for a more detailed discussion). In this chapter, I use 65-kilometer
wide cells for the national scale and 2-kilometer wide cells for the urban scale – both
chosen to balance the generic with the particular so the map reader can distinguish larger
patterns while not losing some smaller idiosyncrasies. Furthermore, I use a sample of
138,021 random tweets sent from the United States during the same time period from
which the database of Sandy-related tweets was drawn in order to normalize data within
these hexagonal units. Although population is often used for normalization purposes,
using a random sample of tweets allows us to normalize by ‘Twitter population’ instead.
The sample is drawn from the same proprietary system as the Sandy dataset, which allows
for the extraction of random samples of all geotagged tweets of any size. In this case, I
have chosen the sample to be roughly the same size as the dataset under study. I calculate
both the number of Sandy-related tweets as well as the number of ‘random’ tweets. I then
use both counts to calculate a variation on the odds ratio, referred to as location quotient
in spatial economics, taking the lower bound of the 99.9 percent confidence interval for
each cell as follows:
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Where pi is the number of tweets in hexagon i related to the phenomenon of
interest and p is the sum of all tweets related to the phenomenon; ri is the number of
random tweets in hexagon i and r the sum of all random tweets. This results in a ratio
where a value of 1 means that there are exactly as many data points for the phenomenon
as one would expect based on the random sample. An odds ratio greater than 1 means
that we can say, with 99.9 percent confidence, that there are more points related to the
phenomenon than one should expect, and vice versa for anything under 1.
Although the entire dataset contains more than 3 billion tweets as of August 2013,
the case studies in this chapter only use a relevant subset of this data based on the query
outlined previously. It is important to highlight that we cannot draw direct correlations
between the size of the datasets and the veracity of insights that can be drawn from those
data. Although these data offer the raw materials for analysis and understanding, simply
plotting points on a map is an insufficient endeavor to comprehend the polymorphous
and variegated geographies of social media as conceptualized using the TPSN framework.
As such, I will augment a more quantitative and GIS-oriented analysis with a qualitative
analysis of the content of tweets. Such analysis is not a significant departure from
longstanding traditions of cultural landscape interpretation within geography, though the
landscapes that I interpret here are the digital representations of material actions, patterns,
and processes, or what have previously been referred to as ‘cyberscapes’ (Crutcher &
Zook, 2009; Graham & Zook, 2011; Shelton et al., 2012). This chapter’s methodological
approach is thus necessarily interlinked with the conceptual approach of the TPSN
framework.
5.4 Sociospatial Dimensions of Hurricane Sandy’s Data Shadows
In order to better understand the diversity of ways that social media data shadows
reveal or conceal useful information, I now turn to interrogating the aforementioned
dataset of tweets related to Hurricane Sandy through the four core dimensions of
sociospatial relations – territory, place, scale and networks – as outlined by Jessop et al
(2008). While each of the visualizations might be loosely placed under one of the four
headings, I have intentionally chosen not to present them separately, so as to emphasize
that each visualization demonstrates the fundamentally multiplicitous sociospatial
relationships of the geoweb.
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The first, and most obvious, way to approach these data is to look at the
distribution of Sandy-related tweets at a broad spatial scale, in this case looking at the
continental United States.
Using the odds ratio metric explained in the previous section, Figure 5.1
clearly shows a significant concentration of Sandy-related tweets along the eastern
seaboard of the US, especially in those places that were most affected by the storm, with
approximately 30 percent of all Sandy-related tweets being located in the New York City
metropolitan area. While there are some intriguing anomalies, for instance the cluster of
tweeting around Phoenix, Arizona, this map is largely unsurprising given the material
manifestation of Hurricane Sandy in the Northeastern US.
Zooming in to the affected area, there appears to be important utility in employing
social media data to measure the extent of storm damage (see Figure 5.2). Using the same
data as Figure 5.1, this map adds a layer representing the official ‘High-Impact Zone’ as
determined by the Federal Emergency Management Authority (FEMA), which is roughly
congruent with the areas with the highest relative amounts of Sandy-related tweeting
activity. This connection is further bolstered by the fact that the New York metropolitan
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Figure 5.1: Sandy-Related Tweets Across the United States
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area suffered the greatest financial losses from the storm, totaling approximately $19
billion (Press, 2012).
To be clear, this map is not intended to discount that other populated areas, such
parts of Pennsylvania, Virginia, and the Caribbean (which I have excluded altogether from
this analysis) were also hit hard by Sandy. Rather, I use the ‘High Impact Zone’ definition
in Figure 5.2, to demonstrate a clear connection to the places in which that content was
produced, underlining the territoriality of geosocial media data. But highlighting this
territoriality is merely the first step of the analysis. In order to place the groundedness of
this content in context, we must also examine how it is intertwined with other dimensions
of sociospatial relations.
For example, despite the overall devastation experienced by New York City and
the surrounding areas, it is problematic to assume that New York City as a place is entirely
coherent and that people’s experiences of the storm were uniform throughout different
areas of the city. By integrating a focus on scale with the already established focus on
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Figure 5.2 Sandy-Related Tweets along Eastern Seaboard
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territory, we can get a better idea of the actual contours of Sandy-related tweeting in New
York City (see Figure 5.3).
When taking a closer look at New York City, I can adjust the size of the hexagonal
cells used to aggregate tweets, which in turn creates a finer grained surface for analysis.
While I am still examining the territoriality of tweets, I have also in this moment shifted
scales, essentially disaggregating the coarser definition of the New York metropolitan area
used in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 into a series of smaller spatial units to allow for intra-urban
analysis. Figure 5.3a highlights (via text call outs in the maps) places in the city where
significant events during the storm coincide with higher-than-average levels of tweeting,
while Figure 5.3b highlights places where major events were reported by the media but
had relatively few tweets.
Figure 5.3a demonstrates that a number of places that experienced significant
damage were also major producers of Sandy-related tweets. Some areas with significant
tweeting activity, such as the Lower East Side, which experienced significant flooding and
power outages, are relatively wealthy, and even some poorer areas, such as Coney Island,
had significant levels of tweeting activity.
At the same time, however, some of the hardest hit places also had relatively little
tweeting activity (see Figure 5.3b). For example, in Breezy Point, a fire destroyed more
than eighty homes, but only a handful of tweets come from that location. Sandy inflicted
similar damage on large parts of the Rockaway Peninsula with very little mention in these
places on Twitter. We are also able to see a general lack of tweeting from Staten Island,

Hoboken (flood, power)

Long Island City (flood)

Lower East Side (flood, power)

JFK (delays)

Red Hook (flood)

Bay Park (sewage plant spill)
Staten Island (50% of all Sandy-related deaths)

Long Beach (flood, storm)

Rockaway (flood, storm)

New Dorp/Oakwood (flood, storm)

Coney Island (flood, storm)

Breezy Point (fire, flood)
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Figure 5.3 Sandy-Related Tweets in New York City Metropolitan Area
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which has the unfortunate distinction of having nearly half of the Sandy-related deaths
within the city, not to mention massive amounts of property damage in the Oakwood
area. While some residents in these areas were likely preoccupied with more pressing
matters than tweeting, this runs counter to examples in Figure 5.3a where significant
amounts of tweeting correlated with high-damage locations. The differences between
these two figures suggest that places on the spatial periphery of the metropolitan area,
e.g., Staten Island or the Bronx, are more likely to be marginalized within data shadows
than more central locations, e.g., Manhattan and Brooklyn. While there is no definitive
explanation for these discrepancies between damage and tweeting activity, it is above
all demonstrative of the fact that the correlation between these variables changes across
scales, thus necessitating the inclusion of the scalar dimension in any similar analysis.
Thus, shifting the analysis from the national to the urban scale reveals that the
relatively strong correlation between tweet density and territories most affected by
Sandy breaks down at finer scales of analysis; a finding that raises concerns about some
of the practical applications of mapping geosocial media in disaster situations. In other
words, strategies that rely upon the data shadows of social media for determining the
allocation of scarce resources in a crisis need to consider the biases and permutations that
accompany the production of this data.
For this reason I argue for the utility in proceeding with an iterative analysis
that focuses on specific events, rather than simple mappings of terms like “sandy”,
“frankenstorm” and “flood.” For instance, mapping the location of the 774 tweets
mentioning “crane” during the storm, I am able to pinpoint the location of the now
infamous 57th Street crane that was left dangling in the aftermath of the storm (see Figure
5.4). Although I am cautious about the potentials of automated, algorithmic analysis of
big data in many contexts, this example highlights the potential of such analysis in places
characterised by thick data shadows, such that a kind ‘early detection’ mechanism might
be able to automatically identify spatial and temporal irregularities in the data.
In addition to highlighting the territoriality of the event at the scale of the
neighborhood, a more in-depth examination of the actual content of the tweets reveals
a diversity of opinions expressed about the crane mishap. These run the gamut from
those who lived or worked in the area and were relaying their own personal observations,
to those choosing to make light of the situation, rather than dwell on its potentially
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Observation
The famous crane on 57th.
http://t.co/djOiOPyU
Big scary broken crane! @ 57th &
6th
Local Pride?
View of the 57th street crane from
my bedroom window. @ The
Upper West Side
http://t.co/wTK1us6d
This is the dangling crane in NYC
you've seen on TV. Just a few
blocks from me so I @ Park Central New York
http://t.co/wJveaRKp
Commentary
Crane dangling tourism. Better
than regular crane tourism.
#danglingcrane
How do you get to Carnegie Hall?
Practice; or, be a crane at a nearby
construction site and wait for a
hurricane to blow you there.
equals one tweet mentioning
‘crane’ sent between Oct 24-31

0

0.5

1

2 km

Figure 5.4 Tweets about the 57th Street Crane in New York City

disastrous consequences for those in the immediate vicinity. For example, some Twitter
users used simply exclamations like “Big scary broken crane!”, often accompanied by
photos, while others made joking commentary such as “Crane dangling tourism [is]
better than regular tourism” or “How do you get to Carnegie Hall?…be a crane at a nearby
construction site and wait for a hurricane to blow you there”.
The 57th Street crane example demonstrates the value in extending this analysis
beyond the territorial and scalar dimensions and into the lived dimension of placemaking. As useful as it is to use these virtual expressions of material phenomena to
locate these events in Cartesian space, stopping there neglects the way that these data
are reflective of particular experiences of place by particular individuals. This is, I assert,
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a necessary, but thus far largely overlooked, contribution that geographers can make
to the broader study of social media activity. A focus on the qualitative experience of
place embodied in this data and resulting data shadows offers a significant opportunity
for geographers and others interested in the spatial dimensions of social media, and
can create a much more nuanced understanding of these dimensions when paired with
the more general analysis of territory and scale emphasized in Figures 5.1-5.3. While
this may have more to do with the post hoc analysis of such catastrophes than for the
immediate disaster response, it highlights the importance of attending to the qualitative
information and social context of such data, even during disaster response, and not overprivileging automated systems for sentiment analysis, which leave significant potential for
misinterpretation.
Another important consideration is that a focus merely on the greatest
concentrations of tweeting activity provides relatively little insight into the array of
meanings encoded into social media datasets. While we can use the first slice of the
territorial dimension to understand the basic spatial distribution of tweeting activity (as
evidenced in Figures 5.1-5.3), this assumes a level of homogeneity within the qualitative
information contained within the tweets themselves. It is similarly important to consider
that places which may not have especially high concentrations of tweeting activity, and
which might be quite far from those places which do, also have something to tell us about
the spatiality of social media. For instance, of the nearly 142,000-geotagged tweets used in
Figure 5.1, only 42,000 or so of those are in the New York metropolitan area. So what are
we to make of the remaining 100,000 tweets if we focus only on those places with the most
activity? Indeed, what is the utility of ‘big data’ if we’re ignoring such a significant portion
of it?
One corrective to this, inspired by Doreen Massey’s idea of a global sense of
place (Massey, 1994), is to turn our attention to a greater diversity of places, including
those with relatively few Sandy-related tweets and those quite far from New York in
absolute distance, but actually quite proximate in relational terms. By combining a focus
on the place and network dimensions of sociospatial relations as outlined in the TPSN
framework, we can begin to put a greater emphasis on understanding the totality of the
dataset. For example, looking at Sandy-related tweets in the Los Angeles metropolitan
area, of which there are only 2,476, one sees a number of revealing inter- and intra-urban
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geographies (see Figure 5.5). Although Los Angeles as a whole was thousands of miles
away from the physical manifestations of Hurricane Sandy, the data shadows produced
by Twitter users in different parts of this metropolitan area vary considerably from each
other.
With New York City and Los Angeles being the archetypical ‘global cities’ of the
United States, we know that one of the most important linkages between them is by way of
air travel (Derudder, Witlox, & Taylor, 2013), so a cluster of people in each city’s airports
concerned about their ability to fly cross-country with the impending storm is perhaps
unsurprising. But a variety of relational connections are visible in other locales as well,
even in the absence of similarly obvious rationales. For instance, though Hollywood has
the greatest overall number of Sandy-related tweets in Los Angeles, tweets originating
from this area seem filtered through a film and television-centric framing specific to the
area, with references linking Sandy to films like Judgement Day and The Perfect Storm,
the reality television show The Jersey Shore and The Weather Channel’s tendency to
dramatize weather events in order to promote their own programming. Read through the
Hollywood

Hurricane Sandy getting
worse, viewership of The
Weather Channel skyrocket to
100.

Downtown

Sandy will make land fall on
the Jersey Shore? Coincidence? I think not

Bedtime prayers for east
coasters tonight.
#Sandy

Either they use footage from
"The Perfect Storm" during
the hurricane Sandy coverage
or I eat my hat.

Hold on tight #Eastcoast
#Sandy

Santa Monica

#sandy looks to be the
real deal, scary stuff. Be
safe east coasters!
(...) Sorta wish I was
with my family in nj
instead of enjoying the
California sun
#sorrynotsorry

LAX

Hurricane Sandy, you
cannot stop me, maybe
next time...
Stuck in LA til Thursday,
Thank You Hurricane
Sandy!!

Number of Sandy-Related Tweets

Flight delayed by one
hour... Maybe Sandy will
get to Boston before me.
:/

1-9
10 - 35
35-41

Figure 5.5 Sandy-Related Tweets in the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area
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lens of TPSN, understanding Los Angeles’ place within the broader landscape of Sandyrelated tweeting, as well as its internal variegation, brings to the forefront the dimensions
of place and networks, or the “presence of both the proximate and the remote at the same
geographical level” (Amin, 2002, p. 389).
While Los Angeles doesn’t necessarily have a particularly prominent place in the
territoriality of Sandy-related tweeting at any scale, these examples highlight the utility
of going beyond just looking at those areas with the highest concentrations of tweeting
activity. Instead, a closer reading of social media content in a variety of locations reveals
how spaces that might otherwise be neglected in such analyses still provide important
insights into the geographies of big data. Rather than simply matching information
mediated by social media platforms to spatial locations, significant meaning can also
be drawn from the interconnectivity and interdependence of those data, raising the
question of what the topology of connections between information producers and
information itself tells us about these material phenomena. In other words, we can see
not only where something happens in physical space, but how an event connects to other
spaces both near and far through network ties. Multidimensional understandings of
sociospatial processes are important across a range of issues, beyond just our readings of
such processes through big data. For instance, natural disasters like Hurricane Sandy are
conventionally understood as having very particular localized effects around the areas
most affected, in this case the New York metropolitan region and the eastern seaboard.
But any understanding of Sandy as being spatially delimited to these places would be
lacking. Equally important is how those impacts were shaped but by more complex
social forces that stretch beyond these localities but nevertheless structure experiences
of and responses to such events, such as the genesis of climate change and its impacts on
increasingly irregular and volatile weather patterns or the political-economic structures
that cause predominantly poor and minority neighborhoods to be the most vulnerable
to such disaster events (cf. Smith, 2006). But such logics also apply to the ways that
disasters or other such events reach beyond these localities in their effects, which are
further mediated by place-based experiences in those locations, as is demonstrated by the
different experiences and interpretations of Hurricane Sandy within Los Angeles as seen
in the Twitter data.
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Although the relational connection between New York City and Los Angeles
makes for a convenient example, it is less clear how sociospatial networks across the US
were articulated through social media during Hurricane Sandy. If the tweeting from LAX
during Sandy is indicative of a broader pattern induced by airplane-enabled connectivity,
can we find similar connections to other locations across the US as well? The goal of such
an analysis is to demonstrate the extent of the relational dimension of social media activity
beyond the obvious connections between global cities such as New York and Los Angeles.
Using T-100 Domestic Market data from the Research and Innovative Technology
Administration (RITA) on flights and the number of passengers between city pairs in
2012, I determined the 50 cities that have the most passenger traffic with New York City,
ranging from Chicago (3.5 million passengers back and forth) to Kansas City (175,000
passengers). Since operations and activities at some airports close to New York were
directly affected by Sandy’s landfall, I exclude any airport within 500 kilometers of
Manhattan in this analysis. For the remaining airports I used a buffer of 5 kilometers to
collect all Hurricane Sandy related tweets and calculated the lower bound of the odds ratio
as I did for the hexagonal cells used in Figures 5.1 to 5.3. If relational networks did not
play a significant role in Sandy-related tweeting, one would expect to see a direct distance
decay effect: as the distance from New York City increases the odds ratio should decrease.
Figure 5.6a, however, shows that physical distance has no significant relationship
with the relative level of tweeting activity about Hurricane Sandy as is evidenced by
both the scatterplot6 and the map (Spearman’s rho is -0.05). The map uses an azimuthal
equidistant projection with New York City as the center, where the size of each airport is
proportional to its odds ratio. Airports that are equally distant in physical terms from New
York have widely diverging measures of Sandy-related Twitter activity. In addition, the
average odds ratio in each 1,000km zone does not decrease the further away one travels
from New York.
In contrast, Figure 5.6b shows that the relational ties between each city and New
York, measured by number of passengers, exhibits a much stronger positive correlation
with the odds ratio metric of Twitter activity (Spearman’s rho is 0.34). This figure
preserves the directional bearing of each city with respect to New York City, but instead
6
The red line through the scatterplot indicates a fit using a linear model. Confidence interval of the
fit is indicated in light grey.
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Figure 5.6: Sandy’s Sociospatial Networks

uses an inverse of the number of passengers to recalculate the relational distance between
the cities. Airports are thus no longer displayed according to their physical distance from
New York City, but rather based on the amount of passenger traffic between the two cities.
Since the bearing has remained the same, airports with a higher intensity will move closer
to New York along that line, and vice versa. In addition to the correlation coefficient, we
can also visually determine that cities with a lower odds-ratio, such as Pittsburgh and
Memphis, have a tendency to move towards the outer circles while cities with a higher
odds ratio, such as San Francisco and Los Angeles, move relatively closer.
In other words, it is the relational connection to New York, measured by number
of air travellers, not physical distance, which better explains the level of concern with
Hurricane Sandy. This concern, however, can vary within metropolitan territories as
evidenced by Figure 5.5 depending upon the scale of analysis; some parts of an urban
area may have much stronger relational ties to distant cities, while other parts are largely
disconnected from such translocal flows.
To test the extent to which the data shadows of Sandy-related tweeting are a
localized phenomenon within certain parts of metropolitan areas (rather than a more
generalized territorial phenomenon), I increased the initial buffer around each airport
from 5 kilometres to 25 kilometers. Thus, rather than just capturing neighborhoods that
are spatially proximate to the airport, this measure captures a much wider swath of each
metropolitan area. In the case of Los Angeles, this includes the entirety of the territory
shown in Figure 5.5 and beyond. With this larger buffer, there is a near-reversal of the
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correlations illustrated in Figure 5.6, as Pearson’s rho for total number of passengers is
now 0.06 (rather than 0.34), while the distance effect starts to emerge (rho is -0.15). In
other words, even though the sociospatiality of a phenomenon like Sandy is expressed
partly through a network of connections between territories, these connections are very
much bounded by the locally-specific practices of place. So not only can we discern more
complex sociospatial relations than just the immediate experience of a natural disaster
through this data, but we can also understand how the spatially distanciated networks
have their own territorial groundings, just not only in those places one might expect. This
once again highlights the complex ways in which the digital data shadows of a material
event are manifest through the intertwining of different dimensions of social space.
As evidenced by each of these examples, Sandy’s data shadows are not evenly
distributed through the continental United States. They are instead quite intense in
some locations, while hardly reaching other physically adjacent sites. Airline passenger
movement partially explains how the data shadows of social processes are stretched over
physical space and user-generated social media provides another indicator for better
understanding the production of these relations. Disasters do not transpire in a single,
unitary and bounded locale, but are embedded within complex and evolving sociospatial
relations that stretch unevenly across space. Some places are connected quite closely
because of their political and economic interdependencies or dense social ties. Other
places, while physically closer, which lack such substantive relational connections tend to
have quite different experiences of such events.
5.5 Conclusion
The analysis of the data shadows of Hurricane Sandy presented here reveals
relatively few surprises. Tweeting was largely concentrated in the areas hit hardest by the
hurricane, with more distant areas having many fewer Sandy-related tweets. This analysis,
however, has expanded via more holistic methodological and conceptual approaches,
allowing us to demonstrate the shortcomings of simply plotting points on the earth’s
surface and assuming a one-to-one relationship between the location of tweets and the
material events about which they are created. This kind of commonplace approach fails
to acknowledge the unevenness of tweeting at different scales, it ignores the full range of
knowledges represented in the content of tweets which themselves are locally specific,
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and it overlooks the spatially-distanciated, relational networks which complicate any
assumptions of a uniform distance decay effect, among other things.
While there is undoubted potential in using social media in times of crisis, I worry
that too much of the discourse and practice of crisis mapping, let alone other applications
of this kind of data, relies on the relatively simple spatial ontologies and epistemologies
that I have critiqued here. That is, using spatial concentrations of social media activity
in disaster situations to identify areas in need of relief vastly oversimplifies the ways
that social media is used in disaster situations. This approach also potentially reinforces
offline social inequalities by failing to provide relief to areas that lack widespread access
to the appropriate technologies or where material conditions preventing the use of such
tools (e.g. power outages). Geosocial media data can undoubtedly provide an important
window into understanding disaster situations and formulating responses to them, but I
argue that any utilization of this data would be wise to account for the complexities that it
embodies. While this need for problematization and caution might limit the usefulness of
this kind of data in the immediate aftermath of disasters, disaster response is often a long
and laborious process (as has been the case with Hurricane Sandy), so it is important to
note that this data may well remain useful for analysis after the crisis event itself.
The promise of utilizing such big data sources for social scientific analysis isn’t
solely in the size of the dataset, but the wealth of social processes that are encoded in such
data. Thus, even though the case study of Hurricane Sandy doesn’t present any radically
new empirical insights into the geography of Twitter, or user-generated geographic
information more broadly, I believe that this case study has allowed the articulation of
three key conceptual and methodological points that should inform any similar analyses
of geosocial media data in the future.
First, I have shown the utility of using small subsets of big data sources for social
and spatial analysis. Starting with a large archive exceeding 3 billion geotagged tweets,
I used only roughly 140,000 Sandy-related tweets for this case study. While this might
have meant that there were just a few dozen data points in a given neighborhood in some
cases, this amount of data is more than sufficient to gain statistically significant insights
via quantitative analysis, while also making qualitative analysis of these tweets more
manageable. It is important to again emphasize that more data doesn’t necessarily lead to
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more meaningful results, or a more accurate depiction of the world around us, something
generally obscured by the contemporary fetish for ‘bigness’ in data.
Second, I have shown the importance of a mixed methods approach to
understanding big data. A straight-forward quantitative mapping of tweet density,
however technically sophisticated, ultimately stops short of understanding the complex
and polymorphous geographies of such data. To do so requires analyzing the context
within which tweets are produced and employing a largely diversity of quantitative
methods, such as social network analysis, that ultimately push the limiting constraints of
the Euclidean spatial ontology that is foundational to GIS. Similarly, a qualitative analysis
of such big data sources is impractical without some a priori analysis and filtering based
on quantitative methods. Such a mixed method approach not only avoids the naïve
empiricism with respect to big data that is currently prevalent, but also fundamentally
points to big data as embodying a variety of social and spatial relations which we can
begin to parse out through such analysis.
Finally, I have argued for the value of employing existing conceptual frameworks,
such as Jessop et al’s TPSN framework, to better understand the complexities of usergenerated content and the sociospatial relations they embody. While most of the existing
work on the geoweb has failed to explicitly theorize sociospatial relations, I have used
the case of Hurricane Sandy and its data shadows to demonstrate the utility of the
TPSN framework and its underlying analytical dimensions to produce much deeper
understandings of space and spatiality as embodied in user-generated geographic
information. These three contributions function as a clear proof-of-concept and can help
to provide a firmer foundation for future analyses of geosocial media data, highlighting
the complex and variegated sociospatial relations represented in such data sources, which
will be continued in the subsequent two chapters.
Copyright © Ate Poorthuis 2015
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Chapter 6 - Social Media And The City: Rethinking Urban Socio-Spatial Inequality
Using User-Generated Geographic Information
6.1 Introduction
The analysis presented in Chapter 5 addresses RQ3 in a number of key ways. First,
it shows that the total size of the dataset is not as important as actually having relevant
data points. Second, it aptly demonstrates that a mix of methods and techniques is needed
to analyze the complex nature of big data holistically. Third, and most importantly, it
shows that theoretical frameworks from social theory can be fruitfully employed in
such an analysis. Its results are in line with what we would expect based on other, more
conventional, data sources and provide a proof-of-concept of the feasibility and added
value of such an approach.
This current chapter1 takes that concept a step further in an analysis that uses

similar data and methodologies, but instead focuses on a topic that is much more difficult
to explore using conventional data sources. This chapter uses Twitter data to analyze
urban mobilities and spatial inequality in Louisville, Kentucky – a topic for which data
with the right scope, scale and detail is extremely resource-intensive to gather using
conventional fieldwork and surveys. Although the previous chapter explored all four
dimensions of the TPSN framework (Jessop, Brenner, & Jones, 2008), this chapter focuses
specifically on the territorial and relational/network dimension of space. It does so, not
because this is the only perspective on space that matters, but because the relational
perspective is relatively understudied within quantitative geography and arguably has the
greatest potential to move beyond a strictly Euclidean perspective on space.
Attempts to make the ideas and practices of urban planning more ‘scientific’
through the application of new technologies have been persistent over the course of the
last century (Fairfield, 1994; Ford, 1913; LeGates, Tate, & Kingston, 2009; Light, 2003).
However, as new sources of digital data are increasingly able to be combined and crossreferenced to produce ‘big data’, there has been a revival of interest in mobilizing this data
towards the end of a supposedly more holistic ‘science of cities’ (Batty, 2012; Bettencourt
& West, 2010). The breadth of available data sources has expanded rapidly, allowing
1
A version of this chapter has previously been published in a co-authored article in Landscape and
Urban Planning (Shelton, Poorthuis, & Zook, 2015a)
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researchers to end their dependence upon official statistics on demographics, economic
activity, traffic, and any number of other urban indicators.
But as these new data sources and new ways of approaching social science
research have become more prominent, they have also faced increasing amounts of
criticism. This is due in no small part to the hubris of big data advocates, as exemplified
by Chris Anderson’s (2008) declaration of the ‘end of theory’. And while claims to greater
objectivity, neutrality, and accuracy are rampant among proponents of big data, boyd
and Crawford (2012) astutely argue that these data are always the result of conscious,
subjective decisions on the part of researchers, and are the result of inherently social
processes. Indeed, it’s important to keep in mind that in spite of the celebratory discourses
around big data, many of these ideas and techniques have been around for considerable
amounts of time (Barnes, 2013; M. Graham & Shelton, 2013). Wyly (2014), however,
positions big data as the driver of a ‘new quantitative revolution’ in geography, a largely
reductionist effort enabled by processes of neoliberalization that threaten the situated
research geographers have become experts at producing. In describing what he sees
as “the speedy pseudopositivism of tweet-space analysis”, Wyly argues that “big data
give us a quickly expanding, shallow view of the vast horizontal landscape of the desert
of the present real, with each new technological advance accomplishing new kinds of
devalorization of past generations of human knowledge” (Wyly, 2014, p. 28).
While I am sympathetic to such critiques of big data, I also recognize that these
traits are not inherent in the data themselves, nor in the analysis of such data. The use of
big data sets isn’t necessarily reductionist or ahistorical; these are, in fact, to echo Wyly’s
(2009) earlier analysis of quantification in geography, contingent circumstances. Indeed,
I believe that big data can be quite easily fit into more critical-quantitative approaches
to urban geography and planning (cf. Barnes, 2009; Schwanen & Kwan, 2009; Sheppard,
2001; Wyly, 2011). Though issues around the over-valorization of this kind of data remain,
including how they might displace other forms of official statistical knowledge, I believe
that there is also significant potential. For example, the finer spatial and temporal scale of
these kinds of datasets provides a way to ask different kinds of questions than is possible
with, for instance, Census data, which is often several years old by the time of its release,
and is generally associated only with one’s place of residence, and then aggregated to
more-or-less arbitrary spatial units. As such, this chapter highlights the potential in
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mobilizing big data sources for understanding urban socio-spatial processes, so long
as such research is also explicit in its engagement with the appropriate conceptual and
methodological frameworks, and built on a critical and contextualized understanding of
the underlying data. When coupled with exactly the kind of historical and geographical
context that Wyly sees missing from many big data analyses, I argue that these approaches
can provide useful insight for urban planning and geographical research, while reconnecting quantitative analysis with social theory.
To this end, I use a dataset of geotagged tweets from Louisville, Kentucky to
explore longstanding problems of socio-spatial inequality in the city. Louisville represents
an interesting case study for a number of reasons: first, Louisville is something of an
‘ordinary’ city, especially when it comes to its reflection in these kinds of big data sources.
Louisville is fairly average in the density of its social media footprint, meaning that
the methods demonstrated in this chapter are likely to be applicable to other localities,
whereas a study of a New York City or another global outlier would beg the question
of relevance for studying metropolitan areas more broadly. Second, Louisville is an
increasingly prominent player in the landscape of data-driven urban governance, with
Mayor Greg Fischer receiving national and international recognition for various policy
initiatives aimed at making data, including data from social media platforms, a key
driver in municipal policy development and implementation (Carroll, 2013; Fisher, 2012;
Goldsmith, 2013; Government, 2014; Reno-Weber & Niblock, 2013; Shelton, Zook,
& Wiig, 2015b). Third and finally, Louisville is a city with intense social inequalities
and a keen appreciation of how they are manifest spatially. This is seen most clearly
in the notion of the “9th Street Divide,” which signifies the material inequalities and
imaginative distance that separates the city’s predominantly poor and African-American
neighborhoods in the West End from the more affluent and predominantly white areas
throughout the rest of the city (D. Crutcher, 2013).
As such, this study provides an opportunity to show how a quantitative analysis
of big data can be mobilized to produce alternative understandings of cities and urban
processes. It is, however, important to acknowledge that the choice of case study is
not accidental, and that the insights gleaned from the analysis rely on my own local
knowledge and understandings of the city’s social dynamics, taken from experiences living
in and conducting a variety of research projects in Louisville. The choice to highlight this
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is much more than simply an acknowledgement of situatedness and biases; it is also an
explicit attempt to counter the notion that meaningful insights about cities can be gleaned
simply by ‘crunching the numbers’. Understanding urban socio-spatial processes requires
more than massive amounts of data and clever software algorithms; it also necessitates
grounded understandings of local history and culture, and the broader political-economic
forces at play. Thus, my goal in this chapter is to highlight the usefulness of combining
the conceptual approaches of critical socio-spatial theory with new methodological
approaches being utilized to understand big social media data.
6.2 Information Technologies and the Contemporary Urban Condition
Though the use of new sources of data and other new technologies are at the
center of many contemporary urban policy initiatives, information technologies have
long played a prominent role in the way that urban spaces are conceived, planned and
enacted. This is especially true of mapping and geographic information technologies,
whether in the form of hand-drawn maps or Google Maps mashups used to display data
interactively on the web (Söderström, 1996). And while these technologies have evolved
from early computer models and planning support systems towards more participatory
and web-based approaches to GIS, the nascent ‘smart cities’ movement has begun to shift
these technologies from desktop computers towards being embedded in the fabric of the
city itself, allowing for a continuous collection and analysis of heterogeneous data streams
meant to make urban systems operate more rationally and efficiently (Greenfield, 2013;
Kitchin, 2013).
6.2.1 Urban Analysis in the Era of Web 2.0 and Big Data
One of the most powerful ways that information technology is shaping urban life
in the 21st century is through the production of digital content – text, photos, videos, etc.
– tied to particular locations on the earth’s surface. While the act of creating a geotagged
tweet, posting a photo to Instagram, reviewing a restaurant on Yelp or ‘checking in’ to
your favorite park on Foursquare may seem relatively mundane, these platforms and data
sources are allowing for new ways of interacting with, and studying, cities (Arribas-Bel,
2014). As both Goodchild (2007; 2009) and Graham (M. Graham, 2010) have argued,
these platforms of data production offer unprecedented possibilities for codifying local
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knowledge about otherwise neglected places and making it widely accessible, even
opening up the possibility for non-positivist epistemologies of mapping (Leszczynski &
Elwood, 2014; Warf & Sui, 2010). These platforms not only allow for such local knowledge
to be transferred to or accessed from distant places, but they also allow citizens in close
proximity to one another to interact in a place-specific way through digital networks
(Hardey, 2007).
While this data can be incredibly important for helping tourists navigate
through unknown places using their smartphones and a combination of location-based
applications, the significance of this data for the purposes of this chapter is the capability
of collecting, aggregating, mapping and analyzing this data to understand how these
digital data shadows are intimately intermingled with offline, material geographies of
everyday life. Geotagged social media data has been used to research topics ranging
from linguistic and religious differences (M. Graham & Zook, 2013; Shelton, Zook, &
Graham, 2012; Wall & Kirdnark, 2012), to differences in the places frequented by locals
and tourists in different cities (Poorthuis, 2010). Others have used this kind of data to
rethink how we conceptualize and define neighborhoods or other spaces of social affinity.
For instance, Cranshaw et al’s (2012) ‘Livehoods’ project used Foursquare check-ins to
re-draw neighborhood boundaries based on similarities in user mobility, while Stefanidis
et al (2013) expand to the broader scale of the nation to understand the ‘polycentric
communities’ formed by attention to and engagement with current events in far off
places. Others have attempted to explain spatio-temporal variations in this content, with
attention to processes such as the weekly movement of students leaving a college town in
search of other entertainment options (see also L. Li, Goodchild, & Xu, 2013; Y. Li & Shan,
2013). Kelley (2011) uses a mixed method analysis to understand not only the influence of
social inequality on shaping the data shadows within particular urban neighborhoods, but
also the different perceptions and experiences of place embodied in such content.
Despite the range of issues this data can be used to address, it’s important to
keep in mind that offline, material social processes, such as persistent social inequalities,
continue to shape the data as we interact with it, never including everyone equally or
in a representative fashion (M. Crutcher & Zook, 2009; M. Graham & Zook, 2011; M.
Graham, Hogan, Straumann, & Medhat, 2014). Even those who create such content
might be marginalized through the voices of other contributors, or through the automatic
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sorting of software algorithms that judge a particular comment to be of lower value (Zook
& Graham, 2007). As such, it is important to recognize the limits of such technologies,
as they approach only an incredibly shallow vision of democratization, if any (Haklay,
2013). Nonetheless, these massive streams of real-time social data are being incorporated
into automated systems collecting information on energy use, traffic congestion and
any number of other urban processes, which are then used to make decisions about
both the day-to-day operations and long-term planning of the city. From smartphone
apps collecting data on potholes in order to prioritize areas in need of infrastructure
maintenance in Boston to the monitoring of African-American teenagers’ social media
activity in Louisville, these kinds of applications are increasingly popular among local
governments (Crawford, 2013; Leonard, 2014). That is, this data is not only interesting for
its ability to shed light on relatively mundane geographic processes; it is also being used to
directly shape the way we live in cities today.
6.2.2 Cities and Social Media Beyond the Geotag: Re-engaging Socio-spatial
Theory
A key shortcoming to both scholarly and applied uses of this kind of data is,
I believe, the failure to capture the broader range of socio-spatial processes that are
embedded in the data. While the practice of geotagging only allows for these pieces of
content to be tied to a single pair of latitude and longitude coordinates, this single point
does little to reflect the variegated and polymorphous geographies of everyday life that
this content represents (Crampton et al., 2013). Though many of the aforementioned
studies have attempted to mobilize more complex understandings of space and sociospatial processes, I believe a more direct engagement with longstanding theoretical
approaches to be a fruitful way to push forward research into the geographies of social
media data.
As such, this chapter specifically seeks to integrate the concepts and disposition
of what might broadly been termed ‘relational socio-spatial theory’ into my analysis.
Taking off from Massey’s original conceptions of a ‘global sense of place’ (1994), this
work attempts to conceive of space as networked, fragmented and processural, rather
than as a kind of fixed container with defined boundaries and characteristics. From
reconceptualizations of globalization (Amin, 2002) to a new focus on mobility as
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a fundamental, defining characteristic of contemporary life (Sheller & Urry, 2006),
a key tenet of this approach has been an inversion of Tobler’s so-called ‘first law of
geography’ – that all things are related, but near things are more related than far things.
Instead, relational approaches suggest that “we cannot assume that local happenings or
geographies are ontologically separable from those ‘out there’” (Amin, 2002, p. 386). By
focusing on the social relations that recursively produce space and are in turn influenced
by it, rather than simply privileging proximity in absolute, Cartesian space, Amin argues
that we can begin to see “a subtle folding together of the distant and the proximate”
(Amin, 2007, p. 103). As social processes are more and more spatially extensive, owing at
least in part to the increasing prevalence of information and communication technologies,
our spatial categories similarly need to evolve so as not to assume universal connections
between social activities or processes and the locations on the earth’s surface at which they
occur. And while much of this work has been produced with specific reference to cities
and the urban, it has also been used with respect to the broader spatial scale of the region
(Allen & Cochrane, 2007; Amin, 2004), as well as to the sub-urban scale, as evidenced in
Massey’s original focus on her own neighborhood of Kilburn in London.
Though much of this ‘relational turn’ sees itself as counter-posed to the
conventions of Marxist political economy approaches (cf. ongoing debate in Amin &
Thrift, 2002; Brenner, Madden, & Wachsmuth, 2011; Macleod & Jones, 2010; McFarlane,
2011), an attempt to return to the work of Henri Lefebvre and his understanding of
‘planetary urbanization’ has provoked a similar tendency to view the urban ‘without an
outside’, as unevenly stretched across the space of globe through networks and flows that
have come to define global capitalism (Brenner, 2013; Brenner & Schmid, 2014). Despite
this lingering conflict between ostensibly opposed epistemological and ontological
positions, work by Jessop et al (2008) and McCann and Ward (2010) has attempted
to highlight the compatibility of these relational and territorial approaches, and the
potential for combining these insights in geographical analysis. Indeed, with respect to
the analysis of social media data, Shelton et al (2014) have previously mobilized Jessop
et al’s Territory-Place-Scale-Networks framework as a means by which to account for
the multidimensionality and polymorphous nature of socio-spatial relations. Ultimately,
this kind of relational approach is useful in that it does not attempt to impose arbitrary
limits on one’s analysis. By broadening the scope of one’s geographical imaginary to
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processes that span localities and to places quite distant in absolute terms, one can gain
a greater appreciation for and understanding of the social and spatial context in which
contemporary social activities are situated.
6.3 Methodology and Data Collection
In order to operationalize the orientation of relational socio-spatial theory with
respect to social media data, I draw on methods from qualitative and critical GIScience,
taking advantage of the power of both qualitative and quantitative analysis of this data,
and the utility of mapping and geovisualization for communicating such analyses. In
addition to these connections, this work also draws on work which seeks to understand
urban inequalities not simply through official statistics related to race/ethnicity, income,
education and other indicators geolocated to one’s official residence and aggregated to
more-or-less arbitrary spatial units. Ahas et al (2010) and Silm and Ahas (2014) have
previously demonstrated the alternative possibilities for understandings of inequality
based not on these more-or-less static statistics, but on measuring people’s movements
through cities and identifying the places that they actually inhabit on an everyday basis,
and then understanding the deeper meanings behind such patterns (Wong & Shaw, 2010).
In order to combine the attention to individuals as active, conscious producers
of their own everyday lives, while also understanding the socio-spatial context that
structures these activities and interactions (Hägerstrand, 1970; Pred, 2010), I developed
a method that allows us to move between individual-level analysis of Twitter users and a
neighborhood or area-based analysis that situates these users in the spatial context of suburban areas within the city of Louisville. To begin, I used the DOLLY system discussed in
chapter 3 to extract geotagged tweets with exact latitude and longitude coordinates from
within Louisville, Kentucky from late June 2012 to early July 2014, yielding a total of 5.7
million tweets (see Figure 6.2a, which represents a 1% random sample of these tweets
for the year 2013).While this kind of map is a useful starting point, such visualizations of
‘dots on a map’ do little to overcome the understanding of social media data being defined
simply by its latitude and longitude coordinates (Crampton et al., 2013 and Chapter 4).
This is a trend recently pushed to its logical conclusion by what cartographer Kenneth
Field has called ‘animated ectoplasm maps’ of geotagged tweets generated with easy-to-use
online mapping tools (Field & O’Brien, 2010), but which allow for very little substantive
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understanding of geographical processes. Rather than simply describing the presence
or absence of data points, my goal is to explore how each individual data point might be
associated with other data points through spatial or social proximity, as well as situated
within both the immediate and broader spatial context in which it was created.
In order to do this, I refined the dataset by drawing boundaries around the West
End and the East End, using the same classifications as a popular local magazine article
comparing the two areas (Crutcher 2013; see Figure 6.1), and selecting only those tweets
within the two areas, yielding approximately 450,000 tweets in the West End and 1.1
million tweets in the East End. But simply noting that there is a relative dearth of tweeting
in the West End only serves to affirm more general notions of a persistent digital divide
between such predominantly poor and African-American neighborhoods and those
predominantly affluent and white areas of the East End. So, in order to understand the
everyday geographies of individuals living in, or at least spending considerable amounts
of time in, these neighborhoods, I devised a step-by-step approach in which users are
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In order to meet this definition, users were required to satisfy two criteria. First,
I identified those users expected to have created at least 40 geotagged tweets from within
one of the two areas, based on a 10 percent random sample of tweets from within each
neighborhood. This threshold is chosen to select relatively active Twitter users and to
make sure ‘belonging’ is not based on only a few tweets that happen to be sent from
within the neighborhood. Second, for users that satisfied the first criteria, I subsequently
collected all of their tweets from within the city – both within and outside of their ‘home’
neighborhood – and further selected only those users with at least 50 percent of their
geotagged tweeting activity originating within one of the two neighborhoods.
These criteria are meant to ensure the inclusion of only those users who
predominantly and persistently tweet from one of these two areas, while excluding users
with short-lived or minimally used accounts, as well as any one-time or infrequent visitors
to one of the areas in question. The 50 percent threshold also ensures that no users are
classified as being both West End and East End users. The end result is a dataset consisting
of 703 users from the East End generating 274,338 geotagged tweets and 662 users from
the West End with a total of geotagged 398,432 tweets (see Figures 6.2b and 6.2c). This
dataset forms the foundation from which I am able to analyze aggregate patterns of sociospatial mobility and segregation through a comparison of daily activity spaces of these two
different groups.
In order to situate each data point within its broader spatial context and allow for
comparisons between the selected neighborhoods, I aggregated each individual data point
to a hexagonal grid composed of units roughly one kilometer in diameter (Carr, Olsen,
& White, 1992; Overton & Stehman, 1993). A key part of this aggregation process was
adjusting the absolute count of tweets in each hexagonal area to control for the influence
of ‘power users’, so that the resulting visualization was more reflective of the entire user
base (cf. Poorthuis & Zook, 2014). This decision reflects the social practices surrounding
Twitter, in which a small group of users produce a disproportionally large amount of
tweets; an issue that is compounded when examining specific subsets of tweets restricted
by time or space. For instance, within the larger dataset, one user created 65 tweets from
the area around 2nd and Market Streets in Louisville in one six hour period but never
again tweeted from this area. Unadjusted, this activity would give equal weighting to
each of these 65 tweets as to the tweets of individuals who travel regularly to this place, or
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Figure 6.2: Spatial Distribution of Individual Tweets in Louisville

individuals who only visit once but produce a much smaller amount of content. While this
may be appropriate for some kinds of studies – particularly those focuses on individual
behavior – my focus on the broader social and neighborhood context led to an approach
that only includes a maximum of five randomly selected tweets per user in any given
hexagon. In other words, an adjusted tweet count of 50 for a given hexagon signifies that
there were at least ten different users tweeting from that area. The sample size of 5 was
chosen to provide some indication of the strength of a user’s relation to that specific place
while not diverging too far from the median value of one tweet per user per hexagon.
This resulted in a total of 50,948 adjusted tweets from East End users, and 50,451 adjusted
tweets from West End users. These adjusted counts, still aggregated to the hexagonal bins,
serve as the basis for the calculation of the odds ratio measure seen in Figure 6.3 below.
6.4 Visualizing Urban Socio-Spatial Inequalities Using Social Media Data
Louisville, Kentucky is, like nearly all American cities, still marked by the legacies
of racial segregation. From discriminatory housing policies of the mid-20th century that
forced black residents into the city’s West End neighborhoods, to ongoing struggles
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over the busing of school children, segregation and attempts to fight it have been at the
center of Louisville’s historic development2 (Blum, 2006; Cummings & Price, 1997; Poe,
2013). Ultimately, these structural forces produced a city increasingly divided along
lines of race and class (Commission, 2013), understood in the collective geographical
imagination through the lens of the so-called “9th Street Divide”, a colloquialism referring
to the traditional boundary between the city’s predominantly poor and black West End
neighborhoods and the central business district.
Since the election of Mayor Greg Fischer in 2010, the West End has received
an increasing amount of attention from the municipal government, with one Metro
councilman from the almost entirely white and affluent far East End suburbs even
declaring that “the 300,000 people east of Bowman Field do not exist in terms of what
the mayor thinks about” (Bailey, 2014). From issues of vacant and abandoned property to
air quality, the city has begun investing more time and money in addressing the range of
challenges faced by these neighborhoods, in some ways spurred by a recent cover story in
Louisville Magazine documenting the staggering inequalities between the West End and
the rest of the city (D. Crutcher, 2013). A key element of the collective social imagination
of Louisvillians, as noted in both the Louisville Magazine story and in other venues, is
the notion that the West End is fundamentally separate and apart from the rest of the
city, with the aforementioned problems being isolated within these areas; the rest of the
city does not have to deal with the ill effects of these issues, nor did they help to create
them. The conceptualization of an isolated West End is reinforced by discussions of intraurban mobility more generally. For example, in a presentation to the Louisville African
American Initiative’s West Louisville Economic Development and Housing Summit on
July 11, 2014, Fischer argued that mobility is one of the most persistent problems in
Louisville, leading people of all ages to remain segregated; people from the East End tend
to stay in the East End, people from the West End stay in the West End, people from the
South End stay in the South End.
Because such understandings of the West End and its relationship to the rest of
the city are clearly at conceptual odds with the relational understanding of space I use in
2
It is also worth noting that these struggles in Louisville have played a key role in the broader
national experience with racial segregation. Both the 1917 U.S. Supreme Court decision in Buchanan v. Warley, as
well as the 2008 decision in Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, were centered on
practices of state-sponsored racial segregation in Louisville.
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this chapter, I use the rest of the chapter to empirically document that the conventional
wisdom around socio-spatial segregation in Louisville is overly simplistic. While I do
not discount the importance of both public policy and individual actions in producing
the uneven landscapes of segregation in the city today, I demonstrate that the West End,
through its relations to the rest of the city and the everyday mobilities of the people who
live there, is not defined by segregation alone, nor is this process of segregation total. It is
rather a complex, partial and selective process that affects some people and places more
intensely than others.
6.4.1 Everyday Mobilities and Activity Spaces
The first step in the analysis is analyzing the relative patterns of mobility of each
of our two groups: West End and East End Twitter users. To do so, I calculated the odds
ratio of each of the hexagonal cells spanning the greater Louisville area, using the adjusted
tweet count, in order to show the relative presence or absence of each of the two groups
throughout the city (see Figure 6.3). The odds ratio indicates the prevalence of one
group relative to the other in a particular place, while adjusting for the overall amount
of tweeting from each of the two groups in that place. Values approaching 1 indicate that
there is relative parity, while values approaching 0 showing a much greater prevalence of
West End tweeting and values greater than 1 showing a greater prevalence of East End
tweeting.
As expected, the areas used as the bounding boxes for classification of the
two neighborhoods both show a general dominance of those users. But more useful
insights can be gained by looking at the extent to which locations outside of these areas
demonstrate high levels of either heterogeneity or homogeneity in tweeting activity and,
thus, physical presence of West End and East End users. At first glance, the 9th Street
Divide is clearly evident as the boundary at which a significant dominance of West End
users gives way to greater levels of heterogeneity in the downtown area. But since the idea
of the 9th Street Divide is generally used to denote the ‘failings’, so to speak, of the West
End, including the segregation and constrained mobility of its residents, it is important to
note that it is actually East End users who are more spatially segregated and confined in
their everyday activity spaces, which will be discussed more below.
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Given the large number of places with a relative prevalence of West End tweeting
that are quite distant from the West End, it is evident that West End Twitter users are
relatively mobile within the Metro area, traveling across the Ohio River to southern
Indiana, or to neighborhoods like Hikes Point, on the periphery of the East End as I
have defined it here. Indeed, only focusing on hexagons with odds ratios less than 0.5
as indicators of West End users’ mobility actually tends to understate the prevalence of
West End users in other parts of the city (compare areas in purple to concentrations seen
in Figure 6.2b). Traces of this spatial mobility are also evident in isolated areas around
major travel routes, such as I-64 or I-264, in the East End, where there is a lower relative
amount of East End tweeting than in the surrounding residential areas. This initial look is
interesting insofar as it offers a counterpoint to the conventional narrative that class and
racial segregation in housing is mirrored by limited mobility by these groups (cf. Cass,
Shove, & Urry, 2005), especially in a city without significant alternative transportation
options such as Louisville, though of course such mobility by West End residents is likely
driven by the necessity of seeking out employment and consumption activities outside of
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their home neighborhoods.
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Figure 6.3 Unevenly Segregated Activity Spaces of West End and East End Residents
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In contrast, residents of the predominantly white and relatively affluent East End
exhibit constrained activity spaces in that there are many parts of the city, especially the
West End, to which they do not travel. For example, 45% of the adjusted tweets from West
End users were east of 9th Street, while only 7% of tweets from East End users were west
of 9th Street (see Figure 6.4). This contrast is all the more stark when accounting for the
fact that most of the South End neighborhoods, which demonstrate the most significant
connection with the West End, are also west of the 9th Street boundary. The lack of
presence of East End Twitter users is particularly intriguing given that the West End has
become an increasingly important object of attention for policy elites (predominately
from the East End) in the city. From a film and discussion series on urban renewal put on
by a local historical society to a workshop about the rehabilitation of vacant properties in
the West End, there are numerous examples of the public discourse around the West End
that are dominated by individuals or groups with little or no direct connection to these
neighborhoods. Indeed, it was the influence (or lack thereof) of outsiders that was seen
a primary determinant in Metro Councilwoman Attica Scott’s failed reelection bid in the
2014 primary elections.
Despite this broader interest in the current and future state of the West End, it is
evident that many East End Twitter users rarely come into actual contact with the West
End, seemingly avoiding these neighborhoods almost in their entirety. This isn’t, of course,
particularly surprising. As one local journalist summarized the relationship between the
West End and East End:
“Any Louisvillian who has lived here for more than a few years knows,
almost instinctively, the boundary line between west Louisville and the rest
of Louisville: Ninth Street. Most white Louisvillians know it because they’ve
heard some variation of the warning, ‘Don’t go west of Ninth Street.’…
Although the notion that west Louisville is a dangerous and even foreign
place is embedded in the mental map that many of us – even the most
bleeding-heartedly liberal and racially tolerant, if we will admit it – carry
around in our heads, it is rarely talked about in public” (D. Crutcher, 2013, p. 25)
Indeed, this is even reflected in more popular expressions, such as the closing line
of one local’s take on a popular meme, entitled “Shit Louisville People Don’t Say”, in which
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the white male narrator says ironically from the seat of his car, “Hey, do you want to go
down to the West End?”.3
Thus, despite the salience of the 9th Street Divide metaphor, and its broader
importance in drawing attention to socio-spatial inequality in Louisville, it clearly belies
the complexity of how these inequalities are manifest in the everyday activity spaces of
Louisvillians. When local real estate developer and civic leader Gill Holland called 9th
Street “the Berlin Wall of our community”, he likely meant to reinforce the notion that it
is a rigid boundary. But like the Berlin Wall, the 9th Street Divide is not insurmountable,
though movement across such divides were and are largely unidirectional, encouraging
some to cross, while others remain prohibited or discouraged from such movements
based on their social positions and broader structural forces. West End residents regularly
travel outside of their home neighborhoods towards educational, employment and
3

Video available from: http://youtu.be/7Ru1qNDSP-o.
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consumption opportunities further east and south, while many fewer East End residents
move to their west when performing similar activities. These dynamics suggest the need
for a more nuanced understanding of the 9th Street Divide, not as a border with fixed,
defined and unchangeable characteristics that physically divides the city, but as a kind of
spatial imaginary that isn’t entirely mirrored in people’s material spatial practices.
6.4.2 Exploring the Fluidity of Neighborhood Boundaries
Building upon the analysis of the activity spaces of West and East End Twitter
users, I now turn towards a broader reinterpretation of the neighborhoods and their
boundaries based on the everyday mobilities of residents. Figure 6.5 provides a simple
visualization of those hexagons with 50 or more adjusted tweets for each user group, so
as to provide a more expansive and spatially extensive definition of these neighborhoods
than is possible with the use of conventional census tracts or area units. The redrawing of
these boundaries points toward the fluidity and porousness of the neighborhoods; while
the West End and East End remain spatially distant enclaves in some respects, they also
overlap at key points, such as the downtown and waterfront area, as well as suburban
malls.
The redefinition of the East End is rather subtle, largely a result of the fact that
many more tweets from East End users fall within the original boundaries than is the
case for West End users (compare Figures 6.1 and 6.2c). But East End users, by and
large, tend to gravitate eastwards, towards the outer suburban areas of Hurstbourne and
Middletown, and commercial areas like the upscale mall The Summit. In addition, this
redefined spatiality of the East End encompass much of the city’s downtown area as well as
the traditionally working-class white neighborhoods of Germantown and Schnitzelburg,
suggestive of recent urban redevelopment seeking to draw people back to the city’s
downtown. The only point at which the expansive East End boundary approaches the
conventionally defined West End is in the areas surrounding the Churchill Downs
racetrack and the University of Louisville (see Figure 6.7 below).
The redrawing of the West End is, however, much more significant in scope.
While the census tract definition is bounded by 9th Street to the east, Algonquin Parkway
to the south, and the Ohio River to the north and west, the everyday mobilities of West
End Twitter users extend throughout the city. From the entire downtown area and the
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Figure 6.5 Redefining the Boundaries of the West End and the East End

University of Louisville campus, to major transportation and commercial corridors
throughout the East End, the redefinition of the West End demonstrates the incredibly
partial story told through tropes of the West End as being somehow isolated and apart
from the rest of the city.
For example, the activity spaces of the West End highlight a strong connection
to the South End neighborhoods, a predominantly white and working class community
sometimes characterized as the ‘redneck’ part of town in same way the West End is
pejoratively labeled as ‘the ghetto’.4 For a city with such stark racial differences, it seems
counterintuitive that the South End would demonstrate a more significant connection
to the West End through such everyday mobilities than with the similarly white and
suburban areas of the East End. But, I would argue, this points towards the importance of
combining such analyses of big data with situated, place-based knowledges that allow for
an explanation of such anomalies, even if such an explanation isn’t definitive. In this case,
the connection traces back to the movement of white working class families from the West
End to the South End following the Great Flood of 1937, and the resulting influx of black
families into these neighborhoods after WWII, itself a key moment of racial conflict in the
city (Welch, 2013). Extending the metaphor of this kind of unstructured information as
‘data exhaust’, I see the extension of the West End southward in Figure 6.5a as the digital
contrails of white flight, which continue to shape patterns of mobility within the city.

4
For example, see the map of Louisville from the blog Judgmental Maps, available from: http://
judgmentalmaps.com/post/83423132066/louisville.
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6.4.3 Scale Dependent Understandings in Space and Time
Thusfar, I have largely highlighted those areas that represent differences in
the spatial patterns and practices of geotagged tweeting by West End and East End
users. I now turn to exploring in more depth those places that represent greater social
heterogeneity in the city, as defined by greater parity in the levels of West End and East
End tweeting in a given locality. But just as conventional understandings of the 9th Street
Divide belie the complexity of relations between West End residents and the rest of the
city, so too can my earlier analysis and methods of classification disguise what are still
highly fractured social spaces as areas of heterogeneity and social mixing. While we can
identify a number of relatively heterogeneous areas throughout the city (see areas in
Figure 6.3 represented by the hatched pattern for location quotient values between 0.5 and
2.0), this understanding is largely shaped by the methods I have utilized. By mobilizing
alternative scalar framings (cf. Feick & Robertson, 2014), we can see that while West End
and East End users are often incredibly spatially proximate to one another, they are rarely
using the same physical spaces, and are even more unlikely to be co-present in the same
places at the same times.
Using a finer scale analysis of one area of the city defined by relative heterogeneity,
Figure 6.6 demonstrates the significant ‘splintering’ effect made visible by this kind
of social media data and a multi-scalar analysis (S. Graham & Marvin, 2001). In my
initial analysis in Figure 6.3, this area is characterized by varying levels of West End
and East End tweeting, with some hexagons displaying relative heterogeneity, while
others demonstrate a strong preference for one group over another. This is perhaps best
illustrated in the block of businesses along South Preston Street (shown towards the upper
left corner of Figure 6.6), including Zanzabar, The New Vintage and Sunergos Coffee
Shop which are all dominated by East End tweeting, consistent with their business models
which cater to a younger, ‘hipster’ demographic in the neighborhood. In contrast, tweets
from West End users in the area are much less concentrated, and tend to be located off
of main thoroughfares in residential areas. Similarly, the area surrounding Audubon
Hospital and a small shopping area (seen in the right side of Figure 6.6) shows that at
this scale, there are a couple of smaller areas of heterogeneity, surrounded by significant
concentrations of West End tweeting. In addition, at this scale one can clearly see how
the scalar shift influences measures of heterogeneity, as Audubon Hospital sits near the
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boundary of two hexagonal cells and is proximate to a largely wealthy and white, all-boys
Catholic high school, with a dense concentration of East End tweeting, but which also
straddles two hexagonal areas.
Such multi-scalar patterns of splintering urbanism are also evident at different
temporal scales. Like the above analysis, some places that appear to be heterogeneous are
actually marked by different uses across time, which can also impact our understanding
of what’s actually happening on the ground in these locales. One such place is Churchill
Downs, the historic horseracing track located just to the southeast of the traditional West
End boundary. In Figure 6.3, Churchill Downs stands out as the lone cluster of East End
tweeting west of Interstate 65 and inside of the Interstate 264 loop, and is surrounded by
hexagons displaying varying levels of West End tweeting. But since much of the East End
user presence in this area is related to horseracing, itself a seasonal activity, this locale
offers the potential to demonstrate the temporal splintering in activity spaces across the
two user groups. While it is broadly evident that much of the East End tweets in the area
are in and around the track, with West End tweets more dispersed, I subdivided tweets
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in this area based on those occurring in and around racing season (April to June and
September to November), and those in other months when the track is not active.
Figure 6.7 uses a finer spatial scale similar to that seen above in Figure 6.6 to show
the relative amount of tweeting between West End and East End users during racing
season (Figure 6.7a) and outside of racing season (Figure 6.7b). While there are many
more West End tweets (n=4,191) than East End tweets (n=1,355) in this area, both user
groups tend to tweet more from these areas during racing season, and at nearly equivalent
rates. It is evident, however, that the places these users tweet from during the two time
periods are significantly different; East End users tweet largely from Churchill Downs
and the nearby Papa John’s Cardinal Stadium during the months of racing season, while
these concentrations diminish in non-racing months. West End users tend not to tweet
from these places in any significant amounts, with tweets distributed throughout the
surrounding neighborhood. We can thus see the dynamism of the area around Churchill
Downs through time: most often this area is a spatial extension of the West End, though
it temporarily transforms into a space of (relatively) elite consumption and a site of global
attention, despite still being surrounded by a neighborhood from which many visitors
have little connection whatsoever.
6.4.4 Contextualizing Data Practices Through Qualitative Analysis
Up to this point, much of my analysis has followed in the tradition of research
using mobile phone records or GPS trackers to study everyday mobilities and segregation.
Apart from the fact that the use of geotagged social media data is considerably more
cost-effective and less invasive for longer-term studies of mobility, one of the biggest
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advantages of using the massive databases of social media data available to us, however,
is that it allows for greater attention to social context, rather than simply providing a
record of presence in a given location at a given time. With geotagged Twitter data, we
have some insight into what a given person was thinking or talking about, how they
describe themselves, and with whom they were communicating, among other things. The
qualitative content embedded in each individual tweet thus provides another means by
which we can understand how Louisvillians move through, inhabit and experience the
city.
To further target the qualitative analysis of tweets, I collated all tweets from users
that fell within the boundaries of hexagons I determined to be ‘highly heterogeneous’
– defined by a location quotient between 0.8 and 1.25 and a total of 100 tweets from
West End and East End users combined – resulting in totals of 1,812 and 1,690 tweets,
respectively. Hoping to further explore experiences of heterogeneity in places around the
city, I conducted an inductive and iterative analysis of how users were engaging with these
places, while keeping in mind that there is no necessary relationship between the location
in which a user produces a tweet and the content of the tweet itself.
The first pattern that emerged from this analysis was the significant difference
in the ways users’ tweets were connected to Foursquare check-ins, an often associated
geosocial media platform focused on location-based social networking. In this sample
of tweets in highly heterogeneous areas, 10.7% of all East End user tweets (n=193) were
associated with Foursquare check-ins, from a total of 44 separate users. On the other
hand, there were only four Foursquare check-ins from four separate West End users,
representing just 0.2% of all West End user tweets in these areas. This disparity, combined
with the socio-spatial splintering noted earlier in Figures 6.6 and 6.7, suggests that the
socio-spatial practices and imaginaries of these two user groups are fairly disparate, even
when they are operating in physically proximate areas.
While somewhat speculative, I would suggest that the relatively high Foursquare
activity by East End users is consistent with theories of ‘conspicuous mobility’, or “[the] refiguring of everyday mobility as a consumptive activity” (Wilson, 2012, p. 1271) based on
the sharing of (particular kinds of) locational information. In this case, the check-ins by
East End users highlight their presence at ‘hip’ places – coffeeshops, bakeries, restaurants,
bars and music or other entertainment venues – and serve to make these mobilities and
126

consumption practices more known to others. In contrast, West End users active in these
heterogeneous areas demonstrate little of this kind of effort towards locational visibility
and instead were more likely to engage in distanciated social interactions with individuals
who are (seemingly) not co-present at that particular location, providing further weight
to our understanding of the West End as being spatially diffuse and more appropriately
defined by the density of social connections that stretch across urban space.
Another pattern I was able to identify was the relatively frequent references to ‘the
ghetto’ and other associated terms amongst both East End and West End users. I chose to
return to the original sample of East End and West End user tweets and map the spatial
distribution of references to ‘ghetto’ in the entire corpus of tweets, which yielded 197
tweets from West End users and 87 from East End users. Interestingly enough, the spatial
signature of the ‘ghetto’ in geotagged tweets amongst the two groups roughly mirrors the
broader spatial patterns of these two users groups. There are very few East End tweets
west of 9th Street, and while West End tweets are generally more concentrated within the
conventional boundaries of the West End, there are also plenty of tweets outside of this
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area as well. Figure 6.8 shows the distribution of these tweets, with West End tweets in
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purple and East End tweets in orange, with the text of selected tweets from East End users
referencing the ‘ghetto’ also included. Looking closer to this content, we can see that only
one East End user tweeted about the ghetto from the West End, saying “Holy cow we are
in the ghetto”, while another user at Ballard High School in the East End declared “Ballard
is so ghetto”. Especially in the case of these selected tweets, there is a level of cognitive
dissonance at play, with many of these tweets from East End users being produced in
predominantly white and affluent, and mostly suburban, areas, far distanciated both
socially and spatially from anything that might resemble ‘the ghetto’. Ultimately, these
kinds of incongruencies demonstrate the more complex relationship between urban
spatial imaginaries and the everyday activity spaces of individuals and collectives as
demonstrated through geotagged social media data.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have developed a conceptual and methodological approach
to the study of geotagged social media data that responds to earlier calls to go ‘beyond
the geotag’. Rather than simply plotting the locations of individual tweets on a map, my
approach combines relational socio-spatial theory with a variety of methods drawn from
critical GIScience in order to place individual data points in relation to one another and
to their broader social and spatial contexts through a more deliberate process of data
collection and analysis.
In this case study, I focused on issues of intra-neighborhood segregation, mobility
and inequality in Louisville, Kentucky, highlighting the fundamentally fluid, networked
and relational nature of places in the city, as well as the dynamism of how people live in
and occupy these places. My analysis provides a strong counter-argument to the pervasive
socio-spatial imaginary within the city of a ‘9th Street Divide’ that tends to isolate and
pathologize the West End and its residents. But by understanding how people from
different parts of the city actually move through and experience the city, I am able to
demonstrate the contours of a more complicated set of socio-spatial mobilities that define
the city and its neighborhoods through their extralocal relationships to other people and
places.
While this work has focused in particular on rethinking the socio-spatial
imaginaries connected to particular classed and racialized neighborhoods in Louisville,
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future research with this kind of data could just as well focus more explicitly on issues
of age, gender, sexuality or other identities as inferred from user profiles. And though
classifying individuals based on these demographics is challenging and beyond the scope
of this chapter, it represents an opportunity to build upon our understandings of how this
data can reveal a more complex and nuanced set of socio-spatial relations than is typically
assumed.
Ultimately, I wish to reiterate that I am not arguing that geotagged social media
data is an unequivocal improvement on, or replacement for, other forms of social
and spatial data, especially when analyzing questions of inequality. But rather than
reinscribing these inequalities through the use of such datasets, I would argue that this
analysis has shown that this kind of social media data represents a potentially rich source
from which to construct empirically-grounded counter narratives of these inequalities
and popular socio-spatial imaginaries thereof, embedded in social theory, which in turn
can allow for alternative conceptualizations of, and interventions into, urban socio-spatial
relations and processes.
Copyright © Ate Poorthuis 2015
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Chapter 7 - Cognitive neighborhoods in New York City: a network analysis approach
with geosocial media
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I take another step towards integrating social theory with quantitative
methodologies for studying space. While the relational dimension of space was
acknowledged in Chapters 5 and 6, it was done so in an implicit way. In this chapter,
I let go of Euclidean space more explicitly and, building on the discipline of social
network analysis, operationalize the relational perspective on space by using Twitter
data as a proxy for the cognitive connections between different parts of the city. These
connections together form an urban network of locations and, where the network is
clumpy, neighborhoods of varying size. Finding these clumps or clusters of cohesive urban
neighborhoods is a topic that has long occupied scholars in Geography – and is part of a
larger interest in the social sciences in classifying and categorizing anything from animals
and plants to people and regions.
Classifying things together in cohesive groups is a very common practice because it
serves a purpose — it can help to summarize and make sense of a complex system; make
governing more efficient; or simply make it easier to analyze and compute large amounts
of data that would otherwise become unwieldy. Of course, the exact delineation of regions
can become the subject of ongoing debate and discussion, which is why administrative
boundaries often get ‘redrawn’, merged or dissolved. Researchers, too, use neighborhoods
and regions for practical reasons — collecting and analyzing data on a finely grained
individual scale is often cost and resource-inhibitive. By aggregating data to larger
regions, analysis becomes much more feasible. But a price is paid, as by aggregating data
we typically lose information and the result of analyses heavily depends on the scale and
shape of the regions used. Similarly, on the city level, inhabitants and administrators alike
divide their city into a series of neighborhoods, categorizing the urban landscape to make
it legible and navigable. But what exactly makes a neighborhood a neighborhood? How do
you define one? Where are its boundaries and who gets to draw them?
Perhaps because of these practical implications, these questions have seen extensive
attention within the discipline of Geography, both from a more theoretical or ontological
point of view (‘what is a neighborhood?’) as well as a methodological perspective (‘how
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do you define a neighborhood?’). The latter question, often referred to as regionalization,
has seen sustained attention going back all the way to the 1930s (Christaller, 1933). In this
chapter, I discuss how the discipline’s thinking on regionalization has evolved since then.
There are two disciplinary changes, already discussed Chapter 2, which are especially
important in relation to the question of regionalization. First, our understanding of space
has grown much more complex and nuanced. It has moved away from thinking of space
as a convenient organizing framework — a pre-existing, abstract container that makes
it possible to place and locate the things that we study. Today, we think of space as an
actual social process. It is not merely an abstract locational filing cabinet but is a social
fabric that is being made and remade through the myriad of social relations between
people, institutions, places and all of the other actors that make up our society. It is also
impossible to pin down a single, objective and homogenous view on that fabric. Instead,
space is an always-changing, variegated and heterogeneous process that is, quite literally,
never finished or stable. Although this may sound unrelated and esoteric for those merely
interested in defining coherent regions, it has a large potential implication: when space
is a process that consists of ever-changing social relations, would that not change our
understanding of regions — which, so far, have mostly been conceptualized as contiguous
territories that fit neatly in an abstract, Euclidean space?
Second, in recent years we have experienced not only an unprecedented development
in available computing power, but we also have seen the emergence of big data with
its ever-increasing pace of social data production. While practical constraints have
historically forced social science to analyze society at an aggregated regional scale, we
now see the emerging potential of both new computing power, allowing the analysis of
large, extremely detailed data sets without any aggregation, but on individual people,
their characteristics and their behavior – all of which has relevance to the question of
regionalization.
In this chapter, I take these advances (in both theory and methods) and show that
they enable an important change in how we potentially define and think of regions and
neighborhoods as well. That is, by combining a relational theoretical view with individuallevel social media data, I can define regions in a more flexible way, where the shape and
scale of regions can adapt based on context, and in a way that is not tied to proximity in
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Euclidean space per se but instead is based on the strength of the social relations within
and between regions.
The chapter is structured in the following way. First, an overview of the current
state-of-the-art in regionalization methods and its history is given. This is compared
with a similar strain of research — community detection — in social network analysis
whose purpose it is not to find cohesive regions in space but cohesive sub-groups in
networks. The discussion of regionalization methods is relatively extensive because the
choice in, and particular use of, such methods often comes with specific assumptions
about the underlying social process. It is only through understanding these assumptions
and consequences of specific methods that we can use such quantitative methods in
conjunction with social theory. Ultimately, these methods are applied in a case study in
which a dataset of geotagged tweets is used to establish the kaleidoscopic character of
regions and neighborhoods in New York City.
7.2 Overview of regionalization methods
This section reviews six decades of sustained methodological interest in the problem
of regionalization within the Geography discipline. In contrast with the previous section,
it is not an overview of the theoretical literature on regions per se but rather a thorough
analysis of the evolution of methods, techniques and algorithms that geographers have
used to find, analyze and delineate regions on the Earth’s surface. There are, quite literally,
an infinite number of ways in which regions can be delineated (cf. Openshaw, 1984
discussion on MAUP) and geographers have devised many, wildly different, techniques to
do so in the last few decades.
Perhaps surprisingly, regionalization in and of itself is not unique to geography at all.
If we think about regionalization more abstractly, it is the classification and categorization
of areas and territories. Such an interest in classification of whatever one is studying can
be seen in a variety of academic disciplines, many of whom have gone through a period
in which the classification and categorization of the objects under study becomes a main
area of interest: from taxonomy and deciding whether a whale is a fish or a mammal to
Köppen’s climate classification system ((Köppen, 1936)) in climatology and metereology
(cf. Bowker & Star, 2000 on the role and effect of classification in the modern world).
This body of pre-existing work from different ‘scientific’ disciplines forms a source of
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inspiration for those in the Quantitative Revolution that were looking to re-establish
Geography as a proper science (Bunge, 1966; Bunge & Grigg, 1966; Grigg, 1965; Johnston,
1968). Regionalization, or the more general geographic classification, is not a mere
interesting academic pursuit for those involved, there is an actual perceived need for such
a system within Geography in the 1960s.
Grigg (1965, pp. 469, emphasis mine) writes: “The purpose of classification is to give
order to the objects studied. Without classification it would be impossible to: 1. Give names
to things; 2. Transmit information; 3. Make inductive generalizations. Classification is a
necessary preliminary in most sciences; it is often argued that the state of classification
is the measure of the maturity of a science.” For Geography in the 1960s, the third point
is evidently a crucial aspect of the need for regionalization. Unfortunately, regions are
quite unlike the lions, zebras and other favorite objects of taxonomy. Classifying regions
— areas of land — is a far more complex question for which there is not necessarily a
single or optimal answer. Areal classification can be performed in many different ways,
even with the use of the exact same data and method, let alone when different data and
methods are brought to the table. As we will see, this just makes the challenge of finding
optimal regions even more formidable for some geographers. But for others, this means
that finding optimal regions is a futile exercise because ‘the’ optimal region does not exist.
This very tension becomes a recurring theme in regionalization thinking and a topic that
re-emerges decade after decade up until today, where today those inspired by complex
network analysis and social physics again apply novel methods and data to the old
question of finding ‘true’ regions.
Even though classifying different parts of the world together in cohesive groups has
been a common practice that can be seen throughout human history (cf. (Ptolemaios,
150AD) ‘atlas’), perhaps the most prominent early example of a more methodical
approach to defining a region’s boundaries can be found in the central place theory
jumpstarted by Walter Christaller (1933) and August Lösch (1940). In their theories,
cities and towns are seen as part of a system of hierarchical places with varying market
area sizes. The size of these markets areas is based on each location’s position within the
hierarchy. The region itself is thus defined by the size of the economic market of the urban
core of each region and can be compared and contrasted based on that size and the variety
of goods each market offers. Christaller and Lösch use a (hexagonal) lattice of varying
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size to tesselate and delineate these regions. However, they are mostly concerned with
describing an ideal-type theory and not with finding regions in the real world per se. So
when geographers began building on this early work at the start of the post-war era (Berry
& Garrison, 1958; Dacey, 1965; Getis, 1963) and trying to actually ‘fit’ these theories
more closely to real-world social and economic processes, many alternative methods to
‘regionalize’ started to emerge.
Just like their American contemporaries, post-war Soviet geographers were interested
in the question of regionalization as well. Perhaps their interest was not only ideological —
aiding the central planning apparatus in Moscow — but also inspired by practical reasons:
they were faced with ‘making sense’ of an enormous, diverse territory that stretched more
than 160 degrees in longitude and housed many different climates, people and economies.
Their approach to regionalization was objective: what’s the most optimal, objective
division of regions within the Soviet Union, or perhaps the entire globe (Alampiyev,
1961; Mathieson, 1969; Saushkin, 1961)? Of course, the answer to that question has direct
political and economic implications for the organization of the Soviet territory. In the US,
Bunge (1966), perhaps the most well-known example of a geographer looking for general
spatial laws, also saw the lure of defining such an objective set of regions. He sees the
emergence of ‘computing machines’ as enabling geographers to ‘at long last […] replicate
our regions’. Not unlike the prolific Berry (1961), who discovered an ‘exact solution’ for
deriving uniform regions with factor analysis and was focused on optimal solutions to
both formal and functional regionalization questions for well over a decade (Berry, 1968;
1961; 1971; Berry & Kasarda, 1977).
A similar focus on objective regions can be found in the specific application of
classification to electoral regions, more commonly known as redistricting. In redistricting,
electoral districts are changed (or added and removed), ideally, to reflect underlying
changes in the population. Although common throughout Commonwealth countries, it
is a particularly contentious issue in the United States where it is often motivated more by
political interests than an ‘objective’ reflection of the underlying population (giving rise to
the concept of ‘gerrymandering’).
The computers and algorithms of the 1960s brought the potential (or illusion) of a less
partisan redistricting and it is thus no wonder that American academics were enthusiastic
about exploring the possibilities of dividing the country in electoral districts using these
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new methods and resources in ‘bipartisan’ or ‘nonpartisan’ fashion (Crampton, 2013;
Hess, Weaver, Siegfeldt, Whelan, & Zitlau, 1965; Nagel, 1965; Taylor, 1973; Taylor &
Johnston, 1979).
On the other hand, other geographers within the heart of the quantitative revolution
realized at the very start that there is no such thing as the perfect or ‘correct’ classification
of regions. For them, each set of regions is but one representation of the world (Grigg,
1965, p. 471), in very much the same way as the map is not the territory (Korzybski,
1933). It is important to note here that this debate — whether or not one can derive
a ‘perfect’ regional classification — is not about whether or not we should attempt to
quantitatively determine regions at all. The opponents of objective regionalization were
not at all against regionalization. As Grigg points out, regionalization is a very useful or
even necessary devise to generalize or simply to enable researchers to think, analyze and
communicate spatial insights. However, since we inherently cannot derive an optimal
classification, instead we should seek out many different regional classifications — which
one is the most appropriate depends completely on the purpose, context or specific
academic study (Grigg, 1965; Johnston, 1970; Smith, 1965). It is this approach that,
following earlier chapters, is most in line with the theoretical basis of this dissertation and
with contemporary theory on social space.
Regardless of whether one is interested in finding optimal regions or not, a
clear distinction can be made between two different methodological approaches to
regionalization (Berry, 1968; L. A. Brown & Holmes, 1971). The first is that of the socalled formal region. Formal regions are uniform or homogenous regions. As such, a
formal regionalization is trying to group locations together that are similar based on a
certain set of variables. In contrast, functional regions are based on the interactions or
links between locations; functional regions group together locations that interact more
with each other than with locations outside the region. This could very well mean that
those locations are similar in certain aspects, but more often than not it can be the
opposite; two locations can be dissimilar but complementary in economic terms and thus
generate lot of trading activity between them. Although some techniques can be applied in
both approaches, the distinction between the two is important and I will review these two
different approaches to regions separately in the next two sections.
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7.2.1 Formal Regions
Berry coined the term formal regions (to distinguish from functional regions) in the
early 1960s (Berry, 1961), but the interest in finding homogeneous or uniform regions
(especially on the urban scale) is much older. An oft-cited early example can be seen
in Charles Booth’s street-by-street study of poverty in London and his analysis (and
mapping) of the many variables that potentially contribute to poverty (Booth, 1903). In
the 1920s and 1930s, many of the founders of the field of urban sociology at the University
of Chicago specifically take an interest in the study of neighborhoods and the role
different neighborhoods play in the urban system (Park, 1936; Robert & Ernest, 1925).
After the war, this theoretical interest in the human or urban ecology is combined with the
relatively new quantitative method of factor analysis. A new subfield is born: first referred
to as social area analysis but then more generally known as factorial ecology.
The foundation of this field was built by Eshref Shevky and collaborators who, based
on the 1940 census, computed indices for census tracts in Los Angeles and San Francisco.
Although not using factor analysis yet, their approach was noteworthy and novel because
these indices were not based on single census variables but instead on a composite of
multiple variables. These composites were then used to rank tracts on three specific
dimensions: urbanization, social rank, and segregation. In doing so, a typology of social
areas emerged and similar or uniform tracts could be grouped together in larger sections
of the city in order to gain a more thorough understanding of the urban system or ecology
(Shevky & Bell, 1955; Shevky & Williams, 1949). Soon after, Shevky’s original method is
improved with the addition of factor analysis. Sometimes confirming Shevky’s findings,
sometimes disproving them, the added value of factor analysis is that it allowed Shevky’s
somewhat crude and arbitrary indices to be replaced by a more sophisticated method
(Anderson & Bean, 1961; Arsdol, Camilleri, & Schmid, 1958; Bell, 1955). With factor
analysis and the similar principal component analysis, researchers weren’t necessarily
tied to the three indices that Shevky came up with — which, they soon realized, did not
explain complex urban systems in their entirety. Using factor analysis, one could bring
down — or ‘reduce’ — many dozens of variables (multi-dimensionality) to just a few
variables or dimensions that could explain the majority of the underlying variation in
urban neighborhoods. As such, factor analysis is a dimension-reduction strategy just like
multi-dimensional scaling (MDS).
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Although originally thrust forward by the urban sociologists of the Chicago School,
the space cadets of Geography’s Quantitative revolution were quick to jump on the
factorial bandwagon too (Berry, 1961) and with Berry and Rees’ analysis of the social
areas and urban system of Calcutta (Berry & Rees, 1969) and a special issue in Economic
Geography dedicated to the topic (Berry, 1971; Johnston, 1971; Rees, 1971), factorial
ecology quickly became a mainstay in geography (Berry & Kasarda, 1977). Factorial
ecology does, however, remain largely descriptive during the quantitative revolution. It is
mainly used to arrive at a general description of the typology of different neighborhoods
within a city (cf. Okuno & Kohsaka, 1980 for a prime example of such use of factorial
ecology in a Japanese case study) but not to understand the underlying processes that
potentially led to that typology.
However, in more recent years the method has become more tightly integrated with
social theory (e.g. used to understand issues such as racial segregation and income
disparity) and has gained in popularity (Davidson & Wyly, 2012; Johnston et al., 2004;
Vicino, Hanlon, & Short, 2013; Wyly, 1999). Furthermore, a recent methodological
innovation over factor analysis has been the application of Self Organizing Maps
(Kohonen, 1997) to divide similar areas into larger zones (Arribas-Bel, Nijkamp, &
Scholten, 2011; Spielman & Thill, 2008). In Self Organizing Maps, objects will be placed
near each other in the SOM when they exhibit ‘similar’ characteristics. The end result
is not unlike MDS — a literal map to objects, not in Euclidean space but in how similar
objects are — but the underlying methods are very different and scale much better to
larger datasets with even more variables (Skupin, 2007; Skupin & Fabrikant, 2003; Skupin
& Hagelman, 2005).
7.2.2 Formal Regions and MAUP
A different set of approaches to defining formal regions starts to emerge when
Stan Openshaw begins to work on the problem.1 He makes an explicit link between
the delineation of regions and the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP). First
observed by Gehlke and Biel (1934), Openshaw (and collaborators) start grappling very
specifically with the potential effect of this ‘Problem’ for geographic research (Openshaw,
1
Openshaw seems to habitually ignore previous work in the same domain or, characteristically, take
deep issue with any previous work that he does cite. Nonetheless, his solutions are often quite novel and innovative as a
result.
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1984; Openshaw & Taylor, 1979). The core idea of MAUP is as follows: most social
science data is collected for essentially non-modifiable units (e.g. people, families,
companies). However, to analyze and report results based on that data, in many cases
data is aggregated to higher enumeration units, or modifiable areal units, such as tracts,
neighborhoods, wards, cities etc. The Problem lies in the fact that there are many possible
ways to aggregate n-individuals up to m-neighborhoods. This is even true for very small
values of m and n. So much so, that comparing all different combinatorial possibilities
to find a ‘best’ fit with a computational brute-force approach would take so long (hours,
weeks, months) that smarter, heuristic methods need to be applied. This is similar to the
classic Traveling Salesman Problem, which is in the same class of problems for which
there are only heuristic solutions and are called NP-hard in computer science.
MAUP is an important problem within Geography because different aggregations can
yield a very different view or results based on the exact same underlying data (Coombes
& Openshaw, 1982). In other words, drawing the boundaries of a region in a different way
(shape) or changing the size of regions (scale) will affect the results and conclusion of the
analysis performed on such regionally aggregated data. Although MAUP affects all spatial
analyses except for those performed on point patterns, it comes to the forefront explicitly
in the definition of regions. As such, we find Openshaw grappling with the problem in the
domain of regionalization (Openshaw, 1973; 1977; 1978) before actually formally defining
it as MAUP (Openshaw, 1984; Openshaw & Taylor, 1979).
To acknowledge and embrace this problem means to specifically and explicitly engage
with the definition of regions. In Openshaw’s approach — and the computational methods
that followed — regions are often called ‘zones’. Zones are the modifiable areal unit, each
of which consists of a number of immutable basic spatial units (e.g. these could be census
blocks, or whatever the smallest spatial unit for which data is available). The classification
of these basic spatial units into zones is what Openshaw refers to as the automatic zoning
problem (AZP)
To find the optimal zone configuration in a fully automatic way, Openshaw
(1977) first employs a heuristic hill-climbing algorithm that is based on Ward’s (1963)
hierarchical clustering technique, which we will see similarly employed in social network
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analysis.2 In a nutshell, the hill-climbing algorithm works on a trial-and-error basis in
which areas are added to a region at random. If the addition improves the ‘fit’ of the
zonation, then that area is kept within the region and an ascending step is made on the
hill. If not, the zone is removed again and the algorithm tries to add another zone to the
region etc. The fit itself is determined based on an ‘objective function’ that considers a
number of variables (e.g. population, income, etc.) and determines if resulting regions
are cohesive based on those variables. These heuristic algorithms are referred to as
hill-climbing as the total ‘fit’ of the zonation increases with each successful step of
the algorithm and the algorithm thus climbs up the hill until the ‘fit’ can no longer be
improved and it has thus reached the top of the hill.
However, there is a very important downside to this approach, as naive hill-climbing
algorithms can get stuck in a local optimum. In other words, if there are two ‘hills’, one
much lower than the other, the algorithm has no way of knowing whether it is at the top
of the highest hill. It will only know whether the next step is a step up or down the hill.
If a step in either direction goes down the hill, instead of up, logically a peak of the hill is
reached. But it does not know whether that peak is the highest peak available. That is why
Openshaw and Rao (1995) apply a simulated annealing approach to the same algorithm.3
With simulated annealing, a random step is added in which the algorithm sometimes
will not go up the hill, but rather jump to a completely random location elsewhere in the
solution space. It is called simulated annealing because it mimics the crystallizing process
of atoms in a metal that is first heated and then subsequently slowly cooled. During the
heating phase, the algorithm does a lot of random jumping around the solution space, it
then cools down and the random jumping decreases with it. In other words, during the
start of the algorithm a large part of the solution space is quickly explored, then during
the cooling down phase the hill climb is much more likely to take part on the highest
hill (KIRKPATRICK, GELATT, & VECCHI, 1983; Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth,
Teller, & Teller, 1953). As simulated annealing explores a larger part of the solution space,
it become feasible only when computing became much more powerful in the 1980s and
1990s.

2
Remember here that a brute-force approach that evaluates all possible solutions does not scale to
even modest numbers of zones and spatial units.
3
Again, we find similar approaches in social network analysis.
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Another approach to this type of regionalization is that of graph partitioning. Here the
original spatial objects and their characteristics are transformed into a connectivity graph,
not unlike the use of graph theory that followed Nystuen and Dacey’s early work (Nystuen
& Dacey, 1961). Edges are drawn between contiguous neighbors and the weight or cost
of the edge is based on the dissimilarity between the two objects. The regionalization
problem is then converted into a graph partioning problem, which is potentially more
efficient to solve (AssunÇão, Neves, Câmara, & Da Costa Freitas, 2007). Assuncao et
al. (2007) propose an algorithm, which they call SKATER, that constructs a minimum
spanning tree first (in order to reduce complexity of the graph and subsequent computing
time) and then iteratively removes edges by selecting the edge for which the removal will
increase the fit the most. SKATER is then further developed with Guo’s (2008) REDCAP
algorithm, which improves the performance for larger sets of regions as well as updates
the contiguity constraint dynamically on each iteration. In other words, when two objects
are merged into a region, the list of neighbors for that region is dynamically updated in
REDCAP while it is static in SKATER (Guo, 2008; Guo & Wang, 2011).
Many of the algorithms reviewed above share one important characteristic: they
require the user to set the number of regions k that the algorithm ultimately uncovers.
In this sense, they are not looking for the optimal solution per se, but rather to the
optimal solution for k regions. This number k is completely determined by the user and
can thus be construed as subjective input. That is one of the motivations behind the
max-p approach to regionalization in which the number of regions is not set a-priori but
determined or optimized by the algorithm itself (Duque, Anselin, & Rey, 2012; Duque,
Ramos, & Suriñach, 2007). The only parameter set by the researcher is the threshold value,
which indicates a minimum threshold on a certain variable that a region needs to satisfy.
For example, this can be set to a minimum population to prevent resulting regions that are
too small for subsequent use in analysis (cf. census data margins of errors). Most recently
Folch and Spielman (Folch & Spielman, 2014) improve the max-p approach further by
allowing the threshold value to be multivariate and updating the algorithm to be twostage. First, the optimal number of regions is found, and second, the delineation of regions
is further optimized for the optimal number of regions. This recent work on defining
formal regions is thus very much in line with earlier geographers like Berry and Bunge,
in that it is striving to devise objective algorithms that can come up with an optimal set
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of regions with very minimal (subjective) input from the researcher. Of course, as is clear
from the Theory section of this dissertation, this is unattainable because the algorithm
itself is never fully objective either (Johnston, 1968). This is an idea that is much more
often discussed in the parallel literature on functional regionalization.
7.2.3 Functional Regions
Functional regions, in contrast to formal regions, are not defined based on a set
of shared characteristics, but rather on the interaction between spatial units. This
interaction could be anything from commuting trips (De Montis, Caschili, & Chessa,
2013; Hemmens, 1966), public transportation (Ducruet & Lugo, 2013; H. L. Green,
1955), phone calls (Nystuen & Dacey, 1961; Ratti et al., 2010), migration (L. A. Brown &
Holmes, 1971; Guo, 2009; Hägerstrand, 1957; P. B. Slater, 1981; 1984) or even newspaper
data (Haughton, 1950; Kariel & Welling, 1977). One of the earliest examples of this form
of regionalization is Nystuen and Dacey’s approach to nodal regions based on telephone
data discussed in the previous section (Nystuen & Dacey, 1961; cf. Tinkler, Nystuen, &
Dacey, 1988 for a more thorough discussion), as well as Hemmens non-contiguous zones
in Buffalo, NY based on travel diaries (Hemmens, 1966).
This linkage-based approach to regionalization is much more prolific than formal
regionalization during the 1960s (perhaps because of its novelty) and, notably, the
realization that different algorithms yield highly different results is very present in this
early work as well. For example, Lankford (1969) in an early review of regionalization
algorithms notes: “No matter how objective the algorithm, some subjectivity exists. Not
only is the choice of data, parameters and method important, but the investigator should
be aware of the consequences of his [sic] decisions” (p. 210). Similarly, Johnston argues
that the objective methods of his contemporaries are actually quite subjective and shows
the potential effects of different assumptions and algorithms for the resulting regional
classification (Johnston, 1968; 1970). To acknowledge this subjectivity means that one
should be very explicit about the choices the researcher makes, instead of hiding behind
the assumed objectivity of an algorithm.
For example, Goddard (Goddard, 1970) is interested in functional regions, not on
the regional scale like Nystuen and Dacey, but on the urban scale of the city of London.
He uses a dataset of taxi trips within the city in order to evaluate the method used by
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Nystuen and Dacey. Ultimately, he decides that the method is not appropriate for the
London case because it relies on the assumption that there is a hierarchical element to
regions, which is not the case for London’s neighborhoods. After all, in the ND approach,
regions form around a central node with the rest of the region in a supporting role
around the dominant center. As a counter-example, Grubesic et al. use this assumption to
their advantage when analyzing air traffic networks as, in that case, it can be argued that
airports do operate in hierarchical regions with a central ‘hub’ node (Grubesic, Matisziw,
& Zook, 2008; 2009).
In Goddard’s London case, no prior evidence exists for such a hierarchy and he instead
uses factor analysis on the flow matrix of taxi trips — a method first used in this way by
Garrison and Marble (Garrison & Marble, 1964). This is a prime example of quantitative
research that explicitly grapples with the consequences (and underlying ontological
assumptions) of specific algorithms. As we will see, this is in sharp contrast to much of
the recent 21st century work where geographers take and use readily available methods
and software without a critical thought on whether the method fits ontologically on their
research topic.4
An additional popular application of functional regions can be found in the study of
labor markets (Smart, 1974). Especially popular in British geography, and often referred
to as Travel-To-Work-Areas (TTWA), the approach is mostly hierarchical in trying to
define an area in which people travel to work in a labor market centre. The goal then
becomes to delineate where one TTWA stops and another starts. A popular approach is
called the Intramax method, which like Openshaw’s AZP is ultimately based on Ward’s
(1963) hierarchical clustering. As the name indicates, the objective function that is being
optimized here is the amount of interaction that takes place within the constructed
region (Masser & Brown, 1975). Intramax is shown to perform much better than other
hierarchical approaches (Masser & Scheurwater, 1980) and as it has been integrated
4
A nice example of taking into account how suitable a certain data set is for studying a certain
phenomenon is provided by Goddard as well. This is oft-cited weakness in big data analysis (l’art pour l’art) but Goddard
readily admitted that his taxi data does not adequately capture the flows of people and information between different
parts of London that he is ultimately interested in. The taxi trips were readily available and the resulting regions quite
interesting, but Goddard ultimately devises a much more elaborate study that captures the economic flow of people and
information by surveying some 700 office workers and the thousands of phone calls and face-to-face meetings they have
across the city, providing a flow matrix similar to the taxi data but a much closer proxy for actual economic relationships
(Goddard, 1973).
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in readily available software (De Jong & Van Der Vaart, 2013), it has been used in case
studies all over Europe, from England (Nielsen & Hovgesen, 2008) and Switzerland (Killer
& Axhausen, 2010) to Sweden (Landré & Håkansson, 2013) and Estonia (Novak, Ahas,
Aasa, & Silm, 2013). Like Openshaw’s AZP approach, the Intramax algorithm in principle
keeps iterating until every location has been merged into one large region consisting of
the entire area. The challenge is then to decide when to cut off the algorithm, a decision
that is often taken by the researcher based on the number of ‘desired’ regions. However, in
Intramax that is the only decision taken by the researcher. The rest of the algorithm runs
and optimizes in a completely unsupervised fashion.
That is why Coombes has called such approaches ‘purely statistical’ and instead
devised a methodology that produces a regionalization that is actually ‘meaningful’
(Coombes, Green, & Openshaw, 1986, p. 946). The Coombes approach is much less
deterministic and much more opinionated: it is the researcher who sets a number of
criteria and threshold values within the algorithm. For example, in the first step of this
general approach, most often a list of potential regional centers is made based on the job
ratio (jobs versus population) and self-containment (number of commuting trips that are
within the center itself). As such, these algorithms are specifically made to devise labor
market regions and cannot be applied more generally.
Nonetheless, the Coombes approach proves rather useful as it used to define Britain’s
official ONS statistical areas (Coombes & Bond, 2008) and has seen adoption by
academics and national statistics bureaus to define functional administrative regions from
Spain (Casado-Díaz, 2010; Royuela & Vargas, 2009) and Denmark (Andersen, 2002) to
New Zealand (Papps & Newell, 2002) and the Czech Republic (Klapka, Halás, Erlebach,
Tonev, & Bednář, 2014). Furthermore, as commuting data can often be filtered down
further based on other socio-economic variables, the Coombes approach has also been
used to study how functional regions can differ significantly based on gender (A. E. Green,
Coombes, & Owen, 1986), industry (Casado-Díaz, 2010) and trip purpose (Andersen,
2002). This is an important observation as it is in line with the heterogeneity of social
space that I discussed earlier, as well as Matthews’ (2011) compelling idea of spatial
polygamy in which he argues that people’s spatial footprints are much more complex than
just home-work relationships and consist of many everyday ties to non-residential and
non-work locations.
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7.2.4 Overlapping Regions
The idea that there are many different ways in which a set of locations can be
subdivided into regions is further extended by considering that regions do not necessarily
have to have neat, strict boundaries. What if regions can actually overlap? Overlapping
regions, with fuzzy boundaries, are perhaps more complicated to quantify and calculate
but they are certainly a lot closer to how we expect real regions to work. A practical
example: how do you assign the area that is right in between two strong, neighboring
labor markets? Do they belong to market A because that commuting relation is just a
bit stronger, despite the fact that there is also a significant interaction with market B?
In assigning that area to one region or the other, we do not do justice to the underlying
spatial reality and lose crucial information that can be quite helpful in understanding the
spatial processes we are interested in.
This is exactly what Gale (1976), coming from a social justice perspective, argued: the
non-fuzzy boundaries and constrained single membership is not an adequate reflection of
the underlying ontological concept of the region. As such, we should instead look at fuzzy
set theory (Zadeh, 1965) to further develop regionalization methods. With fuzzy sets,
membership within a set (or a region, in this case) can be represented as a degree instead
of a boolean 0/1. Instead of defining members to be either in or out, fuzzy sets allow
member to be 50% in, or 90% in, etc. Plane (1981; 1998) takes Gale’s original contribution
and applies fuzzy set theory in his application of factor analysis on migration flows.
Normally, in a factor analysis, each spatial unit (in Plane’s case, states within the USA) is
assigned to a region or ‘factor’ based on the primary or dominant factor loading for that
spatial unit. As such, the factor loadings are converted to a boolean in-or-out measure.
However, Plane re-interprets these factor loadings and simply forgoes the normal binary
representation. So, even though Illinois’ most dominant factor loading is for the ‘Eastern
Midwest’ region (and we would normally just lump Illinois into that region), it also has a
fuzzy but relatively high membership in the West Coast region. This fuzzy membership
has one additional advantage: normally, when comparing regions over time, a location’s
membership might jump from one region to another due to very small changes in the
underlying flows. For example, with fuzzy membership, take a location that is 40%
member of Region A and 60% member of Region B at Time 1. At Time 2, membership to
Region A has increased to 65% while membership in Region B has remained stable. In a
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boolean perspective, the assigned of that area would flip from B to A. With fuzzy sets, the
change in membership degree is certainly still noteworthy but does not paint as blackand-white a picture as the boolean set.
Cartographically, fuzzy regions are difficult to visualize. Plane does so through
choropleth and dot density maps, but this limits such visualizations to showing the
memberships of only one region at a time.5 More recently, Feng (2009) has applied fuzzy
membership functions to the standard Coombes’ approach to travel-to-work areas. He
acknowledges the traditional cartographic approach in only visualizing one single region’s
membership. Instead, Feng plots all resulting regions in one single map and varies the
thickness of each region’s boundary based on the overlap that that region has with the
region on the other side of the boundary. As such, a single map can display all regions
while also reflecting some of the underlying fuzziness and overlap between those regions.
Apart from a visual representation, fuzzy sets in functional regions can also be successful
in further fine-tuning and improving regionalization algorithms as more information
remains available to the algorithm (Feng, 2009; Watts, 2013).
In sum, our theoretical framework readily informs us that regions are indeed fuzzy
and many different overlapping regions may exist at the same time depending on the
dataset, algorithm and ontological assumptions about the region. On the other hand, an
overview of the literature on regionalization shows that there is a dearth of work in this
particular area, despite some preliminary evidence that allowing for this overlap indeed
results in more adequate regionalization. This is a specific area in which geographers can
perhaps learn from other disciplines, in this case social network analysis, that work on
similar classification problems and have further developed methods and techniques to
‘solve’ this problem.
7.3 Social Network Analysis and Community Detection
The field of social network analysis has long been interested in finding, describing
and analyzing cohesive subgroups within networks (Scott, 1992). In many ways, one of
the driving forces of studying Geography’s clusters and region — Tobler’s Law — is not
unlike the concept of homophily in network analysis. Just as near things are more similar
5
This is a general problem in the depiction of migration flows as well (Nystuen & Dacey, 1961; cf.
Shevky & Williams, 1949)
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than distant things in space, homophily means that a connection between two individuals
is more likely to exist or occur if those individuals are similar. Just like their counterparts
in regional science and geography, finding dense subgroups within larger social networks
can be helpful in understanding the structure of a social network (e.g. Shevky’s typology
of social areas), generalizing a larger network into cohesive parts or filtering or zooming
in on a specific part of a social network. After all, following the homophily concept, these
dense subgroups have a good chance of having more similar characteristics than other
parts of the network.
Most of the early work on finding these cohesive subgroups within networks was
‘bottom-up’. It starts with the simplest substructure in a network, that of a dyad between
two nodes, and builds up from there (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). For example, the
concept of a clique (Luce & Perry, 1949) starts with this dyad and then keeps adding
additional nodes as long as the new node is connected to all pre-existing nodes of the
subgraph. A clique is thus is a fully connected, or complete, subgraph. Of course, this
is a rather strict definition of a subgroup (one can think of many cohesive groups that
would not necessarily be a clique) so a strand of research on finding subgroups is based
on ‘relaxing’, but building forth on the basic idea of, the strict requirements of the clique.
For example, n-cliques (Luce, 1950) and n-clans (Alba, 1973) allow a node to be added to
a clique if that node is connected to all other members either directly or through another
node (‘friend of friend’).6 Similarly, in the k-plex and k-core approach, a node will still be
added to the clique if the node is connected to at least n-k (plex) or just k (core) members
of the clique (Seidman, 1983b respectively; Seidman & Foster, 1978).
In a ‘top-down’ approach, instead of starting with the smallest unit within the
network, we start with the entire network as a whole and work our way down to try and
find cohesive structures within it. This approach is much closer to the regionalization
literature discussed previously, and thus it is no surprise that one of the earliest popular
top-down approaches within network analysis was also used by geographers. Popularized
by Seidman (1983a), the concept of an LS-set (Lawler, 1973; originally from circuit
engineering cf. Luccio & Sami, 1969) can be intuitively understood as a subset of nodes
that have more ties among each other than to other nodes in the network. The concept
6
In n-clans the node through which the new clique member connects to the other clique members
has to be within the clique as well.
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was further generalized to lambda-sets by Borgatti et al. (1990), but was also used by
geographers for regionalization quite early on (D. P. Slater, 1978; P. B. Slater, 1981).
7.3.1 Modularity Approaches
However, it was not until physicists turned their attention to social networks that
this particular domain — then re-birthed as community detection — really took off.
Although initially to the chagrin of social network analysts (who felt their work largely
ignored),7 network analysts and physicists soon joined forces and Girvan and Newman’s
(2002) original contribution has now been cited over 10,000 times. In their landmark
article, signaling the entry of physicists to social network analysis, they use a top-down
(just as LS-sets) approach to community detection by generalizing Freeman’s concept
of node betweenness centrality (Freeman, 1978) to edges. Edge betweenness centrality
— the number of shortest paths between vertices that run through that particular edge
— is calculated for each edge in the graph. The algorithm then removes the edge with
the highest centrality (if multiple edges are tied, a random pick is made), recalculates all
centralities for the resulting graph and iterates. In the original Girvan and Newman (GN)
implementation, the algorithm runs its course from the first iteration (where the number
of communities is equal to the number of vertices) to the last (where there is only one
community left).
The question then becomes: when do you stop iterating?. We see a similar question
in many of the iterative approaches to regionalization that also have no natural ‘stop’
in the iteration process. In that case, the researcher manually stops the process when a
desired number of communities or regions is reached, often based on some pre-existing
knowledge about the network under study. Perhaps unlike many regionalization problems,
in many cases we have no pre-formed idea of the exact number of communities we expect
to find in a network. So how to determine which step of the algorithm is the ‘best’? Or,
more generally, how do you determine whether the communities that are being detected
by an algorithm are indeed a good fit or somehow similar to the ‘real’ communities
present in the network?

7
This is reminiscent of the current attention of physicists for geography and geographer’s push-back
(O’Sullivan & Manson, 2015).
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This question is the subject of an ongoing debate within the discipline. Historically,
the results of community detection were compared with prior, qualitative knowledge
about the network under study but in 2004 Newman and Girvan made another landmark
contribution and introduced the concept of modularity (Newman & Girvan, 2004).
Modularity (Q) is a measure that calculates the fraction of edges within a community
minus the expected fraction of edges with in a community. This expected fraction is
calculated by taking an equivalent network (same number of community divisions,
edges and vertices) but randomizing the edges between nodes. Modularity yields a score
between 0 and 1. If Q approaches 0, it means that the community divisions are no better
than in the random network. The closer to 1 Q gets, the stronger the community structure.
With the concept of modularity, we now have a seemingly objective measure of the
performance of a community detection algorithm. It can be applied to the resulting
communities of any algorithms and does not necessarily have to be applied to GM’s
original algorithm. So instead of only just evaluating the modularity of existing
community detection techniques, the goal for any community detection procedure can
then simply become to maximize modularity. In subsequent years, physicists and network
analysts alike introduce a wide array of algorithms that fall in this class of ‘modularity
optimization’. Just as regionalization, optimizing modularity is NP-hard and can thus only
be accomplished using heuristic algorithms for real-world networks.
Some of the most used modularity optimization algorithms are the fast greedy
algorithm (Clauset, Newman, & Moore, 2004) and the so-called Louvain method
(Blondel, Guillaume, Lambiotte, & Lefebvre, 2008), named after the institutional
affiliation of the authors. In the former, we take a similar iterative approach as GN’s
original algorithm but instead of calculating edge betweenness (which is computationally
expensive) we simply merge a vertex with the community where it has the largest positive
impact on the overall modularity. In the Louvain approach, modularity is optimized in
a local way where nodes are moved from community to community until it finds the
community where that nodes contributes to the modularity the most. It does so for all
nodes until no improvements can be made, and then in a second phase, it merges all
nodes in the same community together. Each community becomes a node in itself and the
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entire procedure is repeated etc. This hierarchical approach is why the Louvain method is
often referred to as a multi-level algorithm.8
7.3.2 Beyond Modularity
However, the concept of modularity and finding communities through maximizing
modularity has specific downsides as well (Lancichinetti & Fortunato, 2011). For our
purpose, two limits of this approach are especially salient. First, modularity tends to
find larger communities with smaller communities merged into those larger ones — the
so-called resolution limit of the algorithm (Lancichinetti & Fortunato, 2009b). In other
words, modularity simply does not ‘see’ smaller communities. In some cases this might
not be a problem as the communities in the network can be assumed a certain size. In
regionalization, this is a specific problem, as we cannot necessarily make any a-priori
assumptions about the size of the underlying regions/communities.
Second, the modularity landscape (the peaks and valleys in the solution space) tends
to have a high number of values that are very close to the global maximum. In other
words, that are many solutions that have modularity values that are so close to the global
maximum (practically indistinguishable) that it becomes hard to argue why one of these
solutions is better than the other. Furthermore, these solutions are tend to be structurally
quite different from each other and the actual global maximum (Fortunato, 2010; Good,
de Montjoye, & Clauset, 2010). Not only are many of the peaks in modularity values close
to each other, each of these high modularity values possibly represents a very different
solution. Of course, this makes sense from a theoretical point of view: as Johnston (1968)
has already argued, there are many different ways to classify the same set of nodes into
groups — one not necessarily ’better’ than the other. This should give pause, however, to
the uncritical adoption of modularity as some kind of holy grail of objective community
detection.
I distinguish two approaches in community detection that go beyond modularity
optimization and potentially yield more appropriate ways of looking at communities
within networks. The purpose here is not to find the ‘perfect’ community detection
algorithm or measure to replace modularity as such. Rather it is to show that different
8
An overview of state-of-the-art community detection algorithms can be found in Lancichinetti and
Fortunato (2010) and Lancichinetti & Fortunato (2009b)
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algorithms yield different results and operate with different assumptions about the
underlying network. The goal then becomes to identify algorithms that fit more closely to
our underlying ontological understanding of communities within the network.
There are several recent non-modularity approaches that also tend to generally
be flexible in the types of networks they operate on: they allow for weighted, directed
edges and overlapping and hierarchical communities. Fortunato (2010) has a more indepth review of several of these alternatives but the OSLOM and Infomap procedures
are perhaps the most commonly adopted approaches. OSLOM (Order Statistics Local
Optimization Method) estimates the significance of a found cluster and uses that as a
fitness measure in its evaluation of communities and compares the fitness to a baseline
that is similar to the random network in Newman and Girvan’s original modularity
approach (Lancichinetti, Radicchi, Ramasco, & Fortunato, 2011).
Infomap, on the other hand, uses quite a different approach that comes from
information theory and uses the metaphor of the map (Rosvall & Bergstrom, 2008).
In making a map, the cartographer has to reach a balance between showing detail and
generalizing. Oversimplify things and the resulting map does not give the reader much
information. Too much detail and the resulting map is hardly legible. Rosvall and
Bergstrom (2008) generalize this to a compression problem: good maps have a good
compression technique. They define a ‘map equation’ that measures how efficient this
compression is: how much detail is lost in generalizing the map. Naturally, here we are not
interested in cartography or maps per se — this is just a metaphor. Our ‘map’ is a network
of nodes and edges and, using that information, we try to compress individual nodes into
communities to make the network more ‘legible’.
The Infomap framework uses a random walker approach — as a proxy for information
flow — that walks along the network (taking into account edge weight and direction).
The goal of the framework is to describe this walk as succinctly as possible — the
more succinct, the better the compression and, as we will see, the detected community
structure. Rosvall and Bergstrom perform this description through a coding- and
information theoretical approach. Simply put, each node is assigned a label or name
through Huffman coding (Huffman, 1952) in which oft-visited nodes are given short
codes and less central nodes given longer codes. With these codes, a walk of the random
walker can be described through a long sequential string of all the Huffman codes of the
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nodes that the walker has visited. The string can be made more efficient by using two
hierarchical codebooks instead of just a single one: one for clusters and one for individual
nodes. This is analogous to giving names to cities but having street names repeat across
cities: there is a Main Street in many cities across the US. So unique names are given to
communities, but for nodes within communities the Huffman codes are recycled. With
this two-level code book, the description of our random walk is even shorter.
With this framework in place, the remaining issue is how to actually most efficiently
divide each node into communities as to minimize the total description length of the
random walk. This is called the map equation (Rosvall et al., 2010), and in simple terms,
represents the average code length for each step in the walk. Minimizing the map equation
can then be done through any of the algorithms that can be applied to modularity
maximization as well. The optimizing heuristic is (or can be) the exact same but the
underlying framework (and the ontological assumptions) are vastly different. The map
framework emphasizes flow (of information, people, goods etc.) within the network, while
modularity emphasizes the structural properties (think traffic versus roads). As a result,
the communities found by maximizing modularity and minimizing the map equation can
be immensely different as well.
The map equation framework is quite flexible and allows for a number of things that
most modularity optimizing algorithms do not. For example, it allows nodes to be in
more than one community — effectively allowing overlapping communities to exist in
parallel to the fuzzy regionalization procedures discussed in the previous section. Interest
in overlapping communities has a much longer history within social network analysis,
especially in bottom-up approaches to community detection as overlap naturally occurs

Figure 7.1 Infomap framework and Huffman codes (Rosvall, Axelsson, & Bergstrom, 2010)
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in cliques and can prove a challenge in interpreting the resulting subgraphs (e.g. Everett
& Borgatti, 1998). Traditional top-down approaches, including modularity optimization,
do not allow for overlapping communities, and only find hard boundaries between
communities. However, more recently, attempts have been made to allow for overlaps
in resulting communities within the top-down approach as well (Capocci, Servedio,
Caldarelli, & Colaiori, 2005; Palla, Derényi, Farkas, & Vicsek, 2005; Xie, Kelley, &
Szymanski, 2013; S. Zhang, Wang, & Zhang, 2007). Just like the regionalization literature,
naturally the concept of fuzzy sets is used (Lancichinetti & Fortunato, 2009a; Nepusz,
Petróczi, Négyessy, & Bazsó, 2008) so that instead of assigning nodes to one cluster only,
a membership degree is calculated for each node — where a node can have membership
degrees for multiple clusters. The map equation framework is of specific use here as,
to allow overlap in communities, all we have to change is to allow a single nodes to be
described with multiple code words depending on the node and cluster from which the
flow originates (Viamontes Esquivel & Rosvall, 2011). Conveniently, we can now even
compare the compression efficiency of both the communities with hard boundaries as
well as soft fuzzy boundaries with the same map equation. As Esquivel and Rosvall (2011)
show, for some networks allowing for overlapping communities yields a much more
efficient compression (e.g. European road network, world air traffic). In other words,
overlapping community detection is not only a theoretical concern, it can have very
practical implications as well.
As is clear by now, the parallels between community detection in network analysis
and regionalization in geography are abundant. In recent years, we see some preliminary
cross-over between the two, much of which is characterized by two specific traits. First,
network analysts apply community detection methods to the problem of regionalization
without being aware of the long history of the problem in the field of geography. In this
case, the geographic data (most often cell phone and landline records) is just another
dataset to apply these methods to. In search for a ground-truth, many of these studies
find that the resulting communities indeed conform to administrative local, regional or
national boundaries (Calabrese et al., 2011; Ratti et al., 2010; Sobolevsky et al., 2013) but a
deeper engagement with the meaning of these resulting regions is lacking.
The second is that network analysts and regional scientists alike seem to almost
exclusively and uncritically use modularity optimization algorithms (Amini, Kung, Kang,
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Sobolevsky, & Ratti, 2014; Austwick, O’Brien, Strano, & Viana, 2013; De Montis et al.,
2013; De Montis, Barthelemy, Chessa, & Vespignani, 2007; S. Gao, Liu, Wang, & Ma, 2013;
Liu, Sui, Kang, & Gao, 2014; Manley, 2014). Despite the wide variety of approaches to
community detection (especially from the last five years or so), it is only modularity that is
adopted as a de-facto standard. For some regional scientists, modularity means that there
finally is an objective standard with which to measure how ‘good’ our resulting regions are
or where to cut-off iterative, hierarchical algorithms (Thomas, Cotteels, Jones, & Peeters,
2012). In other examples, the specific community algorithm that is applied is not even
mentioned — ‘community detection’ is performed without even bothering to mention any
of the specifics, which is akin to a ‘regression analysis’ is performed without providing any
more detail (Kang, Sobolevsky, Liu, & Ratti, 2013; Liu et al., 2015).9
To the best of my knowledge, there are only two examples of geographers who draw
on advances in community detection and embed those firmly within the regionalization
literature (Farmer and Fotheringham, 2011; Chi, Thill, Tong, Shi, & Liu, 2014). Farmer
and Fotheringham (2011), based on the application of modularity optimization, show
that significant differences in the resulting regionalization exist within different subgroups
of commuters in the UK (white-collar versus blue-collar; age-based and educationbased subgroups) — both in the size and shape, as well as the total number of resulting
regions. They pinpoint the aforementioned problem in existing regionalization methods:
that the threshold values that determine the size and number of functional regions are
largely based on arbitrary or ‘subjective’ decisions made by the researcher. This, in their
eyes, makes it very difficult to maintain confidence in the validity of the results of such
algorithms (cf. Noronha & Goodchild, 1992, pp. 89-90). They look towards modularity
and use it as a ‘suitable definition’ and statistical criterion to determine the validity of
functional regions. In doing so, they replace the arbitrary thresholds of one algorithm
and hide this behind a seemingly objective, statistical measure of ‘validity’. As we know
from the prior discussion on modularity, the measure is not all it is made out to be and
has a set of limitations of its own. Although the results of regionalization by modularity
optimization may seem less arbitrary, they still are, which effectively hampers any debate
on whether boundaries and regions are fuzzy and heterogenous or hard and singular
because the ‘objectivity’ of the algorithm silences that discussion.
9

In the Annals no less.
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On the other hand, exactly because modularity-based regionalization does not require
a-priori knowledge, it does hold potential to find functional regions in relational data for
which it is difficult to make a-priori assumptions. For example, in the previous chapter on
Louisville 9thth Street Divide analysis was aided by a deep, local knowledge of the social
process under study. However, when studying cognitive neighborhoods, this becomes
increasingly hard as, for example, neighborhoods will differ from person to person.
Traditionally, regionalization is applied almost exclusively to very general and aggregated
home-work commuting patterns for this very reason. It is hard enough to make an
assumption about the number of expected labor markets in an area, let alone to make
useful assumptions about the numbers of labor market areas broken down for different
sectors of the economy or different socio-economic classes — or the different regions
based on trips that are not directly tied to home and work, such as recreation or social
connections.
In conclusion, the tremendous body of work within network analysis in general,
and community detection specifically, over the last few years holds a lot of potential for
adaption within geography. In the case of regionalization, geographical and network
analysis approaches partly share historical paths during the 1960s and 1970s and the
mathematical concepts and algorithms used are often similar and ultimately based
on graph theory and matrix algebra. A more synergetic approach has the potential of
rekindling a quantitative approach to relational space and graph theory that has been
underutilized every since the end of the Quantitative Revolution within Geography.
However, and paradoxically, the actual recent forays of geographers and regional
scientists into this direction can mostly be seen as a regression from that goal. In their
attempt to copy the state-of-the-art in network analysis, modularity is often seen as the
pinnacle of community detection in the field. The previous discussion on the concept
clearly shows that it is not. Furthermore, the concept of modularity maximization brings
with it an ontological view on communities and regions as somehow ‘objective’ and
‘optimal’. If we learn anything from spatial theory (cf. Massey, 1994) as well as the history
of work on regionalization (cf. Johnston, 1968) that this is in, in fact, quite the opposite.
This does not mean that we cannot adopt and learn from the field of community
detection at all. However, we do have to be more judicious and critical in adapting
methods and techniques to the domain of regionalization. In the next section of this
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chapter, this is exemplified through an empirical case study on regionalization in New
York City. It uses big data, in this case geotagged tweets, and applies advances from
community detection to find spatial regions or neighborhoods through that data. In
this way, it is not dissimilar from many of the other recent papers (Calabrese et al., 2011
etc.; Ratti et al., 2010) in this strain. However, it diverges specifically because it shows
that an uncritical adoption of modularity and global maxima does not do justice to our
underlying understanding of how neighborhoods work. Instead of over-generalizing and
finding the set of optimal regions, it shows how, through various community detection
methods, we can embrace the variegated and fuzzy nature of urban space and gain insight
in this process through the classification of different locations together into cohesive
clusters.
7.4 Case Study
When we think of the city we live in, we often tend to think in neighborhoods. We
split up an otherwise large and abstract city in a series of smaller areas or neighborhoods,
that together help us understand and make sense of the social and spatial fabric of the
city. Similarly, urban researchers often also use a strategy that consists of dividing up the
city in smaller areas to help understand urban socio-spatial processes. This abstraction,
from individual people to spatial areas, helps to synthesize otherwise complex and
multidimensional processes and the data those are reflected in; the process of abstraction
helps us to gain insight from data. However, researchers interested in the city often only
have a choice between using the relatively small census blocks and tracts (about 4,000
people in each tract) or the much larger counties (Brooklyn’s Kings County has 2.6
million people), both of which also often have boundaries that do not adhere to cohesive
underlying areas. A middle ground, the urban neighborhood that is so common in
vernacular urban thinking, is unfortunately not clearly defined.10
As discussed in the previous sections, how to define such spatial regions and
neighborhoods has a long history within Geography, with a connected line of inquiry
to be found in the domain of community detection within social network analysis.
However, the commuting patterns that underpin the labor market areas and metropolitan
10
Some efforts are made in using zip codes as this middle grounds. However, zip codes, being
designed for efficient mail delivery, come with their own set of problems making them unsuitable for many research
purposes (Krieger et al., 2002).
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statistical areas defined in regional science are of little use on the smaller neighborhood
scale. Similarly, the socio-economic variables from Census data that are used in the
construction of formal regions, might also not adhere to how we think and perceive urban
neighborhoods. In other words, even if the methods in regionalization studies might be
applicable, most conventional data is ill-suited to help us study how people perceive urban
neighborhoods.
Because of this, this case study combines community detection methods from
social network analysis with data derived from geosocial media to (re)draw urban
neighborhoods. An objective rendering of neighborhoods is not of interest here, nor
am I interested in areas that reflect underlying economic processes or labor markets.
Rather, I try to gain insight into how the city is perceived and used by its inhabitants:
what are the cognitive neighborhoods in a city? Naturally, there is no such thing as
‘the’ definition of such a neighborhood; this will differ from person to person and from
group to group. Additionally, geosocial media data are produced by a subgroup of the
general population that might be biased in multiple ways. The fact that these data are not
a random, representative sample matters less, as long as we are not trying to generalize
to an all-encompassing objective set of neighborhoods. In any case, a regionalization
method focused on urban cognitive neighborhoods would need to be able to reflect
this heterogeneity and not hide it behind a veil of objectivity. If successful, cognitive
neighborhoods derived from geosocial media can then help us better understand the
underlying fabric of a city, as they are part and parcel of all four dimensions in the TPSN
framework (Jessop, Brenner, & Jones, 2008). They can also, in turn, function as subsequent
input for urban research and policy; such neighborhoods can be used as spatial unit
that can more closely reflect underlying socio-spatial processes than the arbitrary and
administrative boundaries and scale of the census tract or the county.
7.4.1 Data and Operationalization
In this case study, I use a dataset that consists of all geotagged tweets sent between
July 2012 and July 2015 from the larger New York City metropolitan area11. The total
dataset consists of 149 million tweets sent by a total of 1.4 million different users. Twitter
11
Defined as a bounding box where latitude is between 40.3455 and 41.3335 and longitude is between
-74.5697 and -73.0371.
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is, of course, called a social network because users can choose to ‘follow’ other users —
thus building a network of follower-followed relationships that are well-studied within
social network analysis (Cha, Haddadi, Benevenuto, & Gummadi, 2010; Golder & Yardi,
2010; Gruzd, Wellman, & Takhteyev, 2011; Huberman, Romero, & Wu, 2008; KivranSwaine, Govindan, & Naaman, 2011). However, here I disregard those explicit user
networks in favor of a more implicit spatial network.12 I am not interested in the direct
relations between Twitter users, but rather how those individuals are connected to one
another through their connections to different spaces within the city.
When a user tweets from a specific location within the city, that tweet can be seen
as a proxy for the relationship that person has with that specific location. After all, if a
person tweets from a specific location that person has been to that place and, by doing
so, has some kind of tie to that location. The more often a person tweets from a location,
the more likely it is that the tie to that location bears some significance to the person. Of
course, data like this can be used to reconstruct a user’s spatial trajectory through the
city; or try and determine both a user’s home and work location. But I am not interested
in those ‘strict’ commuting patterns, per se, as there are, arguably, much better datasets
already in existence for understanding commuting patterns (cf. M. R. Graham, Kutzbach,
& McKenzie, 2014 for a US example).
Rather, I intend to fully utilize the affordances of this data to build an entire
cognitive map of all the connections an individual has to all the different parts of the city.
So instead of narrowing this data to a binary home-work relationship, I instead build a
graph of all the cognitive links a person has across the city and use that as subsequent
input in our search for cognitive neighborhoods. People are not just connected to their
home and their work, but also to a variety of other places and experiences that may
include nights out at the bar; picnics in the park; or morning strolls along the boulevard.
This is the core of the spatial polygamy idea referenced earlier (Matthews, 2011), and
much closer to how people think of cities than purely in home-work commuting ties
or Census variables that are always tied to a person’s home location. Tweets are a very
appropriate data source for such an operationalization, as the act of tweeting, especially

12
For a discussion of the spatial dimension of follower networks see (Takhteyev, Gruzd, & Wellman,
2012) and (Stephens & Poorthuis, 2014)
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when opting in for geotagging such tweet, is a conscious and explicit act — a performance,
which the act of geotagging links specifically to the current location.
In a way, thinking of the city in this way is much closer to the cognitive mapping of
behavioral geographers (Golledge, Rivizzigno, & Spector, 1976; e.g. Gould & White, 1974)
than it is to regional science’s interest in functional labor market regions or the formal
regions in geodemographics. It is a perfect example of some of the affordances of big data
to actually go much beyond the generalized and limited datasets available to researchers
in the previous century. It will also serve as an illustration on how the quantitative work
on regionalization does not have to be employed in a rigid and generalized fashion. We
can use similar algorithms in a way that does not obscure the variegated and fluid nature
of regions and neighborhoods, but exposes and highlight these complexities instead. This
is not a weakness or un-scientific approach to research; letting go of the unattainable
quest for the ultimate, objective neighborhood delineation and instead embracing the
multiplicity of such neighborhoods potentially yields much greater insight into the urban
fabric, and also results in neighborhood units for further research and urban policy that
are more appropriate for the specific policy or social process they are supposed to reflect.
The dataset used represents Twitter users on the one hand and their ties to specific
locations within New York on the other hand. Within social network analysis, such a
network is called a two-mode network (Borgatti & Everett, 1997). A two-mode (also
known as affiliation or bipartite) network always consists of two different sets of nodes (in
our case, both people and locations) that have ties between them but not among them. In
other words, strictly speaking ties exist only between people and locations but not directly
between people, or directly between locations. The analysis of two-mode networks is more
complicated than standard one-mode networks (although certainly not impossible, cf.
(Borgatti & Everett, 1997), (Agneessens & Everett, 2013), and (Everett & Borgatti, 2013)).
For this reason, and simply because we are only interested in relations between one set of
nodes, two-mode networks can be ‘projected’ to a one-mode network.
Interestingly, geographers have been unknowingly familiar with the concept as this
is exactly what Taylor (2001) does in his oft-cited world city network thesis. He transforms
a dataset on global firm locations to a network between cities (cities are thus linked
together based on co-locations of global firms). Taylor, unaware of the large body of work
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in network analysis, does this rather inelegantly, but a projection of a two-mode matrix
is as simple as transposing the original matrix and then multiplying the original matrix
with the transposed matrix (Neal, 2012). So in our case, I start with a user-by-location
matrix T, in which each row represents a twitter user and each column a location. With
this matrix T, the location-by-location matrix L can simply be obtained by multiplying the
original matrix by its transposed matrix T’:
L = T x T’
In L, both columns and rows are now locations. Note, however, that the order in
which the multiplication is done matters. By reversing the order, we can actually obtain
the user-by-user matrix instead:
U = T’ x T
The resulting network represents user-to-user ties, not based on their followerfriend connection, but rather on (how often) they have visited the same location. While
such a person-to-person network in and of itself might be interesting for further research,
in the rest of this chapter I solely focus on the location-by-location network.
One complication arises because Twitter users display different levels of activity.
This can range from sending only a handful of tweets in a year to tweeting thousands of
times over the course of just a one single month (Poorthuis & Zook, 2014). If left
unaddressed, active users potentially have a much larger weight in the resulting locationto-location network. To alleviate this issue, rather than just performing the
straightforward matrix multiplication above, I weigh each user’s connection to a specific
place based on the total amount of activity that a user displays:
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The weight between location i and j (Wij) is the sum of the weights of every user’s
(u) connection between i and j. The weight of a user’s connection is defined by the sum
of tweets (T) in both location i and j, relative to the total weight of all tweets between all
locations for that user. The latter can be calculated by multiplying the total number of
tweets for the user by the number of locations + 1 — as this is an undirected graph that
allows for loops. This process is graphically illustrated in Figure 7.2 for just a single user.
In the example, the user has sent tweets from three locations (A, B, C). From location
A, 10 tweets were sent; from location B, 5 tweets; from location C, 2 tweets. To calculate
the weight of the connection between location A and B, first we calculate the sum of all
weighted ties by taking the sum of all tweets (10+5+2) and multiplying that with the
number of location + 1 (3+1). Thus, (10+5+2) x (3 + 1) means the sum of all weighted ties
is 68. The weighted tie A-B then is determined by adding the tweets in A and B (10+5) and
dividing that by 68. In the same way, inner ties within the same location (loops) can be
taken into account. Ultimately, all ties for a single user always add up to 1. As such, each
Twitter user is carrying exactly the same amount of ‘weight’ within the network no matter
how active or inactive that user has been on the platform. Of course, different weighting
strategies can be devised, for example, by not weighing each user equally but varying the
weight based on activity level after all. Potentially changing the weighting strategy can
also have a significant effect on the detected neighborhoods but this would be the focus of
further research.
It is important to note here that the definition of a ‘location’ is arbitrary (see
Chapter 3 and 4 for additional details). Geotagged tweets may have a very precise latitude/
longitude coordinate pair attached to them but the accuracy of this coordinate depends on
a multitude of factors including the accuracy of the underlying GPS, privacy settings and
user-entered geo-location (Crampton et al., 2013; Shelton, Poorthuis, & Zook, 2015). It is
sensible to aggregate these individual point locations up to at least a somewhat larger area
to not give an impression of accuracy where little exists in practice. In other words, a tweet
that appears to be coming from 600 Main Street might have also been sent from 580 Main
Street, 660 Main Street or even 600 Broadway. Binning tweets together in slightly larger
areas thus not only decreases the complexity of the data set, it also more appropriately
reflects the underlying characteristics of the data. The shape and size these larger areas
or neighborhoods is completely arbitrary and can potentially have a large effect on the
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User-by-location network
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Location-by-location network
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10 tweets

B
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B
7/68

12/68

C
4/68

Figure 7.2 Projection of two-mode to one-mode network

outcome of analysis or, in this case, the resulting network structure: this is the Modifiable
Areal Unit Problem exactly (Openshaw, 1984). A large advantage of big data sets such
as Twitter is that the size and shape of areas is flexible and can be adjusted to test and
account for MAUP, as opposed to the fixed administrative and census geographies that
are more common in this type of research. For example, in Taylor’s world city network,
the actual size, shape and definition of each city is completely unknown (Taylor et al.,
2001) and, as such, might actually have tremendous effect on the outcome. As just one
example, a perennial debate exists on whether the Dutch Randstad is to be considered
one large, polycentric city or is just a set of individual cities. Based on your point of view,
the Randstad is either part of the world city network properly or finds itself more at the
periphery (cf. Kloosterman & Lambregts, 2001; Meijers, 2005).
The end goal of delineating neighborhoods and the regionalization process is
itself related to the same MAUP problem as the resulting areas can form the basis of an
aggregation that is potentially more systematic and more closely related to the actual
underlying social process under study. However, to get to that stage we first need to make
data slightly more manageable and decrease the complexity by aggregating individual
point location up to a reasonably small ‘building block’ spatial unit. If we would not do so,
the location-by-location matrix could potentially measure millions of nodes and billions
of ties between them. In previous work, I have often chosen to aggregate to hexagons (cf.
Poorthuis & Zook, 2015 and Chapter 4 for reasoning; Shelton et al., 2015; e.g. Shelton,
Poorthuis, Graham, & Zook, 2014). In this case individual tweets are aggregated to square
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cells for computational reasons as this greatly increases the speed with which individual
points can be spatially joined to a large number of cells.
As becomes clear from Figure 7.3, the size of these cells has a significant impact
on the ‘view’ on the city seen through this data. Ultimately, it would be sensible to take
the smallest cell size as the initial building block (just large enough to account for the
underlying issues around accuracy of geotags) to then find larger neighborhoods within
the city. However, in this case study, a balance between detail and feasibility has to be
made in order to keep computation time reasonable. As a grid of location cells turns into
a matrix of location-by-location connections, a mere doubling of the number of cells leads
to a quadrupling of the number of possible network connections.
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Figure 7.3 Grid with resolutions of 0.05; 0.025 and 0.01 degrees
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7.4.2 Description of the Network
Before I start the process of finding communities in this location by location
network, it is important to get a sense of how some of the basic characteristics of this
cognitive network in order to make sure it indeed resembles the cognitive spatial network
of interest and not just random or noisy data. A grid with cell sizes of 0.0075 degrees
(roughly 0.5 mile) yields a total number of 27,060 cells in the New York City metropolitan
area. There are 16,668 cells or locations (from now on: nodes) that contain one or more
tweets with a total of 3.5 million ties between those nodes. Each individual tie between
two nodes has a weight that indicates the strength of that connection, based on the
weighting procedure outlined above.
Although projections of two-mode networks often lead to very dense and thus
difficult to interpret networks (Neal, 2014), that is not the case here. The network density
is only ~0.025. Network density reflects how many of the potential ties in a network also
actually exist. With 16668 nodes, the network potentially could have almost 300 million
ties but it has only a fraction of those ties in practice. As a first check, this is encouraging.
After all, if the two-mode projection and weighting procedure outlined above would
yield a dense network that connects every location in the city with every other location,
this would be unlikely to yield any sensible division in neighborhoods within the city.
Moreover, it would indicate that the network did not resemble how people actually live in
our cities: we tend to connect only to a few places within the larger city in a relatively tight
knit manner.
This is further confirmed when we look at the distribution of centrality for each
individual node. Although there are different ways to look at how central a node is
within a network, the most straightforward way is to look at the number of incoming
and outgoing connections a node has. Since the network has weighted edges in this
case, I calculate a weighted degree centrality by adding up the total weight of the ties for
each node (Scott, 1992). As is clear from Figure 7.4 (with log scale on the x axis), the
distribution of degree centralities is heavily skewed with most nodes having a relatively
low centrality, while only a few nodes are on either end of the spectrum in being either
hardly connected at all or extremely central. Again, this confirms that the network is not
uniformly connected; we have some very strong nodes with most of the nodes having only
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modest centrality. The network is lumpy, which again accords with how we know people
to live in cities. Some locations — parks, airports, stations, landmarks — form nodal
points in the cognitive image of the city of many inhabitants, while others — most — are
more peripheral in the sense that they are only part of the cognitive maps of a few people.
Of course, this particular network, consisting of cognitive connections across the
city, does not operate completely independent of its underlying geography. From previous
studies, we already now that Twitter’s social network as a whole (including who we chose
to follow or friend) does not exist independent of our location, as most ties are local
(Stephens & Poorthuis, 2014; Takhteyev et al., 2012). This seems to be the case within
this cognitive network as well. Most strong ties between locations are across a very short
distance of less than 5 miles (see Figure 7.5). Again, this makes sense; cognitively we
connect mostly to places that are physically close to us. There are a few notable exceptions,
but they can easily be explained as they are nodal points such as airports, stadiums and
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Figure 7.4 Weighted degree centrality histogram
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a variety of tourist attractions across the city (e.g. Bronx Zoo, Flushing Meadows Park,
Liberty Island etc.).
With over 16,000 nodes and millions of connections, it is difficult to make
sense of such a large network in one birds-eye view. I can describe various properties
of the network as a whole, even visualize it in one of those hallmark ‘hairball’ network
visualizations. But, in this case, I am not trying to understand the network in itself in
a l’art pour l’art fashion. I want to gain insight in the underlying socio-spatial processes
through the analysis of the cognitive network that I have constructed. In other words, by
looking at the structure of neighborhoods or communities within the network, we can
learn more about how people interact and perceive their city than by looking at descriptive
statistics of the network as a whole. I could, of course, look at individual nodes instead
of the entire network. This has the potential of painting a more nuanced picture. Many
nodes hold interesting stories: for example, a random node in the heart of The Bronx has
6 out of the 8 strongest connections to nodes in its direct spatial vicinity. As such, this
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Figure 7.5 Relational Distance versus Physical Distance
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neighborhood perhaps can be construed as very ‘local’, cognitively linked to its direct
neighbors primarily. Similarly, a residential location in the borough of Staten Island has
all of its top 8 connections to directly neighboring grid cells. On the other hand, a node
in the gentrified neighborhood of Williamsburg, Brooklyn, only has three connections
to neighboring nodes with the other links to nodes further west in Manhattan: the East
Village, New York University, and the Museum of Modern Art. While such insights may
be interesting in and of itself, it is hardly feasible to examine every single node in the
network, let alone repeat a study with a different data set, methods or cell sizes. This is
especially important if we aim to employ these neighborhoods in subsequent research or
for policy purposes. As such, community or neighborhood detection within this cognitive
network strikes a balance between the very general network-level overview and the
detailed, but impractical, node-level perspective.
7.4.3 Cognitive Neighborhoods Through Community Detection
A key issue in defining neighborhoods is that neighborhoods that are ‘found’
within this network can change significantly based on different community detection
algorithms and parameters. As such, the application of a singular black-box approach to
community detection is clearly not appropriate without a concern for the intricacies of
the algorithm employed. To illustrate this point, I compare two modularity optimization
approaches to community detection. As discussed previously, this is the most oft-used
set of algorithms, often adopted without any reflecting thoughts on why and how such
an algorithm is used exactly. As such, one of the aims of this section is to show the
possible consequences of this by dissecting the results of these algorithms and showing
how a slightly different algorithm can give significantly different results. This serves as a
cautionary tale; despite its popularity modularity optimization algorithms might not be
the best approach for regionalization and neighborhood detection within Geography. To
do so effectively, the rest of this chapter will zoom in on only the borough of Brooklyn
in order to more easily compare and contrast the resulting neighborhoods. I also switch
to a slightly smaller cell size of 0.005 degrees (~0.25 mile) that yields a total of 1389
nodes with 364,525 ties in the borough of Brooklyn.13 After a discussion of modularity-

effects.

13

Using a 2 kilometer buffer, including parts of lower Manhattan, to take into account possible edge
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Figure 7.6 Map of Brooklyn Neighborhoods

based approaches, the Infomap algorithm is used as an alternative, and arguably more
appropriate algorithm, specifically because it gives back control to the researcher. While
this might not be beneficial if seeking an objective set of communities, this does fit much
better with the social-theory-based theoretical framework of this dissertation. To aid the
interpretation of the maps in the next section, Figure 7.6 is a reference map of Brooklyn in
which I have included approximate references to different parts and neighborhoods of the
city. Since there is no objective, or base, set of neighborhoods (after all, that is the entire
point of this chapter), these neighborhoods are not visualized as polygons but just as
approximate text labels in their general location with larger labels for neighborhoods that
extent to a larger area.
The first modularity optimization algorithm used here is Clauset et al.’s (2004) fast
greedy approach (CM from now on), as implemented in the R library igraph by Csardi
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and Nepusz (Csardi & Nepusz, 2006).14 The CM approach is iterative and keeps merging
nodes and communities until, at the last step, all nodes are within one single community.
To determine the best step at which to stop, convention dictates that the step with the
highest modularity is chosen. However, as can be seen in Figure 7.7, the modularity
plateaus around step 1000 and keep at a very similar level for the next 300-or-so steps. The
highest modularity is at step 1378 with a value of 0.5489. But at step 1078 the modularity
is very close at 0.5479 and at step 1383 it still is 0.5425, after which is starts dropping again
rapidly. How are we to say with any certainty that the resulting communities at each of
these steps between 1000 and 1383 is really ‘better’ or more adequate if the modularity
values are so very close to each other?
Furthermore, when I look at the difference in communities found at each of these
steps, another issue emerges. The resolution limit of modularity optimization has as a
result that, even at step 1078, larger communities have already formed and the ‘extra’
communities at that step are mostly isolated nodes in the periphery of the boundaries of
the borough, and not a set of cohesive, smaller communities that would actually be useful
to understand Brooklyn’s neighborhoods
(see Figure 7.8). Most of these isolated
single-node communities are over water,
with very few tweets originating from
them. In other words, they can be seen as

0.4

cannot be used to find neighborhoods
much smaller than what we see in Figure
7.8 and, most importantly, the researcher

Modularity

noise. As such, the fast greedy approach

0.2

has absolutely no control over the results.
By letting an algorithm loose, the only
choice left to the researcher is which step
to choose as the final solution, although
this does not substantially affect the
outcome of the procedure. As such, the
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Figure 7.7 Modularity for CM approach at each step

14
The results of the community detection algorithm were merged back with the original spatial grid
and visually explored in R using the sp spatial library (Bivand, Pebesma, & Gómez-Rubio, 2013; Pebesma & Bivand,
2005). Final maps were prepared using Quantum GIS.
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CM approach to finding neighborhoods or communities seems incompatible with a
critical use of quantitative methods that are congruent with social theory.
I see a similar issue with other modularity optimizing algorithms. For example,
the Louvain algorithm is, after the fast greedy approach, perhaps the most often used
modularity optimization procedure (Blondel et al., 2008). Although still optimizing the
same modularity equation, it does not use the same approach as CM. Rather, every single
vertex starts out in its own community. Vertices are assigned to communities, based on a
local, greedy modularity optimization. When no improvements can be made to the global
modularity, the vertices in each communities are merged — the communities in itself then
considered to be a vertex and the procedure is repeated — as such, creating a hierarchy of
nested communities.
The Louvain algorithm finds two of these hierarchies within the Brooklyn
cognitive network with modularity values of 0.5421 and 0.5510. The solution of the
second hierarchy that the Louvain algorithm finds is thus the slightest bit better than that
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Figure 7.8 Brooklyn neighborhoods at three different steps of the CM algorithm
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of the CM approach. However, as can also be seen from Figure 7.9, the solution (despite
being close in modularity) is topologically quite different. For example, the fast greedy
community (3) is now split in two separate neighborhoods (4 and 9), while the boundary
of the large South Brooklyn neighborhood (2) in the CM algorithm is much different in
the Louvain version, and so on. This is problem inherent to the modularity optimization
approach in which solutions with similar modularity values can represent very different
community segmentations (cf. (Fortunato, 2010; Good et al., 2010)).15
The problem with both approaches is that the researcher has very little control
over the resulting communities. If quantitative methods are to be employed in a way
that is compatible with what social theory tells us about social space then other methods
might be more appropriate. In simpler words, the uncritical application of modularity
optimization algorithms does not adequately answer the question ‘What are the cognitive
neighborhoods in Brooklyn?’, as, from theory, we know to expect many different,
overlapping and heterogeneous neighborhoods to exist — and not just one set of neat and
objective communities.
To that end, I adopt the Infomap algorithm that is based around the map equation
(Rosvall et al., 2010). I do so because it gives much more control to the researcher and
allows for hierarchical, overlapping communities with multiple sizes. I use the C++
implementation made available by the authors themselves (Edler & Rosvall, n.d.). As
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Figure 7.9 Brooklyn neighborhoods at the two different steps of the Louvain algorithm
15
We can also quantify this topological difference by looking at the normalized mutual information
(NMI) between the two community structures. The NMI (Danon, Díaz-Guilera, Duch, & Arenas, 2005) reflects how
much can be learned about one community structure from another community structure. If the value is 0, then the two
communities divisions are completely different, if the value is 1, they are completely identical. In this case, the NMI
between the Louvain solution and the CM method is only 0.72.
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discussed in the previous section, the Infomap algorithm uses a flow-based approach in
which the route of a random walker through the network is described using Huffman
code. To find communities, we thus try to minimize the length of this description (see
section 7.3.2 for more details).
One of the relevant features of the algorithm is that it allows us to influence the
average size of the resulting communities directly. This is done by using the Markovtime as a resolution parameter (Schaub, Delvenne, Yaliraki, & Barahona, 2012a; Schaub,
Lambiotte, & Barahona, 2012b). Increasing this parameter, increases the number of steps
the walker takes before its position is encoded, which in turn yields larger communities
and vice-versa. The graph in Figure 7.10 shows how, by sliding the Markov-time from 0.05
to 2.00, I can directly control the number of communities found. In particular the range
of Markov times between 0.6 and 1.1 (1.0 being the algorithm’s default) yield many useful
division in the context of neighborhood detection.
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Figure 7.10 Number of communities at various Markov-times for Infomap algorithm
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2.0

As we can see from the four maps in Figure 7.11, each different Markov-time
not only changes the number of communities found, but also yields communities of
different sizes. The resolution parameter thus gives us direct control over the scale on
which we find neighborhoods. This is unlike the different steps in the CM approach,
where choosing a different step-size only increased the noise present in the solution,
without significantly affecting the size of the resulting communities. With the resolution
parameter in the Infomap algorithm, the researcher is in direct control of the size of the
resulting communities and is thus also able to better control the much-maligned MAUP.
Depending on the research context, we can vary the size of neighborhoods from only a
few blocks to much larger meta-neighborhoods that potentially span large parts of the
city. This approach complements more theoretically-derived notions around the multiscalar nature of urban neighborhoods. After all, at one scale level we might think of
downtown Manhattan as one single neighborhood; at another we recognize the smaller
neighborhoods downtown constitutes off such as Tribeca, Chinatown and the East Village.
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If I pick a specific scale (markov time is 0.85) and then take a closer look at the
resulting neighborhoods in Figure 7.12, we see a division in Brooklyn neighborhoods
that has the potential to give us some new and unexpected insights as well as confirm to
local knowledge about the borough. At this scale level, eastern Manhattan is one cohesive
neighborhood (1), while split up in the sub-neighborhoods of the Financial District
(1), SOHO (4), Lower East Side (2), Gramercy (5), and Midtown (14) at lower Markov
times. The trendy area of Williamsburg (2), is separate from the distinct neighborhood
around the Navy Yard (25) to the south and Long Island City (5) to the north. The
neighborhood of Red Hook (21) is an interesting example as directly to its southwest we
find one single isolated node that is actually part of the Manhattan neighborhood (1).
This non-contiguous part of the Manhattan neighborhood can be explained as it is home
to Brooklyn’s Ikea, which is directly connected to lower Manhattan by a ferry ride that
specifically services this Ikea store. It is difficult to reach the store by other public transit.
As such, cognitively, it is much more connected to Manhattan than it is to the rest of Red
Hook. Similarly, the southern tip of Coney Island, covering its boardwalk and the beach, is
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Figure 7.12 Brooklyn neighborhoods for Infomap algorithm with Markov-time 0.85
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more connected to Manhattan (1) than its contiguous neighborhood of Coney Island (16).
Although the Infomap algorithm does not have a contiguity constraint like many of the
regionalization procedures discussed in the previous section, apart from this exception,
almost all resulting communities are indeed contiguous areas. Another exception to this
rule can be found in some boundaries between neighborhoods, reflecting the fuzziness of
such boundaries. For example, the boundary between Kensington (18) and South-West
Brooklyn (4) has two nodes that are ‘switched’.
Although, the results of the Infomap community detection indeed seem to
resemble neighborhoods that Brooklynites would instantly recognize, that is not to say
that these are the neighborhoods of Brooklyn, particularly given the data source on
which they are based. And that is exactly the point. From social theory discussed in
Chapter 2, we know that urban space is a complex, variegated, heterogeneous process
and the quantitative method of community detection applied to this cognitive network
derived from geosocial media seems to confirm that. The neighborhoods in Figure 7.12
are just one particular perspective on those neighborhoods. We have already seen that
the boundaries and size of the neighborhoods can change by using a different algorithm
altogether, or by adjusting the resolution parameter of the Infomap algorithm every so
slightly. But even the neighborhoods found with one particular resolution parameter are
by no means binary or entirely cohesive – location within each ‘neighborhood’ still have
connections to locations outside the neighborhood to varying degrees.
In Figure 7.13, I calculate the degree of belonging for each node with
a neighborhood. That is, I look at the weight of the total amount of ties of that
node compared with the weight of the connections that are completely within the
neighborhood. The darker the node, the more tightly it is connected to its own
neighborhood. Lighter nodes, even though they ‘belong’ to the neighborhood they are
currently in, have a majority of their total, weighted, connections to other nodes outside
the neighborhood. This shows the fluid and flexible nature of neighborhoods. A small
parameter change, a slightly different algorithm, a slightly different weighting scheme,
a different dataset, or a slightly different timeframe — they might all change to which
neighborhoods these nodes belong. It is clear that most neighborhoods are by no means
homogeneous: some nodes are much more connected within the neighborhood than
other nodes are. On top of that, some neighborhoods are just much more internally
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cohesive than other neighborhoods are. For example, although the neighborhood of
Williamsburg has a very distinct character in the collective imagination of New Yorkers —
it is a neighborhood that is not inward facing at all as most of its nodes have a significant
number of ties to other neighborhoods. Urban neighborhoods are not cliques — to
different degrees, locations within these neighborhoods have connections to many other
locations outside of the neighborhood.
Neighborhoods are not static over time either. Their boundaries and size shift
and change as different people move in and out of them; businesses and public space
disappear and are re-created; and people build new connections to different places. The
city and its neighborhoods are never at rest but always changing. As it does, the cognitive
neighborhoods reflected in these geosocial media data do too. For example, we can
compare the neighborhoods found based on connections made in 2012, with the same
set of neighborhoods based on connections made in 2015 (all other Infomap parameters
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100%

being kept equal). In Figure 7.14 we see some clear temporal changes in the cognitive map
of Brooklyn. Hip and trendy Williamsburg (2) was still separated from Manhattan (1)
in 2012 — reminiscent of the well-quoted scene from Sex and the City where Miranda
Hobbes’ move into Brooklyn is deemed unthinkable by her Manhattanite girlfriends. In
this collective imagination, Brooklyn, even the ever-so-trendy Williamsburg, might as
well be a completely different city altogether. But Brooklyn has undergone substantial
gentrification in recent years and the cognitive neighborhood of Williamsburg in 2015
has become an extension of the Lower East Side of Manhattan, which also includes the
revamped Brooklyn Bridge Park under the Brooklyn Bridge. Other notable changes
include the expansion of the gentrifying neighborhood of Kensington (20) into
Borough Park and Bensonhurst neighborhood (6). Interestingly, we also see a new
neighborhood being carved out of that same area (6), which is home to a new frontier of
gentrification called Sunset Park (16). Of course, cognitive connections and perceptions
of neighborhoods are hardly the only aspects relevant to identifying or understanding the
process of gentrification, and this chapter does not pertain to gentrification in particular.
However, if one were interested in studying urban gentrification, such insights into the
perception of neighborhoods can be a research objective in and of itself. Additionally, the
resulting neighborhoods are arguably a more apt areal unit than the administrative census
tracts and zip code tabulation areas that are otherwise used in that type of research.
7.5 Conclusion
The fact that Twitter data is inherently biased — with only some people using
the platform in the first place — does not have to be an issue per se. If I was interested
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in finding a generalizable abstraction of the neighborhoods in Brooklyn, then the nonrepresentative sample that is Twitter data could indeed be a problem. Other data sources
could potentially be added to alleviate the bias in Twitter data, ranging from other
geosocial media data to cell phone records, transit data, geotagged credit card data and
wifi- and video pedestrian registration systems. But here, I am interested in gaining
insight into the variegated and heterogeneous character of urban space. As such, I can
use the rich nature of Twitter data to our advantage. With the same procedure as outlined
above, I can further zoom in on specific slices of this urban space. Based on a user’s home
location, I can look at the neighborhoods as drawn by people in Sunset Park versus the
people in Long Island City. I can study the cognitive maps of night owls versus early risers,
or those who Instagram their ‘authentic’ dinner experiences versus those who identify
as soccer moms. I have also not depleted the affordances of the Infomap approach to
community detection, which has been expanded to allow for explicit fuzzy boundaries
and overlap (Viamontes Esquivel & Rosvall, 2011), hierarchical clustering (similar to
the Louvain approach) (Rosvall & Bergstrom, 2011) and multi-layered communities
that include different types of ties (e.g. positive and negative cognitive connections) (De
Domenico, Lancichinetti, Arenas, & Rosvall, 2015).
This case study has shown that we can indeed study the variegated, heterogeneous
nature of urban space through the use of quantitative methods from social network
analysis and geosocial big data. Beyond the domain of regionalization, this chapter shows
that a quantitative spatial analysis does not need to based on a Euclidean ontology. The
social network approach employed here is clearly capable of providing new and alternative
understandings of spatial processes. Within the current work on regionalization, many
authors are focused on finding ‘objective’ regions and neighborhoods in urban space. With
a conscientious effort, we can use similar methods in conjunction with a more critical
urban theory and gain useful insight in the socio-spatial processes that take place in and
form our cities. The Brooklyn neighborhoods identified in this chapter give us a direct
insight into the cognitive neighborhoods of Twitter users. By further disaggregating such
a dataset into specific subgroups of people, an even deeper understanding of this aspect
of social space can be attained. Such sub-groups can for example be constructed based on
home location (e.g. showing how people from Williamsburg experience the city versus
people from Sunset Park), based on day versus night-time activity (does social space have
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a different structure at night?), based on the gender of the user, or based on the tweet
content (e.g. supporting different political candidates, tweeting about specific social or
cultural behavior), etc. Additionally, these neighborhoods, in their turn, can be used
as more apt and cohesive basic spatial units in other quantitative urban research that is
otherwise troubled by MAUP and the repercussions of arbitrary administrative units.
Copyright © Ate Poorthuis 2015
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Chapter 8 - Conclusion
8.1 Summary of Findings
The three parts of this dissertation — Theory, Methods and Empirical —
individually answer three related research questions. The Theory section, naturally, lays
the foundation under the methodological and empirical parts of this dissertation but
also forms the basis for answering RQ1: how can big data facilitate the integration of
social theory on space with quantitative research methodology? While social theory and
quantitative methodologies may at first glance seem incompatible, the literature and
historical overview in Chapter 2 illustrated that there is historical precedent as well as
theoretical room for a much closer connection between the two. Some key aspects of
conceptualizations of space in social theory (albeit this reduces the full breadth of social
theory considerably) is that space is a multi-dimensional, heterogenous spatial process.
On the other hand, space in quantitative methodology — especially in commonly used
tools such as GIS — is decidedly an abstract and Euclidean container. In GIS, space is a
container that pre-exists, a convenient framework that allows researchers to locate objects
within it. These two conceptualizations are at odds and these differing ontologies have
been at the heart of the GIS & Society debates in which social theorists and GIScientists
engaged together (cf. Schuurman, 2006). However, already in the early Quantitative
Revolution, there were a number of significant attempts by quantitative geographers to
move beyond Euclidean space, which Chapter 2 has discussed at length.
Most explicitly, I identified the use of and fascination with graph theory and
network analysis that was popular in the 1960s and 1970s as an explicit example of
moving beyond Euclidean space. After the 1970s, and with the onset of GIS, graph theory
and network analysis disappeared from the forefront within Geography but has remained
a very active interdisciplinary field under the moniker of Social Network Analysis. It is
in this early work during the Quantitative Revolution — and in the later work by nongeographers in Social Network Analysis — that we find a clear example of an alternative
spatial ontology encoded in quantitative methods and computer software. It shows the
possibility of spatial quantitative methods to go beyond the Euclidean into, in this case, a
more relational understanding of social space. In other words, the fact that the Euclidean
spatial ontology is so foundational in, and hard-wired into, common GIS methods and
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software, does not necessarily mean that spatial quantitative methods will always have
to adhere to this ontology. Moreover, as this dissertation argues, Big Data can play a key
role in this process — not because of its volume but because of its varied, relational and
vernacular nature.
Once established that social theory and quantitative methods can indeed be
brought closer — and that big data can play a key role in this — the Methods section
continues in a more practical fashion. It set out to answer the question: what are the
practical challenges and solutions to moving “beyond the geotag” when utilizing big data in
geographical research? The first of these challenges, discussed in Chapter 3, is the barrier
that exists, especially for social scientists, to access, collect, search and extract smaller data
sets from big data. To address this challenge, I have developed a platform that collects all
geotagged tweets through Twitter’s API but is designed for expansion and the inclusion
of other sources of geosocial media data. It allows researchers to search through the ~10
billion geotagged tweets sent since 2012 through an easy-to-use interface. After searching,
the platform allows for the extraction of only those tweets relevant to the research
question at hand so that further analysis can be performed using software and methods
of the researcher’s choice. Typically, these resulting relevant data sets are much smaller
and fit well within the computing capabilities of standard desktops and laptops, which
overcomes many of the computer science barriers that make big data difficult to access
and use for social scientists.
The crux of big data in social science is not actually its size, but its relevance — and
the Empirical section of this dissertation shows that relatively small datasets (thousands
of data points, not billions) can indeed yield worthwhile analysis and results. Without
DOLLY, an ad-hoc effort to collect, search and extract relevant data from big data would
require a set of skills and resources more closely related to computer science than to the
social science. Even if the researcher had possessed these skills and resources, or had easy
access to them, this would form a major distraction from the core mission and interest of
social science in research projects.
The analysis of that data is another area where geographers may face a different
set of challenges: how to make sense of the still relatively large, noisy spatial point
datasets that are so typical of geosocial media? Chapter 4 outlines one specific and
still primarily Euclidian approach to address this challenge. It consists of aggregating
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individual data points (most geosocial media is geotagged as a point with a lat/long
coordinate pair) up to a hexagonal grid useful for standard GIS spatial analysis. Each
individual grid cell can then be normalized by a measure of the total ‘big data’ population
in that cell. Most importantly, however, is that big data also provides a number of extra
affordances that both help to go ‘beyond the geotag’ (Crampton et al., 2013) and enhance
the analysis in ways that go beyond typical GIScience approaches. For example, the
precision of geotagged tweets allow these individual data points to be aggregated to grid
cells of varying size (from a few meters to many kilometers). This gives the researcher
opportunity to scale the resolution of the grid according to the phenomenon under
study or study the same process at multiple scales. This makes the Modifiable Areal Unit
Problem (Openshaw, 1984) explicit within the research instead of sweeping it under
the carpet. Similarly, the temporal attributes of big data allow researchers to study the
process behind the data and not just a static snapshot. Such an analysis can be further
contextualized by using the text of the actual tweet, be it through quantitative methods
such as natural language processing or qualitative analysis.
The two challenges of accessing and conducting meaningful analysis of big data are
some of the major impediments to a wider adoption of big data in geographic research.
The Empirical section of this dissertation brings the methods and solutions from Chapter
3 and 4 together with a conceptual grounding in social theory to answer the following
questions: How can the quantitative analysis of big data provide new and useful insight in
the complex character of social space? More specifically, what insights does such an analysis
of relational social space provide about urban mobility and cognitive neighborhoods?
In Chapter 5, the empirical section starts of by taking Jessop et al.’s (2008) metatheory on social space and shows how such a conceptualization of space can be used to
study the data shadows of natural disasters through a quantitative analysis of big data.
Through analyzing and mapping ~140,000 geotagged tweets related to Hurricane Sandy,
which hit the Eastern Seaboard of the United States in the fall of 2010, I not only show the
compatibility of theory and methods but also demonstrate that a more straight-forward
Euclidean or territorial perspective on space is not able to fully capture the complexity and
multiple dimensions of the socio-spatial impact of such a natural disaster. By analyzing
all four dimensions of the Territory-Place-Scale-Network framework together, different,
nuanced understandings of the social space around natural disasters emerge. Moreover,
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the TPSN approach is one of the most broad and encompassing social theories of space,
while many other theories focus on just a single ‘dimension’ of space. I would thus argue
that this quantitative analysis incorporating all four dimensions in the TPSN framework
supports the contention that social theories and GIS approaches to space indeed can
usefully inform one another.
The subsequent chapters build forth on this initial proof-of-concept from Chapter
5. In Chapter 6, a similar methodology is used to study urban mobility and spatial
inequality in Louisville, KY. Mobility — or how people spatially interact within their cities
— is a subject that, although of major interest to geographers, is traditionally difficult
or resource-intensive to study. Large-scale studies based on surveys are time-intensive
for both researchers and participants, who are asked to keep a travel-diary, while census
based data often only relates to mobility between home and work locations or at larger
scale levels. As a result, most research that focuses on how people live, perceive and
move within their cities (Kwan, 1999; 2013) often only use a few research participants.
This is a key opportunity for big data, as it has the potential to provide insight into the
spatial trajectories and lived experience of larger groups of people at a finer spatial
resolution. In this case study I use geotagged tweets to compare the spatial inequality of
two distinct groups of people in Louisville. One group of people lives in the fairly affluent,
and predominately white, downtown and (sub-)urban neighborhoods of the East End;
another group is from the socio-economically disadvantaged and predominantly AfricanAmerican West End. In Louisville’s imaginary, the two groups — separated by the socalled 9th street divide — are often thought to each live in a spatial vacuum. However, as
Chapter 6 shows, an analysis of geotagged tweets is able to provide new insights and show
that contrary to common perception, people from the West End have strong socio-spatial
connections far beyond 9th street.
Finally, in Chapter 7, I take the more implicit non-Euclidean spatial ontology
of the previous chapters one step further. By employing an explicit relational spatial
ontology in combination with methods derived from Social Network Analysis, we can
derive new ways to approach the problem of regionalization, or more specifically the
long-standing challenge of how to delineate the borders of neighborhoods. Social theory
suggests that there is not such thing as one, objective set of neighborhoods and different
neighborhoods exist at different points in time, at different scales, and differ from person
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to person. This might be one reason why the problem of regionalization is so hard to
‘solve’ with one, single answer. In this chapter I show how the fluidity in the shape and
scale of neighborhoods can be quantitatively operationalized through a judicious use of
community detection methods. This methodology allows geographers to actively engage
with the multi-dimensional, dynamic cognitive processes that produce and re-produce
urban neighborhoods, especially when combined with the varied and vernacular nature of
geosocial media data.
In sum, the research presented in this dissertation has shown three specific
things. First, conceptualization of space in social theory and quantitative methodology
are more compatible than is often assumed. There are clear historical precedents
for such a rapprochement, helped by the new affordances that big data provides to
traditional quantitative methods. Second, although there are a number of formidable
methodological challenges to the adoption of big data in geographic research, these are
not unsurmountable. A solution to two of the most important challenges — access to
relevant big data and adequate analytical methods — is addressed in this dissertation.
Third, and most importantly, the quantitative analysis of big data can help geographers
research new questions and create new understandings of older key disciplinary questions.
This dissertation has investigated two such topics — spatial mobility and cognitive
neighborhoods — but there are many additional applications that could be applied to
derive a greater understanding the urban realm and beyond.
8.2 Limitations of the current research
Nonetheless, the research described in this dissertation has room for improvement
as well. In this section, I identify a number of such limitations and will discuss how these
limitations relate to future research avenues in the subsequent section.
First, although this dissertation is framed around big data in general, and geosocial
media data in particular, it only employs data from the Twitter platform. One reason
for this is that the DOLLY system is designed with Twitter as an extreme case — if the
system works well with one of the most prolific social media platforms, then other data
sources will be relatively easy to add. The argument in favor of the addition of more data
sources is not one of size: more is not better per se. However, each geosocial media data
set represents a specific perspective on social space and comes with its own biases and
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unique possibilities. In other words, Twitter users are different from Instagram users,
who are different from Yelp users, etc. Each additional data set allows us to gain a more
holistic understanding of the social spaces we are interested in. The relative ease with
which multiple big data sets can be tied together can be employed here to use a myriad
of geosocial media data sets within the same study. Of course, like any extensive data
collection method – census, survey, etc. – one needs to exercise caution in interpreting
and using the data.
The second limitation of this study is brought on by the bias present in this data
(cf. Li, Goodchild, & Xu, 2013). Although this does not have to be an unsurmountable
problem if we do not make inferences about the general population on the basis of such
data, it does provide an obstacle that needs addressing. The bias itself is not the problem,
but the fact that we do not know what that bias is or how it is formed. For example, if we
know that our extracted data set disproportionally consists of college-educated twentysomethings, then that might actually be an advantage if we were to study the process of
gentrification but less of interest if we are interested in family-oriented suburbanites etc.
Even more, we already notice an increase in the use big data within urban planning and
governance through initiatives such as the smart city movement (cf. The White House,
2015). Without knowing the exact bias of such data, especially if many of the algorithms
employed to analyze big data are of the black-box variety, then the old adagio of ‘garbage
in, garbage out’ may have long-lasting consequences for our cities. Thus, my dissertation
sits at a key juncture of big data methods and critical data studies and can serve as a
counterweight to overly positivist smart city approaches.
Third, although this dissertation provides a relatively easy way to access and
extract geosocial data — there are a number of remaining barriers to a wider sharing of
data contained in such platforms. Sharing research data openly and conducting easyto-reproduce research is still in its infancy within the geographic discipline. However,
big data, as well as the systems discussed in this dissertation, provides great potential
to enhance the sharing of such research data. However, so far this is impeded both
by resource limitations as well as by the stringent Terms and Services of many of the
geosocial media data sources.
Fourth, although the research in the Empirical section of this dissertation clearly
shows the promise and potential of the combination of social theory with quantitative
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methods, we are only at the very start of such research. The fit between social theory and
quantitative analysis is, by no means, ‘natural’: almost all of the existing methods and tools
in quantitative geography rely very heavily on a Euclidean spatial ontology. As long as that
remains the case, the custom and ad-hoc implementation of analysis in a programming
language like Python or R is one of the few alternatives available to researchers pursuing
this direction and thus forms a major hurdle in the wider adoption of a critical
quantitative geography within the discipline.
Fifth, in the Theory section of the dissertation I specifically made the distinction
between an ontological perspective on big data and the epistemological perspective this
dissertation has adopted. However, the ontological perspective, focused on how big data
changes the world we live in, cannot be completely ignored in any research that uses big
data to study socio-spatial processes. After all, big data itself is influencing the very sociospatial process we are studying — it plays a role in the production and re-production
of social space. Interestingly, the data shadows captured within big data actually allow
us to investigate this role in great detail, or even to run field experiments that would be
infeasible with more conventional data sources (cf. Facebook’s depression experiment
Kramer, Guillory, & Hancock, 2014).
Sixth, and finally, the Facebook experiment cited in the previous paragraph
generated major controversy and some serious questioning of the ethics of such research.
This is part of a more general concern around big data, which is often produced by
individuals with a very different intent than the eventual use within social science research
(cf. ‘data fumes’ Thatcher, 2014). Consent — an important part of more conventional
geographic research — is never explicitly given by most individuals present in big
data. Although this is an area that has received attention from social scientists (boyd &
Crawford, 2012; Zwitter, 2014), a clear and one-size-fits-all answer to this question does
not exist. Especially since institutions such as IRBs have not caught on to the use of big
data in social science, this is an area that requires significant attention and care of each
individual researcher.
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8.3 Future Research Directions
To make additional strides against the above limitations, a number of directions
for future research present themselves. First, the collection and extraction framework
discussed in Chapter 3 (DOLLY) can be expanded in three specific ways:
a. A larger variety of data sources can be added to the DOLLY platform.
This dissertation has shown that, with Twitter as an extreme test

case, the platform has been highly successful. Different social media

platforms such as photo sharing services Instagram and Flickr; review
sites such as Yelp; and check-in applications like Foursquare all share

a similar, geotagged data format that can be easily incorporated within
the existing framework. Since they each represent a slightly differ-

ent perspective on the underlying social processes, this could lead to
deeper and alternative understanding of such processes.

b. A better institutional infrastructure can be built that allows for easier,
more convenient data sharing and collaboration that extend beyond

the current host university (University of Kentucky). This can be done
through a more robust front-end that includes more specific docu-

mentation and adding functionality that allows external researchers to
extract, share and reference data that stays within the boundaries of
the Terms of Service.

c. While DOLLY has been very successful and performant in terms of

collecting and extracting data, visualizing and analyzing these extracted data sets still needs to be done manually in offline software — for
example by following the methodology discussed in Chapter 4. By

integrating this workflow within the online interface and thus adding
a visual, graphical user interface to the platform, researchers could

more quickly analyze and visualize slices of data in an interactive, ex-

ploratory setting (Tukey, 1977) that would help them find the relevant
data within those billions of data points more easily.

Second, as a discipline, Geography would benefit from an expansion of the variety
of methodological tools and software available for quantitative analysis, especially when
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it comes to pushing the boundaries of Euclidean spatial ontologies. Many of the building
blocks needed for such an expansion exist (e.g. the proliferation of open source analysis
software and libraries). Ideally, academic geographers with different interests and skill
sets should be able to use software that allows for dynamic changing of scale (e.g. through
built-in procedures that change the resolution of the grid cells discussed in Chapter 4);
extend projections and transformations to reflect not just the Earth’s surface but also
underlying social processes (cf. the idea of ‘marriage space’ and multi-dimensional
scaling (Chapter 2)); and, most importantly, dynamically change the underlying spatial
ontologies. While these procedures are often possible to execute ad-hoc or in a custom
coded context, they need to be integrated in a single, mainstream software suite to be
adopted more widely. An example and first step can be found in the integration of the
topological ontology and methods found in Social Network Analysis software into GIS
software so that the two ontologies can be used and compared simultaneously.
Third, the methods and ontological synergy discussed in this dissertation can
be extended to a wider array of research question within urban geography and, where
possible, such studies should compare a big data approach with more conventional
methods and data source. The focus of Chapter 7 on cognitive neighborhoods can be
extended to, for example, specifically studying changes in neighborhoods in relation
to the infamous process of gentrification. But to more thoroughly understand such
neighborhoods, it would also be essential to compare neighborhoods derived from Twitter
data with data from other geosocial data sets (e.g. Instagram); other big data sources (cell
phone data; credit card payment data); and on-the-ground fieldwork.
The use of big data within Geography is only at the beginning of an undoubtedly
long trajectory. There are still myriad issues surrounding the use such data in social
science research, and any research technique or methodology that we currently use comes
with its own set of limitations and problems. However, as I have argued throughout this
dissertation, the potential of big data both in terms of bridging disciplinary divides and
fruitful use in applied urban research unquestionably exists. Furthermore, these questions
and methodologies will only become more important, as we are already experiencing
increased adoption and ongoing changes in the social sciences (cf. computational social
science), an increased recognition of ‘data science’ in both industry and government, as
well as a new emphasis on improving day-to-day urban governance through an emphasis
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on data-driven ‘smart cities’ (e.g. The White House, 2015). Geography has a key role to
play in this debate. We cannot suffice with warning only of the dangers of big data but
have a unique opportunity to guide these developments with an alternative, and arguable
more appropriate, use of such data. After all, if we allow the data to speak for itself, we
might not like what it has to say.
Copyright © Ate Poorthuis 2015
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